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Probate notice—Eat .lames Collar et ale.
Probate notice—Est Alice Snrgeut.
Exec notice—Est Chas I) Wilbur.
fcxec notice—Est Benj G Harbour.
Admr notice—Est Arthur L Hale.
Admr notice—Est Martha E Seavey.
Admr notice—Ei-t Cornelius Hayes.
Admr notice—Est Elcy S Turner.
Admr notice—Est William 8 Newman.
Dr Geo A Phil Ips—A card.
Bankrupt notice—Est Daniel M Grlndle and
John 8 Dolilver.
Wanted—Kitchen girl.
E .1 Walsh—Shoe store.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots and shoes.

and
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to
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by

City

tax,

1900

Higgins

Treasurer
are

warrants

15 Mirvutes

Tax Collectors

on

Whitcomb for the 1899 and

Holmes and

returnable this week.

These

really a three-months extension of time of warrants previously
Issued, the collectors complying with certain conditions imposed
th« city treaswere

b^r

at the

expiration of the first warrants.
It is understood that the present warrants
will be allowed to take their course.

SCHEDULE OF MAIL9

and

estate

———

sold

has bought the remaining three-quarters
of the schooner “Napoleon” of which he
already owned one-quarter.
The distress warrants served by the late

urer

MONEY TO LOAN

schooner “Lincoln”

the

Northport parties, to Harry H. Wood, of
Surry. Frank W. Leland, of Mt. Desert,

effect Oct 14, 1901.

Ellsworth

The

who

men

GEO.

Going East—7.18 a. m., 8.08 p. ra.
GOINO Wbst-11-56 a. m., 5.28 p. m.

CO.,

GRANT

H.

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

GOINO East—6.30 a. m., 5 30 p. m.
Going West—11.20 a. m., 5 and 9.30 p.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.

m.

SUNDAY.

Train from the west arrives at 7.18 a. m., departs for the west atS.Oi p. in. Mall closes for
the west at 5.30 p. m.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

C. C. Royal has gone to Boston to
spend the winter with her daughters.
Charles A. Allen and family left Monday noon for Waterville, where they will
Mrs.

reside.

YOURSELF

SECURE
against loss by

policy

FIRE.

Take out a

in our agency and l>e free from

The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
church will give a supper in their vestry
this evening at 6 o’clock.
the

popular

clerk at the

Hancock
a

worry.

McNabb,

Alex

fish

moose

house, with his wife, is enjoying
short vacation in Boston.

The Bocial committee of the Congregational church will give a
supper next
Wednesday evening, Nov. 20.

told
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which
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a
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give

you
biscuit

A pure,

rected.

of the

one

moose.

Powder

Royal Baking

taking spawn for the Green
hatchery, are feasting on
steak. Thrilling stories are being

Lake

to

at Sourd

are

nahunk lake

The

sufficient

One

report is that Winnie Moore, who had a
lively tussle with a deer a short time ago,
was treed by a
bull mooee for several
hours. Another story is that be met five
moose in a wood road, and the animals
FIRE INVESTIGATION.
made a Rough Rider’s charge upon him.
State Deputy Insurauce Commissioner
He escaped by taking to a tree. Later
In Ellsworth Saturday.
one of the party shot a
bull moose and
the camp is
meat.

now

well

supplied

with

fresh
v

The city government, at a special meeting Monday afternoon, elected J. A. Cunningham city treasurer to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of N. H. Higgins.
This prompt action was made necessary
by the fact that the distress warrants
served by Treasurer Higgins on Tax-Collectors Whitcomb and Holmes expire this
week. The vacancy in the school board

W. Fletcher, of Augusta, deputy incommissioner of Maine, was in
Ellsworth recently investigating incendiary tires, particularly the tire in the old
C.

< >

[

di-

as

D. Foster, C. P. Dorr, A. W. Clark, T. J.

Holmes, Mies Belle Alexauder.
April—Mesdames J. F. Knowlton, F.
W. Rollins, J. T. Giles, J. H. Brimmer,
F. C. Bnrrlli, Ella Hale, Miss Elizabeth

True.

_

surance

veterinary hospital

School street.

on

The

He that is successful

can

afford to

smile;

he that is not successful cannot afford to

do otherwise.

attention of the State insurauce

depart-

Church—That tenor singer in the opera

ment

by

the

appears to me to be playing to the galery. Gotham—Yes; but the basso seemed
to be playing to the sub-celisr.

was

called

to

this

matter

item in The American last week.
Mr.
that

Fletcher, following

the tire

out the

due to intense

was

theory
rivalry

asbrrtiSEtnmta.

examined

between two hose

caused

LOOK

|

::

using

leavener.

true

companies,
by the death of Mr. Higgins a number of members of the hose comwill be filled at a meeting of panies, particularly several members of
probably
LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.
An alarm was rung in Sunday evening the aldermen to be held next
Friday. The City hose company who returned from
for a chimney fire at the Gimwood house
vacancy in the board of aldermen prob- a dance at Lamoine on the night of the
on Water street.
No damage resulted.
ably will not be filled, as a special ward tire, aud who were present at the fire in
Write us for furthur particulars.
Dr. George A. Phillips is now in Gllselection would be necessary, and only a
the clothes in which they returned from
worth only Saturdays
and
Sundays, little over three months more of the the dance.
The exact result of the investigation
municipal year remain.
his Bar Harbor office.
Colonel Greenleaf
Austin
Gooodale, was not made public, but it is underThe November committee of ladies of 17th U. 8. infantry, who expected to stood that considerable important evithe Congregational society will hold a sale s^il from San Francisco for Manila Nov. dence was secured. Mr. Fletcher said to
WOOL-FLEECED UNDERWEAR.
of outing flaunel garments for men and 1, to join his regiment, has been detailed a representative of The American after
Only $1.00 a suit. This is the best thing X women
to organize and command the new dis- the investigation that before any further
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 23.
on the market for the price.
2
was taken, he would consult with
At a meeting of City hose company charge camp on Angel island, harbor of action
his chief, Insurance Commissioner Carr.
three members handed San Francisco. About fifteen thousand
Monday
evening,
NEW FALL and WINTER
The usual procedure in such cases is for
enlistment 'are
la their resignations. It is understood men, whose terms of
the insurance commissioner to have a pre..
soou to expire, wi’.l be received, cared for
♦ that one other resignation will follow.
/ and
from #3.50 up.
honorably discharged at this camp liminary investigation or inquest. If, in
MEN’S SUITS,
2
A new tubular boiler of 125 horse power
the ensuing six months. Colonel his opinion, sufficient evidence is obtained
#3.00 up.
YOUTHS’ SUIT8,
from the Atlantic WorkB at Boston, is during
Goodale probably will not return to the to warrant a conviction, the evidence is
« being placed in Ureely & Brady’s steam
HOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from #3.00 up.
hirnoH noor fn fho pnnntv nnnrnpv nnrl
as his regiment will no doubt
mill on Water street, replacing two old Philippines
OVERCOATS, from #3.50 up.
the case prosecuted iu the usual manner.
return to the United States during 1902
liue
boilers
of
about
100
horse
compower
ULSTERS, from #4.00 up.
lie enlisted in the Buckport company of
-.—~
$ bined.
✓
the 6th Maine May 7,1861. He visited his
this
received
Winter
morning.
of
Full
and
line
New
Headgear
Congregational Church Committees.
The party under the auspices of the
old comrade, Charles P. Dorr, in EllsSocial committees of the Congregational
Unity club will take place at Odd Fellows worth
recently.
church for the ensuing year have been
hall Friday evening
of
next week.
OWEN BYRN,
Miss Carrie M. Crockette, of Vinalhaven, chosen. According to the usual plan in
Dancing and whist will be the amuse- a
public reader and teacher of elocution this church, the general committee apments. Monaghan’s orchestra will furand dramatic art, will read here soon un- points a committee for each month. The
nish music.
y
der the auspices of the Onasouson club of committees are as follows:
The schooner “Mary C. Stuart”, owned
the Ellsworth high school. The date has
General Committee—Mesdames Pearl B.
largely by the D. M. Stuart heirs, of Ells- not been lixed but the entertainment will
Day, A. I. Saunders, 8. K. Whiting, E. F.
has been sold to Leonard C. Iiewworth,
probably be sometime next week. Miss Robinson; Misses A. F. Hight, Eva Aiken,
Latest improvements in both systems.
son and Alexander Richards, of Boston.
Crockette is a graduate of the New Eng- A. J. Thompson.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.
The vessel was turned over to the new
November Committee—Mesdames L. A.
land conservatory,
Boston, class |’94
work.
with
low as is consistent
good
Emery, A. P. Wiswell, Henry M. Hall,
owners at Rockland recently.
She was formerly principal of the deWilliam Mason, H. J. Joy,
PAYilENTS on losses are

most

The thousands of Lumbermen
who wear
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RUBBER CO.'S
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HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

Ellsworth will not be in darkness.

RANGES. FURNACES, STOVES.

“CLARION

Ammunition

Crockery and tin ware.
Pearl, agate and granite ware.
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

Main
■
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::
';
11

We are

selling

for 10 cents; a
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Ifl-l.

lipSL.Pears.ii
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I trawl;

Chocolates—Foss
Very Choice.

Fine

I Special

Sale

Candy

;;
j
■

Saturday.!!

S. E. CHAPMAN,
Ellaworlh. T
T Main Streel,
■

J **+*+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦+♦
BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner
Repairing
Fourteen

a

8i*Sr%*©

specialty.

years’ factory experience.

Out of town orders solicited.

postal
Crippen’s

Drop
T.

a

or

leave orders at

music

worth. Me.

store,

Ells-

_

hmoke

...

—

Boston Terrier
P5o.

Cigar,

GEO. S. HARRIS* CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS.

f

I

Have

::

Just
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a

3

Fresh Lot of

g

ITALIAN CREAHS.
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SOMETHING NEW. ?

Trowbridge Chips.

J.

A.Cunningham. I
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MUM IS THE WORD.

pay-

ing.
The work of tearing down the old iceOak streets

was com-

Daring this month the

Chrysan-

Another standpipe for watering locobeing erected at the station.
The one already there was convenient
only for west-bound trains. East-bound
motives is

en-

the

At the business meeting of the Baptist
parish last Thursday evening, the following officers were chosen; Robert Carter,

moderator; Mrs. E. S. Means, treasurer;
Dr. L. W. Hodgkins, auditor. The usual
The reports
committees were chosen.
hiujwcu

tue

cuurcu

to

financially.

condition

ue

in

It

eiicuurttgmg
voted to

was

being

repair the vestry which work is
done.
The

Bangor bridge at Ellsworth
practically completed. Bradbury

new

Falls is

Riley have about tiulshed filling
the approaches. The city must do

&

in

at

some

grading up to the point where the contractors’ work ends. The bridge has been
; passable since the last of last week, but is
not formally opened to traffic. The mayor
and aldermen will inspect the bridge

probably on Friday, wheu it will be
mally accepted if the work is fouud

for-

News

was

out the last of the debt.

here

yesterday

of

Frank L. Thurber, of
Cleveland, Ohio, formerly of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Thurber was a sister of Mrs. Charles
H. Haynes, of this city, and of the late EdMrs.
mond McFarland, of this city,
She
Thurber was forty-two years of age.
had been ill several
was

be

not

weeks, and
unexpected.

brought here

news

The

for

8
8 Don’t fail to visit the

and

glory. 3
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GREENHOUSE
see

the

3

of
re-

inter-

display.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

|
S

3

B. S. Higgins,
his interest in the

Harbor,
schooner “Emma W.
Day” to Wellington Barbour, A. J. Wallace, E. Q. Callahan and others of Bar
Harbor. The schooner was recently rebuilt at Boothbay, her tonnage being almost doubled.

She

is

has

now

a

Parker.

January—Miss Fannie Hall, Mesdames
Hodgkins, H. F. Whitcomb, W. A.
Alexander, Misses Hannah Holmes, Alice
Scott, Leonice Foster, BesBie Joy.
Henry Davis,
February Mesdames
Fred H. McFarland, J. A. Cunningham,
O. W. Tapley, Misses Katie Hale, Ruble
Lewis

WALSH’S
ELLSWORTH, ME.

McGown.

Emily

M arch—Mesdames

L.

Smith,

abbtrtiBttnmtB.
Mrs. R. F. Reraick, of Bar Harbor, is
her parents here.

visiting

Miss Ashie M.
a

millinery

norae over

Cottle, who is

school

attending

Bangor,

in

was

DEPARTMENT STORE.

ouuaHy.

There was a very pleasant sociable at
the home of Arthur Joy Saturday evening. Games and dancing were enjoyed.
About

CL.nORANQ.

at

fifty

were

present.

^
and
A surprise party
given
Mrs. William P. Dorr Saturday evening, it
being Mr. Dorr’s birthday. About twenty of their friends were present.

RACLANS

MEN’S OVERCOATS and
JUST RECEIVED,

Mr.

was

FROM

$4.98

our line before

Examine

to

$15.

purchasing.

George H. Hefflon closed his
Compastorate here Sunday morning.
munion service was observed in the afterKev.

noon

at 4

o’clock,

dates

were

admitted to the church.

which two candi-

Mr.

goes from here to Monadnock, N.
where he has accepted the pastorate of

Heffl

H.,

at

>n

Congregational church. Mr. Hefilon
very acceptably for the past
year as pastor of the churches here and at
the

has served
North

Ellsworth,

and has

a

wide circle of

friends, who deeply regret his departure
join in wishing him success in his

MEN’S SUITS in up-to-date styles.

new

L.

_C.

MORANG.___
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The World’s Best Teas and Coffees

and

field.

Wednesday, Nov. 13, at Baptist vestry—
Supper by ladies’ aid society; 15 cents.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Nov. 15, 16,
Free Baptist Quarterly
17—Ellsworth
meeting at East Franklin.
Wednesday, Nov. 20—Supper at Congregational church; 15 cents.
Friday, Nov. 22, at Odd Fellows hall—
Party by entertainment committee of
i Unity club.

Y
of Bar

—

HALLS.

COMING KVKNTS.
received

A.
W.
December Mesdames
King,
James A. McGown, George A. Parcher,
R.
W.
C.
R.
A.
Foster,
George
PulIJips,

to be

the death of Mrs.

her death

for the purpose

this entertainment

raising money for the piano purchased
by the club for the high school three years
ago. It is hoped by the proceeds to wipe
of

satisfactory.

mains will

5

This flower is now in its

| ELLSWORTH

gives

ELLSWORTH

ment.

8 themum reigns supreme.

8

been

train and inconvenience to passengers.

NEW ASSORTED KISSES.

i

OET THE

J
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MALAGA GRAPES, ;;
IB Cents per lb.
JJ

now

Monday morning. The Park
Street improvement society will grade the
lot, rebuild drains, plant trees, and generally improve the appearance of the

ELLSWORTH.

M 1 1 M-H-I-I 'H I I 1 i I

an

is

!I trains using it were stopped before
! I tering the station, causing delay to

wescott,

&

STREET,

MAIN

WEDGES,

a good Oak Axe Handle
good Axe for 50 cents.

stratton
ii

pared.

for

A contract

contract.

partment of elocution in Waco conservatory of music, Waco, Texas. Miss
Crockette read here Saturday evening before Superintendent-of-Schools S.uait,
Principal Dresser of the high school, and
All were greatly
a few of the teachers.
pleased with her. The Onasouson club

corner.

MAULS.

SAWS,

BUCK

:

STEEL

HANDLES,

AXE

the

menced

X

CET OUR PRICES

The

accepted

has

electric light
being pre
The city gets more light at less

city’s proposition

house at Park and
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Water Co.

mouey than it has heretofore

Ellsworth, Me.

P. ELDRIDGE.

Ellsw’orth

are an army of witnesses
to their wonderful wearing qualities. Look for the “Red Seal” on
Lumbermen’s Rubbers when you
want the best.

goods

sold

vessel

of

abont ninety tons. Other vessel transfers
in this vicinity recently are the schooners
“Ella Eudora”, sold by Abijah Curtis, of
Surry, to Charles H. Curtis, of Ellsworth,

Wednesday, Nov. 27, at Hancock hall—
Annual
ball of

Thanksgiving

eve

concert

and

Dirigo athletic club.

The more rich and famous we get, the
more difficult it is to find a true friend.
Romance is friendly to truth; we do not
fact till it is lighted up by fiction.

realize
The

man

turn up is
toes.

for something to
discover that it is his

who waits

apt

to

I

agents in the far Fast, and
delivered to us in fullest strength and richness,
and absolutely pure. The middlemen’s profits,
expensive packageing, etc., are all saved to our
customers; they get the very finest and choicest
teaand coffee grades at Actual Bottom prices!
Why don’t YOU sample our goods and prices?
are

T Jk|C

\aluabe

;

°‘

household
Ask For

|
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k
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Checks.

sought by
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O.

W.

TAPEEY,

_

General Insurance and Real Estate
all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Real

Agent.

We write
Estate, and collect rents. Also sell lirst-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

The Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH.

American—only COUNTY Paper.

CHRISTIAN

Ifroptc

Fop the Week Brslnnln* \ov.
17—rouiuirnt by llev. S. H. Doyle.
Topic. *>Mission»:
Preaching ami h raring.—
Bom. x, 13*17.

In this familiar passage we have
Paul's argument for a worldwide extension of the gospel. He makes it in
order to convince the Jews that the
gospel should be sent to the gentiles.
As is always the case with the apostle,
his argument is wonderfully logical
and conclusive. No one should be able
to read these verses and not be convinced of the absolute necessity of
sending the gospel to all men. His argument is, tiod desires that all men
shall be saved, and “whosoever shall
call upo# the name of the Lord shall
be saved,” but an Invocation implies
faith—"H. v shall they call on Ilhu In
whom they have not believed?” and
faith implies knowledge and knowledge
Instruction, for “how shall they believe
!u Him of whom they have not heard?”
and instruction implies teachers, for
'‘how shall they hear without a preacher;" and teachers Imply a mission, for
”how shall they preach except they be
sent?” Every link in this chain is com-

overwhelming conclusion that missions
and missionaries are absolutely necessary for the salvation of the world.
The necessity of preaching to hearing
is evident to all. “How shall they hear
They cannot.
without a preacher?”

Preaching is absolutely necessary to
hearing. Therefore if we would have
all men saved we must send preachers,
missionaries, to them. How can we as
Christians neglect or refuse to perform
the great duty of sending missionaries
to all men as far as we are able? Men
cannot hear without preachers, and
preachers cannot preach unless they are
sent. Necessity is therefore laid upon
the church to send them, and we should
cheerfully do our part.
Preaching is not only a necessity to
hearing, but is also delightful and joyous. Paul suggests this fact by quoting the ancient prophet’s words, which
declare the joy which should mark the
approach of the messengers of peace
nnrj good tidings, “How beautiful are
the feet of them that preach the gospel of peace and bring glad tidings of
good things.”’ How joyous the day
when the sound of the gospel shall be
We should
universally proclaimed!
consider it a privilege and a pleasure
to have a part in the ushering in of
such a glad day.
Preaching as a necessity to hearing
Is not to be abandoned because all
who hear do not believe. This has always been the case. It was so in
Isaiah’s day, for the prophet asked,
It
“Who hath believed our report?”
%jra9 so in Christ’s day, for Christ
“came to His own, but His own received Him not.” We are not to be disappointed, therefore, if all who hear
do not believe, or argue missionary
contraction from want of success.
Failure on the part of some to believe
is rather an argument in favor of missionary expansion. The more who
hear the more will believe and be
saved.

Preaching as a necessity to hearing
is God’s plan of extending the gospel.
“Faith cometh by bearing and hearing
by the word (command) of God.” God
commands us to preach that men may
hear. “Go and preach" was Christ’s
commission to Ilis disciples. It is still
God’s commission to the church. Hearing by preaching and preaching by
Bending is God’s plan for making it
possible for all men to believe in Him,
and call upon Him that they may be
saved. To shirk the responsibility of
Bending the preachers is, therefore, to
go directly contrary to the will of God,
nn nnp

THE

r*nn

nfford to do.

PRAYER MEETING.

Have a special address by the pastor
on the topic.
BIBLE READINGS.

Isa. lit, 7; Nah. 1, 15; Matt v. 11,
12; xxviii, 18-20; Acts 1. G-14; viii, 2040; xlil, 1-3; xv, 25, 20; Rom. i, 14-16;
lx, 1-3; Rev. xxii, 17.

EDITED BT

Its

EiarBllaia of Salvation.

The essentials of salvation are, first,
the renunciation of every known sin;
second, the consecration of the neutral
things and the good things to God—
one must be willing to put at the disposal of God his time, money, influence,
ambitions, pleasures, friends, etc.; third,
ODe must depend entirely upon Christ
for the cleansing of his heart and his
preservation in the path of life; fourth,
one must be willing openly to confess
Christ as his Master.—B. Fay Mills.
World*. Weapon..
He
God can work by any means.
Pan never be short of instruments. For
His battles He can find weapons on the
hearth, weapons in the kneading trough,
weapons in the poor man's basket.—
Episcopal Recorder.
Droera.t Jnatloa.

Hopeful.”

-j

Mrs. Beckham's Father. Brother and
Son Have Bren Governors.
The mother, sister and daughter of a

the unique relationship
governor—this
•ceupied by Mrs. Julia Wickliffe Beckf„m, mother of Kentucky's chief execuis

MYSTERY.

Thy secret Is my wage;
Thy voice la counsel sage,
Then speak, am! let me pass
Unto my heritage.

with the time the average person has to
spare for that purpose, and then think of
the wisdom required to select from this
great diversity of material those things
which will be most

useful, helpful

beneficial.
How often, in looking

uui.

book

MR!S.

and

could

notices

different volumes,
afford this or that copy,

on

our

is not

Docketoook

without its compensations.

W1CKLIITB BECKHAM,

access

to

large

tities of reading matter, there will

a

question

abundance

the

»

quanbe

Women and

ever

•

Tips.

of what, to select out of

of

whiph hq«

(uw>n

nA<nt<wl

nnf

In

a

riu>an»

will

letter to a daily contemporary on an entirely different subject that women’s incomes are generally controlled by
the
more “generous” sex.
Women’s allowances are more often than not cut down
to the slenderest proportions, and it is
astonishing what they are expected to
do with their money.
Men, on the other
hand, control their own purses.
They
have no account to give of the way they
spend, and if they keep an account of the
money they so “generously” give away
they would find that they spend sums
which they would count appalling were
they on the debit side of wives and sisters.
It is a favorite formula of man
that woman is reckless and extravagant,
but if one comes to go into details instead
of looking at totals it will generally be
found that the tables can be easily
turned.
In nine cases out of ten—nay,
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
could the truth be known—a man tips and
tips generously to save himself trouble
and to keep up appearances.
A woman,
as a rule, has little margin from which to
give extras, but when she does she is
not actuated by the same motives.
In
money matters man is rarely just to woman. and it is for this reason perhaps
that she has shown symptoms of a revolt.

column

—Philadelphia Ledger.

Seboomoor, Me., Nov. 3,1901.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Although 1 am way up here at the head of
Moosebead Jake, yet I read The Amkricak
every week, and am always interested in the
Mutual Itene tit column. I understand that
every
woman reader has the privilege of
sending
recipes or items of interest to you for this
column. If so, possibly you may like to have

following recipes:
Faikt Ginger Wafers—Cream together
S
°* »
of butter and
the

1 cup of sugar.
cup
Add
well beaten etrg. 4 tabiespoonfuls o! sweet
milk
in which has Iwn dissolved N
of
teaspoonful
-tala
One cup dour, 1 teaspoonful cream of
tartar sifted together, 1 teaspoonful of
ground
ginger. After thoroughly mixing, add more
dour, roli out very thin and bake in a quick

oven.

l'RCNK W hip—Cook 1 pound of prunes until
tender with 1 cup of sugar. When cool cut in
pieces and remove stones. Whip ^ piut of
cream and mix with the
prunes, then l*at the
whiles of 3 eggs very stiff with * cup of sugar
and stir into the prunes and cream.
Whip another half pint of cream and
lie on top and
serve very cold in glass dishes.
I know these recipes are very nice, and

thought
possibly .The American ladles might find a
for them.
Nana Perrins.

use

It has

given

me

lottor and

t/■»

much
naaa

it

pleasure
nn

»~

to read
_

hood.

Now, you may be sure Aunt Madge
think often of the new friend of our
“way up at the bead of Moosehead lake" and I hope you will write

again.

_

Madge:
My wondering over the suflerlng of the world
Is because the whys and wherefores of nature’s
laws are sometlmeo bant to comprehend, not
because I think all suffering Is sent by our
Creator. As you say, “May’s” view may help
many; some souls are refined by sorrows “as
gold Is tried by fire”, while other natures are

viduals. In the first place, she spreads
her belongings around to occupy as migh
space as possible, and if stray passengers
come her way when she is not entirely
prepared she puts on as grim an air as
Her special
possible to keep them off.

hardened and embittered.
i have no doubt there are many driven away
from God by just tbe thought that He Is the
author of all their woes, and they see in Him
only tbe stern judge, not tbe ail-wise and loving
Father. It may be said that as earthly parents
Inflict punishment for the child's gcgxi, so He
sends punishment, but a wise parent will give
to each child just the training suited to its needs
and temperament—for one, perhaps, the rod, and
! for another only loving counsel. Then bow can
we think mat the Heavenly Fattier, so
infinitely
wiser ami more loving, whose desire is to win
all men to Himself, will use means that will
drive even one son I further away ?
While It is impossible to doubt that there are
times when He lays His hand heavily upon us
In rebuke, I would rather believe that by far the
larger part of physical suffering come*. •# you
suggest, by tbe breaking of the laws of ature
either by ourselves or others, knowing n. «t, if
we hat ask, lie will gladly give os spu.tual
strength to endure physical weakness.
We do not all think alike, nor do I believe u
necessary. There are many gates to the hoi.
city, there must be as many roads leading
thereto. What matter by which we travel so
that we have the password at tbe end?
Sov. 2.
Flossik.

train in which she is riding is about to
enter a station.
Then she prepares for
business.
She removes her hat. drops
her head upon the back of the seat and
takes

to

thought, and may

we

all possess it
to each one

help
How mankind defers from day to
Aunt Madge.
lay the best it can do and the most
lieautiful things it can enjoy without
thinking that every day may be the ! Eczema, scald head, hives, lie hi ness of the
hist one and that lost time is lost eter- j skin of any sort instantly relieved, permanently
cured. Doan's Ointment. At any drug store.
uityi— Max Muller.
-idw.

comes

position

a

as

possible.

oversnread
a

her

fact*.

She closes her

footstep appears

be stoplong throbto

ping in ber vicinity draws a
bing breath as of one in the last extremity of anguish. This seldom fails to
work. No one is anxious to occupy a seat
with au invalid, and ninety-nine persons
out of a hundred will take a seat beside
a woman and a
baby rather than this.
After the car starts the invalid revives
enough to take a quick glance around,
and if she sees ber comfort is not threatened she 6nds herself able to sit up until
the next station, wbeo she suffers a relapse. There La evidently a moral in this
story somewhere, and the readers may
fake it as they please, as they always do.
—New York Times.
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“Madam,”
nannered

said the handsome and

university

honest penny
Lrnerican guard,
in

<

•xit?”

as a

man

turning

member of the Pan-

“are

“No, sir, I

who ia

well

you looking for an
said the
not

am

in

cutting

log, in many cases is high as fifty
per cent., and this to a greater extent on
the Penobscot river then upon any other
in the State. The scale has been so con-

pulp,

the

manu-

not, if the question is fully

facturers will

understood, be able to euforce their demands for the continuance of this waste-

practice.
New Hampshire, what la called the
Blodgett rule ha* been almost univerbeing
sally adopted. It is gradually
ful

nearer

at

Washington,

measured

as

required

pro-

of this sort, and last

June Mr. Grinneli was sent down from
Washington to investigatethe conditions.
He went into the woods about the middle
of June and has juat finished his work.
He bad several assistants and
from sixteen to thirty men.
Mr. Grinneli talked

party of

a

entertainingly

con-

cerning the result of his investigations,
explained the strip system by which tbe
value of timber
Lines

on

are

township

a
run

with

is

a

com-

compass

nj ly v*'c

through the town from north to south
and then other lines are run from east to
west. Each square made by tbe intersections of these

iues

contains

acre of
land. Either Mr. Grinneli or his assistants then make measurements
along the
entire length of these lines, jotting down
a

utgucsi

awarus.
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TOBACCO SPIT
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woodsand s number
good clumps of timber, somewhat apart
from one soother, will be cut. This leaves

|
BIiT iBWOH

apart that there is no profit In catting
them. There Is not enough lumber to
put
s camp at each
cluster, and unless this Is
done the logs cannot b« cut
successfully.
“The remedy for this Is a cleaner cut

in

certain

a

locality

large enough
should lie taken.
are

be

STEAM
AS°
"MO

can

camp Is placed
all the trees which

The

permitted
jnmp from
another, taking only the

should

one

I

Tbi

from Pen Yan, with much asjerity, “I am looking for a way to git
>ut.”

PAT, MO

contracted

support of the poor,

Laxative
the

every box of the genuine
Tablet.

BromO'Quinine
cold
remedy that
ewrea

n

In

one

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Sotaxt

X'L’XLic

amd

Jtanca

or the

I'xa.

s

oace over Burrlll National
Bank,
Srtrx Stkkxt.
Kllswoeth. Ml.

Kllswoeth.

JOHN

....

maimk

E. BUNKER, JR.,

attorney

at law.

ovnou

at

bar harbor and
butehill. me.

5RLSfmr-rofllc**:Saturday*.
Bluehlllcfflc«oD«n
7

*

hit. DeaertBlock.

CLOSES

WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOONS.

De. n. W. Ri»n
bcgi to notify bla patron*
»nd otheri tbit until
further notlor bln denu:
rooms trill be closed on
Wednewiar afternoon*
Ellsworth, Oct. 25, ltm.

arndunt#

day

of

during the

Ha.

wHSX

for
*m?,e
forbid* all twreona

Be therefore

'uroLhlng eoppllea
on

CARROLL BUR RILL,

A.

WARDWELL,

M. D

shoes Oo
*

undersigned hereby give* notice that he
ha*
THE
with the city
KlUworth
the

^upport.
signature is

J*5

MELVIN

WA8HEE."

Pauper Notice.

j

!

or

This

ELLSVOBTHaiE.

0f

Bellerue Hospital lledlcnl
College.

n.

point

best.

LAUNDRY

BATH ROOM8.

Klliwonk.

that vlcfni

crews

to

T-rr

All kinds of laundry work done
at
dee. Goods called for and
delivered.
H, B. KSTKT A
CO.,
Weal End Brtdee.

a

to cut In

Hancock Cooiity Savicgs Bant,

I

other trees to grow up untouched. Generally these trees are valuable, but little
clusters In which they grow are so far

Whenever

A. w.

particular* inquire of
llMkt w. Cushman, Secy.
Flm Katl Hank Bwj
Kino, !*re«Ment.

I

will be started in the

but little.

whro you can borrow on yout
a ftr*t mortgage and
reduce li crerr month
Monthly
pavnent# and lnurrc«t together
will amount U> but little more
than you are now i«ytng for
rent, ami ia about 10 year* you

ftbar*«, give

i

of

we

WHY PAY RENT?

►

their sproce forests they must mske
change from the manner in
which they are operating at
present.
Under the present system an operation

made

open, Shares, $1 each; month*)
payments, 4J per thare.

now

btre£.J£.i™«tts

radical

cleaner cot la

NEW SERIES

A
U

m6.rO.BAO

save

a

Ellsworlli Lean and BaOtoiAss’a.

and SMOKE
Vour Lifeawayt
F. BURNHAM,
** M'y<1
form of tobacco using
of.anj
be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
ATTORNEY
u,« <""i y^or by taking
AMD
own strong.
Many gain j
HU* pounda
”**5* inwr,lt
ten
ten daya. Over
COUNSELLOR
AT LAW.
A00.000
cur*
Also prosecuting
(to* *"""'
for all classes ol
AtUreMSTKRI.ING pensions against the attorney
kKMKnv'™'
United States.
Kl.Ml.ny
CO., Chicago or Mew York.
SJ7
Business solicited.

height

tour ttuu ouc'uhii leet irorn uie
ground.
The average of all these measurements Is
then telcen snd a pretty correct estimate
of the growth on the
township is thus obtained. In addition to this, the length
of time which it will take for the land to
become productive again after
having
been cut off and various other vsluable
facts are determined.
“In the first place,” said Mr.
Qrinnell,
“if the lumbermen of Maine desire to

and unless

If

For

Keabury A Johnson, Mfg. Chemists. N.Y.

ui

a

earn

OWN YOUR OWN 'HOME.

For Bill.) by all druggists, or we will
pro.
pay poauge ou any number ordered in the
buite ! St it<s on the
receipt of 2m. ..e-t,
Accept no imitation or substitute.

an

circumference of tbe trees at

what your money will
Invested tn ahnroa of the
Is

Benaon’s Porous Plaster.
No other has anything like the aam#
Commenced Business .Way X, 1873.
power a* a curative ageut, it i» highly and
Deposits tn this bank are by taw exempt from
scientifically medicated, and it* stauiiard
taxation.
is advanced
year by year.
Use Benson * Plaster for cough.*,
colds,
cheat dU HH'-h. rheumatism, grip,
neuralgia, If. B. eOUUDOB, Prevulral.
kidney trouble, lame back, and other aiU
JOII.V r. WHITCOMB. l ios-IVeetds«s.
ments that make Winter a season of suffer,
CHAKIBS a BVHBILL, TYrosvrs..
and
It
relieves
ing
and ctu v
danger.
quicker than any other remedy.
Deposit* draw interest from the *rst dsr ol
l>o not accept Capsicum,
Strengthening March, June, September and iteceml-cr
or Belladonna
plasters in place of ifcnson’s,
HOARll OF IlIKKCTOlUi
a* they
none
of
its curative power. ^
possess
Scan Ham.
Johm T. Whitcomb,
Insist ou having the genuine.
b. B. Cooxasax,
r. CtuoLt Bcekill,
Tha people of every civilized land hava
CllAHLKS C. Hi. KRILLtestified for years to tho superlative merit
Bnnx bourn dally, from 9 a. m. to 1* mi
of Benson’s Plasters; and
5,000 physicians
and druggist* of this
have
declared
country
them worthy of public confidence.
profm»iong| Caifig.
In official
with others, Bencomparisons
son’s Plasters have been honored with

portionate part of the expeuse of tbe
party. Otherwise than this the work and
the estimates cost nothing.
The Great Northern, which owns a large
amount of valuable land along tbe south
and north branches of tbe Penobscot,

application

other classes of merchandise

(Benson's Plaster Is Pain's Master.)
From the natural impulse to “put soma,
thing on” a painful spot all applications
for the relief of pain have arisen.
The most sue- e»*ful have ever been pool- j
tict-8 or plaster*. nud the boat of these u

the value

some

con-

THE RIGHT THING TO PUT ON.

and at

productiveness of tbe property, will
be given,
if a person owns more than
to pay

feet

jJtmrrUsrntnUc.

and

500 acres, he is

Banking.

approximates

hi* demands in force.

a

thorough examination of
the land will be made and a report submitted in which the value of tbe timber,
the rate at which it should be cut, and

increasing

—

i

measured, by tbe pound or by tbe
yard. This doubtless, now that the top
log baa become of as much value as any
other part of the tree for tbe manufacture
of pulp and paper, will cause this wasteful
practice to be done away with and tbe
purchaser of logs will not beetle to pul

a

tbe best method of

name

••Neglected folds make fat graveyards.'' Dr.
Norway fine Syrup helps men and
women to a happy, vigorous old age
Adtl

are

report of his summer's work maybe expected before long.
Timberiand owners may apply to tbe

forestry

This rule

change

Wood's

Penobacot, Aroostook and !

to the actual number of

detailed

request

;

log than any other yet used
by lumbermen. In fact, the log* on the
Penobacot have been scaled largely by
guess, s man going into the woods and
making up a scale for several million feet
in a single day under tbe old practice,
and tbe same at tbe boom; they are not

investigation of the conditions there
Northern Paper Co. He is
and

the

_•

tained in tbe

for the Great

Washington,

on

St. John river*.

mer, be has gone over seven townships, or
about 140,000 acres in all, making a scien-

the

on

for tbe manufacture Into

Methods In Maine Must

his return to

Petition filed for leave to

operator or tlmberland
the top log being taken
out and left in the woods to Tot, it was
done under what is called tbe Penobscot
scale.
Now that tbe pulp and paper
mills can use a crooked log, or a top log,
Insisted

real relate granted

W. Gray, Abbie F

Un.k.nn.1

«

of Nellie I- Meraball to Nellie I.. Bullock.
Petition filed for order of distribution
IneeUteof Margaret Turner, Ellsworth.
Order of distribution returned in eatate of Lather A. Jackson,Township 32.
Petition filed In eetate of Edward B.
Hod irk, Eden, for allowance to widow out
of eatate.
Collateral Inheritance tax aasnseed on
estate of Margaret Turner, Klleworth.
Certificate of adoption of Hay H. Hutchins Issued to Leonard J. Sparling snd
Clsrs R. Bpurllng, of Cranberry Isles, snd
name changed to Ray H. Spurting.

ducted that if the

owner

Grinneli, field assistant and computer of
tbe bureau of forestry of the United
States department of agriculture, made
recently on bis return from an expedition
to tbe north and sonth branches of tbe
Penobscot where, during the past sum-

an

that

measurement

of tbe

years from now there will be but very
little spruce timber left in tbe State.”
This ia the statement which Henry

made

un-

prevent

tbe scale exceed the actual

Change Radically.
“Unless tbe present method of lumbering here in Maine ia changed, twenty

their

shall

great many year* have demanded

adopted

bureau of

that

log*

necessary waste of this valuable matertal.
“The manufacturer* of lumber for a

“In

Lumbering

now on

*■—»

hiij

tlmberland owner* will readily »e©
that it i* for their interr*t to have a joint
cooperation In establishing rules and
regulations in making their permit* for

MOKE ABOUT FORESTRY.

tific

nr

License# for aale of
eetatee of George

—>

Orusa, trank L, Urcwa and Edwin R,
Oroaa, minora, Oeurge L. Arey,
minor'
Slonlngton; Joseph Tbomaa Hinckley’
minor, Hlnehill; Horace 8. Payson, Boaton; Robert Slurgen, New York.
License granted to aeli peraonal eatate
in eetate o< Edward Noyew, Sullivan.
Account* filed for settlement In eatate*
of Edward Noye*. Sullivan; Dan forth p.
Mason, Orland; Hehecc*
M.
Young
Uuckaport; Anaon P. Cunningham. EdenA.
Hawew, Coatlne; Alfred C. ButAbigail
ler, * person of unsound mind, Walth*ro.
Petition to be excused from
returning
Inventory and settling account In Bute
of Maine, In eelat* of Mary Yardlay, Boston, filed and granted.

the

Lynn. Mass., for special advice—

romao

To Core a Cold lo One Day
'ake Laxative Brotno Quinine Tablets. AU
Ironht* refund the money If It fills to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c-

I'uij)

brook.
Ad mini*! ration granted on eetatee of
Edwin J. Grindle, PrnoNcot; John Hardison, Franklin; Marcia P.
Eldridee
Eilaworth.
Pet it iona filed for admiatratlon on m.
late# of Cornell*!# Hayee, Arthur L. Hale
Kibwortb; Boaan Gray, Caattne; Martha
E. Weaver, Gouldaboro.
Guardian* appointed unto Harold A
I .each, minor, Oriand; Irving McDonald*
Duncan McDonald and Joaepb McDonald'
minora. Winter Harbor.
Inventorlre returned In estate# of Eunice 8. Gordon, Franklin; Jrfferaon H
llaalam. Waltham; Edward B. Kodlck*
Eden; Rebecca M. Young, BucksportEieaxer B. Young, Gouldaboro.
A (TidevU of notice of appointment returned In relate* of Cjrua A. Cook, Bluehill; Calvin A. Clark, Horry; Jobn Paul
Gordon, Franklin; Eteaxer B. Young
Gouldaboro; Jobn Hfaplce, Hwan# Island'
Mary E. Tburlow, Adalbert A. Herrick’
Joalab C. Webb, Mark Corr, Huaan N.’
Pickering, Deer lale.
*1

top logs of spruce trees are left In the
Now that the
woods to rot each year.
top logs are aa valuable for manufacture

BORER.
“The value of ZdNUba K. T*inkham's Vcffctable (’mnpouml was
called to m3' attention by an intimate
friend, whose life had simply been a
torture with i nil am mat ion and ulceration. and a few bottles of your Compound cur**d her; she can hardly
believe it herself to-day, she enjoys
I took four
such blessed health.
bottles of your Compound and consider
myself cured. 1 :»m once more in fine
health and npiritn; my domestic and
official duties Ail seem easy now, for I
feel so strong l c*» do three times
You have a host of
what I used to do.
friends in D**i;'v <\ and among the host
count, Yours very gratefully.— Mrs.
Ida L. Koskr. 3-*** l*th
Denver,
*
Col. —$5000
abort trst'nomal ir not
gomtino.
If you are ill. «lon*t Hesitate to
get abottleof Ly<liu I'. Pinkkam’s
Vegetal»le Compound at once,
ami write to Mrs. Pinkliam,

do

inspiration—“Spiritual strength
physical weakness". It is a sub-

when the need of
of us.

recumbent

eyes and If

to endure
lime

as

When the passengers begin to board the
train, she allows a melancholy expression

From the many beautiful thoughts
you
have given us, one sentence seems almost
an

;-l

VI

puted.

Don't Copy Her Method.
A woman who has not the love of humanity she should have, hasn’t it at least
to the extent which makes her content or
even willing to share her seat in the car
with another passenger, has discovered
a method of warding off obtrusive indi-

Dear Aunt

like

“It la the opinion of many who are faquestion,” he continued,
“that on the Penobscot river and Its
tributaries alone fully 20,0000,000 feet of
miliar with the

few

It is generally said that in respect of
good things. There tipping women are not generous. They
are always credited with narrow dealings
may be the gormandizing reader or the
with cabmen, and they do not fee waiters
discriminating student. There may also on the same scale as the other sex. Ou
be times in every life when
reading ought this subject man always waxes facetious,
to be simply a recreation.
but he is entirely forgetful of the fact
the test

a

public.

it is free.

tucky.

When the Frankfort home of her early
vacant places on our book shelves than no childhood had been restored to something
time to think out for ourselves some of of its former glories, Mrs. Beckham aslife’s problems and romances and real ex- sumed the dignity of the first lady of the
state until her son brought his fair young
periences.
bride to rule as mistress there. Old memIf we have only the means to
a
procure
ories and youthful recollections of many
few of the many volumes published,
pre- dazzling gubernatorial functions during
haps we shall make our selections with her father's day made every room in the
greater care and garner into our little old mansion an object of especial interest
libraries some of those choice selections to her, but today she prefers to talk of
that little attic chamber where Crepps
which endure longer than one
passing
season.
We need not feel that we are slept when he was a page in the legislature.
“behind the times”, or be ashamed to adMrs. Beckham was born at Wickland,
mit that we have not read this or that pop- the
family home of the Wickliffes, July
ular book.
14, 1S35.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
To those who have

Better

JT'LIA

such is not the case, as she was fonr
years old at the time her father became
governor.
Nearly sixty-one years later
she returned as its mistress for her son,
governor of the commonwealth of Ken-

“reviews” of

uum

iae

over

et

supplied

material can be

raw

j

minimum price, Incomes an Important
one to the ownere of timberlanda and the

imu

periodicals, text-books, weekly and daily
papers, and one has a thought of the possibility of being buried alive under this
overwhelming mass of literature.
Compare this supply of reading matter

we

that the

MRS. 11 * A b.

When we look at the list of books advertised by the various publishers, or at
catalogues numbering them by the thousands; at the complete sets by standard
bat prolific writers, which are offered for
sale, what wonder that we ask, “who reads
all the these books?” Add to these almost
numberless volumes, the list of magazines,

wish

;

Dear Mrs. Pink ham : —I have been
married for nearly two years, and so
far have not been blessed with a child.
1 have, however, suffered with a com*
plication of female troubles and pain*
ful menstruation, until very recently.

D

Dear M. B. Friends:

reading

!

probate: Jemee
presented
Child#, lele au Haul; Benjamin U. BarCharles
D. Wilbur, Eaatbour, Deer lale;

at

the

—Francis B. Cabell.

we

j

Term,

for

Will*

the

tive.
Governors in three generations is on
honor to which but few families can lay
claim, but such bouor belongs to the
Wickliffcs of Kentucky, the family of
which Mrs. Beckham i« a member. Her
father was Governor Charles Anderson
Wickliffe of Kentui ky. Her brother wss
Governor Robert C. Wickliffe of Louisiana.
Her son is Governor John Crepps
Wick line Beckham of Kentucky.
With such iatimr:e family relations
with governors it might 1** naturally expected that Mrs. Beckham was born in
the executive mansion of the state. But

Lift up thy veil, and show
What maketh weal or woe;
My hand Is on thy scourge,
I’ve won the right to know.

or

Nothing smaller than fourteen Inches
which
stump should be taken. Tret*
diameter
are ten and twelve Inches In
should not be
grow the fastest, and they
cut until they are more mature.”
Mr. Grlnnell said that before the manufacture of paper from spruce became eo
but
general as It Is to-day, there bad been
little attention given by the owner* of
timber lands towards preventing the great
waste made in the lumbering operations
In the forests of Maine, but with the
largely Increased use of spruce and other
wood* for the manufacture of paper, the
question of utilizing tbe top loga, which
have heretofore been left lu the woods,
and preventing this great waste In order

Grand-Mere of Ex-President
James H. I’olk. Writes to
Mrs. l'iiikham Saying:

FAMILY.

HER

THRICE IX

Oh, mystery of pain.
Unto thy hidden fane,
With travail long and sore
I’ve come; nor come In vain.

vnnr

Compared lVltb So One.
TVe sometimes compare one man with
another, but Christ can be compared
with no one. He cannot even be described. Our ideal of Him is deficient
He seems like some new flower that an
angel has brought from the skies.
Planted in the earth, it is more lovely
and fragrant than all others, and, besides, it never withers and dies—blooms
and smiles with as much beauty amid
the snows of winter as amid the finest
surroundings of summer. Tea, Christ
is like some new star that has appeared
In the heavens, and so clear is its light
and so radiant its glory that it stands
fqrtb among the stellar hosts as the
central object, and because of its exceeding beauty men have come to call
It the morning star of God.—John Reid.

MRS. IDA L. ROSER

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated in the title ami motto—It Is for the mutual iMjnefli, anti alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it 1* for the com
men use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capai ity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on the support given It In this respect. CommunlcaUons must be signed, but the namt of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications 10
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
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All Old

Klithiumd Woman.

Sri.?""'

brllll*nl lUnkw «ti«,
with college record and
degree.
She haa not known the
patha of fame*

world haa never heard her name.
Is her kingdom, love her
dower;
She aeeka no other wand of
power.
Around her childish hearts are
twined.
As round some
reverend saint erwhrine^
And find all purity and
good
In her divinest motherhood.
8he keeps her faith unshadowed
still;
God rulav fkc world in
good and ill.
This sad old earth’s a
brighter place
All for the sunshine of
her face.
Her very amile a
blessing throws.
And hearts are happier where ahe
goes,
A gentle, clear eyed
messenger.
To whisper love—thank God for
her I
—L M. Montgomery in
Congregationalist
The

Home
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THE BAY OF
THE^ DEAD
Story

of Piracy and
den Treasure.

a

Hid-

For years the deep and tortuous and
bays on the Labrador coast afforded a safe haven to bloodthirsty pirates
and rovers of the seas who, driven
by
hot pursuit from more frequented waters, repaired to this northern shore to
mend their.shattered vessels. Ilere during the short summer they recovered
from their wounds; here, too, they secreted their booty; here perchance the long
sought treasure of Captain Kidd may be
hidden. Who can tell what secrets are
held forever in the recesses of these
wave
beaten and rockbound shores?
great

Womlrmia frmlitinna

nra

a#

wealth on Labrador, and that these are
not all old men's tales this true story of
Manning may convince the reader:
Toward the close of the eighteenth century a Scotchman named Manning settled on the Labrador const and alone and
unaided followed the rough and precarious calling of a fisherman.
At the close
of each season he visited Newfoundland
to dispose of his catch to the English
traders, buy his stock of provisions and
then return to his lonely dwelling to pass
the long and dreary winter. For several
years be led this life till, by his economy
having amassed a few hundred dollars, a
great longing seized him to see his nativo
land. Accordingly ho crossed the Atlantic, and during the round of visits to his
Scotch friends he met a bonnie lass
whom he persuaded to share his Labrador home. Fitting out a small vessel or
schooner, ho set sail for America with
his young bride and a crew of hardy settlers and their families. This was in the
year 1SCKJ.
But after twelve months of industry at
Labrador Manning grow restless and persuaded the most active and daring spirits
in those parts to join him in a new project. Toward the latter part of October,
1£07, he placed his effects on board his
vessel and quietly slipped out of the harbor, determining to lead a life of piracy.
All bis old habits of thrift and industry
seemed to have left him, a very demon of
adventure seemed to have driven out his
better feelings and wiped out all natural
affection, for with heartless cruelty he
basely deserted bis wife and young child.
A stranger in a strange land, far from
home and kindred, the fate of the unfortunate woman is not known. Most probably she did not survive her cruel treatment long.
On the const there is now a small settlement called Mutton Bay or Meceatina
Harbor, and about a mile east of this settlement is a deep Inlet called by the
French “L’Anse aux Morts,” or Bay of
the Dead. This bay is screened alike
from the fury of the sea and the observation of passing vessels by a small island
which is easily mistaken for the mainland. Under the rugged and frowning
<'lid* which overhang the Bay of the
Dead, so called because an obi burying
ground was there. Manning and his companions landed. Securely sheltered, there
they perfected their plans for a life of piracy and bloodshed, and in truth no spot
could be more admirably adapted for
such a conclave.
The course taken then by vessels on
their way to Quebec from Europe was
through the strait of Belle Isle, close to
the north short* of the St. Lawrence aud
just outside of the island behind which
Manning and his crew lay in hiding. At
that date a packet was sent out annually
by the British government with the pay
of the forces stntioned in Canada on
board. Manning knew this only too well
and was on the lookout for the vessel.
Unsuspicious of danger, she nenred the
island, when Manning, with his ship,
darted suddenly from his place of hiding
and swooped down upon her. She fell an
easy prey. Her unfortunate captain and
crew were butchered, the treasure removed, the vessel scuttled and no trace of the
foul deed left. At Quebec the overdue
ship was anxiously looked for, but hope
died out at last, and it was thought that
she had succumbed to the fury of the Atlantic. The following year another packet was sent out. and she shared the fate
of her predecessor.
The loss or two vessels and their crews
ia such a short time aroused suspicion,
and a third was sent out, hit with her a
man-of-war. All went well Mil the vicinity of the Bay of the Dead was reached,
when, the man-of-war having fallen far
astern, the pirate schooner darted out,
quickly captured the packet, secured the
treasure and destroyed all the crew with
This was a negro whom
one exception.
Manning wished to keep for a servant.
This man, hoping to propitiate his captor, told him that the man-of-war was
close behind them. The news so alarmed
the pirate that he beat a precipitous retreat to the island. That night another
dread crime was added to the long list already committed by the bloodthirsty
wretch, l-'earing discovery and believing
in the adage that dead men tell no tales,
he changed his mind about the negro. He
resolved to bury his treasure, and under
cover of a blinding storm, while the thunder rolled and the lightning cleft the sky,
he collected his ill gotten gains into five
small casks.
With the assistance of the negro he
placed them ill as many holes dug in the
old burying ground of the Bay of the
Dead. Having accomplished this, he suddenly sprang on the unfortunate negro
and plunged a knife into his heart. As
the lifeblood slowly ebbed away he
twisted the limp form of his victim
around the central cask. At this dread
moment the old Scotch superstitions nature asserted itself, and he believed that
the "wraith" of the negro would keep
guaru over the treasure, preventing any
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adventurous outsider from unearthing it.
He then heaped up the earth over the five
casks in the form of graves, judging (hat
no French habitant, whose reverence for
the dead is proverbial, would molest
them, ami at each apparent grave he
placed a stone to carry out the illusion.
At dawn the pirate sentinel's saw the
mnn-of-war sailing through the western
passage and heading toward their retreat.
Sail was quickly set. and the schooner
escaped through the eastern outlet. The
storm of the previous night still raged
wild and fierce. The sea was lashed t-v
fury. The, waves ran high, striking the
vessel witn resistless force, throwing her
on a suuken reef. With despairing shrieks
and prayers to the (Sod whose laws they
had outraged her wretched crew were
launched into et.unity. All were thought
to have perished.
Twenty years passed, a new generation
grew up. and the story of Manning and
his exploits was well nigh forgotten.
Then, as now, trading vessels from Nova
Scotia frequented the coast to supply the
scattered settlements with the necessaries
of life, receiving in return furs and fish.
In the year 1830 the captain of one of
these vessels happened to be in an inn in
Halifax talking over bis summer voyages while smoking a pipe with a friend.
They observed that an old man sitting at
a table near them, sipping his whisky and
water slowly, appeared highly interested
in their conversation.
When Captain Black left the inn, the
old man followed him into the street and
eagerly questioned him about the Labrador coast. Before they parted he made
the captain promise to take him to the
Bay of the Dead the following spring.
Captain Black hud harbored there once
during a great storm. In the spring,
when the warm rays of the sun had
loosed the icy barriers of the coast, Captain Black, mindful of his promise, sought
the mysterious old man, but found him
dying of fever. Amid the ravines of deliriuni the astonished and horror stricken
captain was told a tale of murder, blood
shed and robbery on the high seas and of
the hidden treasure of tho Bay of the
Dead.
Manning (for the dying man was none
other than the notorious ex-pirate), with
blasphemous curses, foretold death and
destruction to any one who should nttempt to secure the ill gotten wealth. In
a paroxysm of fear and despair he died
unrepentant, unabsolved. The captain
was too bold a man to be deterred from
seeking the treasure by a dying man’s
curse, so he immediately set sail for the
Bay of the Dead.
The weather being foggy and the coast
dangerous, he approached with the utWithin a few hundred
most caution.
yards of the coveted goal, the burying
ground, a strange faintness came over
him, and his limbs refused to bear him.
Eager to secure the treasure which had
from long brooding become bis sole object
in life, he, with a great effort, dragged
himself to the bow of the vessel. At that
Death,
moment the ominous words.
death, death!” sounded in his startled
eo rs.

A mortal fear overspread him. and he
bad barely sufficient strength to order the
crew to put about. The sailors, wondering at the strange conduct of their captain. obeyed just in time to prevent striking a sunken reef. Among the crew of

on this occasion
lad of some thirteen years of age,
Ricketts by name. The captain had made
rather a pet of this boy and during the
long voyage had related to him the story
of Manning. Thirty years passed, and no
further attempt was made to wrest the
wealth from its ghostly keeper. In the
year 18l’*0 Ricketts, then in middle age
end living in the United States, was a
haunted man.
In dreams and in his waking hours the
apparition of Manning followed him, urging Him to go to the Ray of the Dead and
OKI inhabitants of
secure the treasure.
the coast say that in that year, I860, n
vessel
strange
flying the American flag
sailed into the harbor of the Bay of the
Dead. The captain, whose name was
Ricketts, hired a fishing boat and while
! ostensibly engaged in fishing operations
! spent a great part of his time in explor| ing the shore and digging. After a month
he departed,
; spent in this mysterious way
! returning, however, the following sum-

Captain Black’s vessel

was a

!

!
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mer.

Again he was watched and from the
burial ground at the Bay of the Dead
was seen to unearth a large wooden box
or cask, which he carried off with him.
Again, so late as 1880, a strange American vessel paid mysterious visits to the
bay. Their object was and is a subject of
endless conjecture among the fisher folk.
There are now many graves at the Bay
of the Dead, and the good people of the
coast, with their great respect for the
dead, disturb them not to search for liidden treasures.
It cannot be asserted positively that the
treasure of Manning has been torn from
its hiding place and the spirit of the murdered negro released from liia long and
faithful vigil. But it is a sure and certain fact that a dweller under the cliffs
of the bay has of late, without apparent
effort, become very wealthy, and rumor
a

!
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related by a native of that
Manning
bleak and desolate coast, and, though the
mellowing hand of time has thrown a
halo of romance over the picturesque Bay
of the Dead and the deeds done there, the
main facts are well established.
of
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Wanted Five Cent*' Worth of Oione.
A woman rushed into a drug store the
other day. In one hand she carried an

empty quart bottle and in the other she
tightly grasped a five cent piece.
“Let me have five cents’ worth of ozone
at once,” she said to the druggist.
“What did you say, madam?” the druggist asked.
“Some ozone.”
“Why, madam, there’s ozone in your
bottle now.”
“Sir, I do not want to be insulted,” replied the woman indignantly. “I know
what the doctor told me to get, and if you
don’t keep it let me know. Have you got
any ozone or not?”
“Well,” said the druggist, very deliber‘ozone’ is an element in the air
ately,
we breathe, and unless the air in your
bottle has become contaminated it has
about as high a percentage of it as any I
have in the store. I would suggest that
possibly your physician meant that you
should get some benzoin.”
“Oh, yes,” hastily replied the woman,
“that’s it. I knew it was something like
ozone.”
She took the five cents’ worth of benzoin, which was almost lost sight of on
account of the ozoue which still remained
in the quart bottle.—New York Times.
Explanation.
Jones (referring to the pleasant faced
lady who’ has just passed)—Ah, my boy,
I owe a groat deal to that woman.
Brown—Indeed. Who is she?
The

Jones—My landlady.

KLI.SWORTH MARKETS.

GOT

THEIR

PASSES’ !

36totiamnita.

Wkunmuat, November 13.1901.
MAINE LAW BKGAKPING

WEIGHTS

AND

MBASCHKt.

A bushel of Liverpool salt Bhail weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a husnei of
potatoes,
in good order and fit for
shipping, is 60 pourds;
of apples, 44 pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order amt lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and
peas, 611
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
bounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rje and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
W pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Kllaworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what thev arc likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

Country Produce.

Butter.

Creamery per lb.
28
I>«'T.. .
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16818
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported)..

Neufchatel.

05

P.gg*.
Fresh

laid, per doz.80
Poultry.
Poultry is lower but approach of Thanksgiving will help prices slightly.
Fowl.

"....14

Hay.
Best

loose, per ton. 314
Baled..

Straw.
Loose

SglO
Baled.
14
Vegetables.
bu
Potatoes,
75 390 Squash, lb
02
0t
Onions,
Pie pumpkins, each lu
02
Carrots, It,
03
Citron, If,
Sweet potatoes, If.
03 Celery, bunch
20
02 Parsnips, tb
05
Turnips, lb
02 Beans—perqt—
Beets, If,
.02
Cabbage,
10 312
Yellow-eye
10
Pea,
Fruit.
25 335 Oranges, doz
Apples, pk
.35 3 45
10
Cranberries, qt
Lemons, doz
25330
Groceries.
There Is a Btlr In several lines of groceries,
with a general tendency upward.
Canned
goods advance all around, especially tomatoes,
which have advanced In wholesale market about
50cents a dozen. Pickles are higher. CofTeesare
firmer, but no advance In retail prices is quoted

Collet—per
Bio,
Mocha,

ft

.16 3.25
.40
.37

Java,

Tea—per lb—
Japan,

.45 3.65
.30 3 65

Rice, per lb
.O63.O8
Pickles, per gal .45 8.65
.25 3.75
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—|>er gal—
Pure cider,
.20
Cracked wheat,

.05

.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.(4
Bye meal,
Granulated meal,lb 02){
Oil—per gal—
.35
Linseed,
.553.60
.50
12
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
15

Oolong,

Sugar—per lb—
.06
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.06
Yellow, C
.05>4
Molasses—per gal—
Havana,
Porto Blco,

Syrup,

Lumber

and

Building Materials.

Lumber—per M—
Hemlock,
11313
Hemlock boards, 12 313
Spruce,
12316
16 §20
Spruce floor,
12 315
Pine,
Matched pine.
15 820
Shingles—per M
extra
2 75
Cedar,
*'
2 85
clear,
*'
1 85
2d clear,
"
—

extra o

"
**

No. I,
scoots,

.e,

Spruce,

Hemlock,

125
125

Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
No. 1,
Spruce,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

24 326
17 318
35 860

35860

2.00
8pruce,
.04 3.06
Nalls, per lb
Cement, per cask 1 on
165 Lime, per cask
95
125 Brick, per M
7 311
.75 White lead, prlb .05 3.O8

Provisions.
Meats are firmer, but local retail prices are
unchanged. Salt pork Is slightly easier.
Beef, lb
Pork, lb.
14 is 1 f
Stead,
.153.30
Chop,
'.C8
Roasts,
.12Q.25
Pigs? feet,
Corned,
.088.10
Ham, per tb
150.18
18
.lu
Shouluer,
Tongues,
.05
.16 318
Tripe,
Bacon,
Veal:

Steak,
Boasts,
Lamb:

Salt

.18
.10 0.12

10 320
Lamb,
C5
Tongues, each

.12
.14 315

I<ard,

Round

hog,tb 07 §07
12
Sausage,
15 fj20
Venison, tb

Fresh Fish.
'Smeltsare in the market.
05 Haddock,
Cod,
20
Halibut,
Clams, qt
12 Oysters, qt
Mackerel, lb
12 Lobsters, lb
Smelts,

05

20
40
20

Fuel.

The retail price of coal In Ellsworth, which
remained at $6.50 all summer, probably will
advance further this winter.
Wood—per coni
Coal—per ton—
3 00 §5 00
6 50
Dry hard,
Broken,
2 00 33 00
6 50
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
6 50
1003125
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
6 0$
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour is still advancing and a general rise In
retail prices In Ellsworth of 25 cents a barrel Is
quoted. Feed Is soaring skyward. An advance
of 10 cents a bag on corn Is quoted this week In
Ellsworth. Oats also are higher. Western oats
are quoted 5cents higher in Ellsworth; native
oats remain nt 40 cents, but few are offered.
Mixed feeds also are higher.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bbl—
1 50
Straights, 4 50 3 5 00
St. Louis roller,
160
Corn, bag
4 50 05 00 Oats, bu
40£65
4 70 3 5 25 Shorts—bag— 1 )0»jl 15
Patents,
Mixed feed,bag
1.20 31.25
Middlings, bag
1.20 31.35
Hides and Tallow.
Lamb skins,
.250.50
Hides—per lb—
.06 Tallow—per lb—
Ox,
0«
.02 X
Cow,
Rough,
05
.04
Tried,
Bull,
Calf skins, green
has
not

.2501.00

Figs,
Dates,
iwunitiB,

Prunes,

Dried Fruit.
.12 0.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.uo g.w

.109-14

10
.088*12

bviiu^

Apples, sliced

.10

Ilraln Work Rarely Kills.
So untrue is it that college students
break down from the stress of study on
the brain that, other things being equal,

the hardest students enjoy the best
health. Where one young man, if any,
ruins his health by wrestling with mathematical and psychological problems or
with the enigmas of Greek and Latin
syntax, bad habits, the strain and excitement of athletic contests, cigars, wine
drinking and other forms of dissipation
and heavy eating at late hours, underThe two
mine the health of hundreds.
little fingers of dissipation are often
heavier than the loins of Euclid. Professor Pierce of Harvard demonstrated
this some forty years ago by tables of
longevity, which showed that the greatest
mortality for the first ten years after
graduation is found among those who
lagged behind in scholarship while in
college.—Professor William Mathews In
Saturday Evening Post.

TWO CASES WHERE PURE NERVE
WON FREE TRANSPORTATION.
THE CASE OF THE CANDID

Ingenaona Pat.

WHO

VANDERBILT.

AN

“Yon may have heard the story of how
Commodore Vanderbilt issued a pass to a
candid mas/' said the general passenger
agent of a western road as he fingered
gingerly a daintily tinted piece of paper.
“No? Well, an early country acquaintance of the old commodore, whom he
had known years before be became a millionaire, was in New York one day aud
thought he would pay his friend a visit.
He presented himself in the office of the
president of the New York Central and
was
After the
very kindly received.
conversation had proceeded for awhile in
a friendly way the commodore remarked:
‘Is there anything I can do for you?
Is there any business in your call?’
‘Yes,’ replied the caller, ‘I am going
up to Albany, and I wanted to see if you
would give me a pass.’
“The commodore’s manner changed Instantly, and he was at once a strict man
of business, looking at the request from a

purely

business

eminent
u
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‘On what do you base your request
for a pass?* he asked.
‘Have you rendered the road any service, or is it indebted to you in any way?’
‘No,’ replied the man, 'it does not owe
I have not had any dealme anything.
ings with it.’
‘Then why do yon ask for a pass?*
“‘Well, as I told you, I am going to
Albany, and I don’t wrant to pay for the
trip if I can ride free. It just occurred
to me that you might furnish me transportntion if I asked you, and so I asked.
‘My friend,' remarked the commodore,
‘you are the first man who ever asked me
for a pnss and told me the simple truth
about it. You shall have a pass.’ And,
calling a clerk, he ordered him to furnish
his caller with transportation.
“I have had a parallel experience to
This note is
that of the commodore.
from a student at one of our high toned
young women's seminaries, one of whom
I had no knowledge before the receipt
thereof. It was written just before the
summer vacation began and while preparations were going on In the seminary
for the closing events.
It asks me if I
will not be kind enough to furnish the
writer with transportation to her home in
Kansas.
The letter is nicely worded.
There is nothing bold or unladylike about
but
its
it,
receipt puzzled me considerably.
I could not recall the name as that of any
one of my friends or acquaintances and
could not conceive of any reason why
such a request should be made. Just to

be

to

trial.

You

like it, and that is

some-

a

thing gained.
,
___

_

satisfy myself
writer, asking

1 dictated a note to the
her to call and see me in
reference to the matter, and in the course
of a day or two I had a visit from the
young woman in person. She was a fine,
handsome young woman. The term buxom would hardly apply to her; she was
altogether too cultured and refined for
Iler whole appearance indicated
that.
that she was not one to whom the financial consideration involved would appeal
The moment I saw her I
very strongly.
knew she could not be applying on the
strength of any previous acquaintance. I

had

never seen her before.
‘Y’ou desire a pass to -I said to
her by way of introducing the subject.
‘Y’es,’ she replied. T would consider
it a favor if you will be kind enough to
furnish me one.’
‘On what grounds, might I ask, is
the application made? You know we are
iu the habit of treating these matters as
purely business transactions. Have you
any business reason to advance as the
basis of your request?’
‘Well, no. I do not think I ever
thought of the matter in that light. Indeed, I do not think I should have ever
thought of applying for a pass had not
several of my classmates been provided
with them, and I did not see any reason
why, when they had them, I should not
have one too. Their parents are as rich
as mine, and I could see no reason why
they should ride free and I pay. I wanted to be on an equal footing with them.’
‘Do you know on what grounds they
received their passes?’
‘Oh, the father of one is a railroad diHe got his daughter her pass.
rector.
Another is the daughter of a large manufacturer who ships trainloads of goods
over the road.
Another is the daughter
She travels
of a general superintendent.
free.’
‘And your father?’
‘Oh, his money is in other kinds of
investments. He is not a railroad man.’
‘Well, you see, your case is different
from any of those you have mentioned.’
‘Y’es, I know it is, but I want to do
away with at least some of the difference.
I do not want to pay when they can ride
free.’
‘You would hardly think it reasonable
to ask for free transportation for the
whole school you attend, would you?’
‘I never thought of the reasonableness.
All I thought of was that unless I
could get a pass I would have to pay,
while some other girls could ride free.’
‘But if I should give you a pass you
would be riding free and some other girls
There would be a difwould be paying.
ference between you and them still.’
‘Oh, yes. but I do not care about that
kind of a difference. 1 want to be always
classed among the most fortunate.’
‘Well, you are candid about it, anyway. I like that. Strictly speaking, you
are not entitled to any pass, and I should
turn down your application with a cold
refusal, but owing to your candor I suppose I shall have to make au exception in
your

rust*.

“She got her pass.”—Chicago Post.
Escape.
“I'm thinking seriously of resuming
business.”
‘‘I thought you had retired permaAn

Avenue

nently.”
“I thought
cuse

A parish priest, going his rounds one
July day in a little Irish village, met a
farmer whom he knew well, but who was
a Protestant and not a member of his
dock.
Says Pat, “Af ye plase, yer riverince,
would ye be so kuind as to pray for a wee
drop o’ rain come Sunday next, for sorra
a thing’ll grow in me little garden wid
the present hate of the weather?”
“I’m sorry to hear it,” said the priest
kindly, “but why do you not ask your
own clergyman, Pat?”
“Ah, shure, yer riverince,” replied Pat,
“and what for would I be axin’ him to
pray for rain wid thim cocks o’ hay
&-standinf on his lawn?”

MAN

TACKLED OLD COMMODORE

noon

so,

of

too, but I need

some ex-

attending my wife’s
teas.”—Brooklyn Life.

for not

after-

CLARION
|
!

Do not buy an old-fashioned range
when you can get the modern Clarion
for the same price.
If your dealer does not handle
them, write to us.
Illustrated circulars free.
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News,

C. O’Brien, permanent
Mary’s Catholic church,
died
Bangor,
yesterday morning, in the
Michael

of

St.

E

K
Kfl

Mj

B|
y

[

jgS
carving and polished woodwork.

Novelty and Nonsense.
Rev.

B
*

cost about

rector

p|

AM

^

BANGOR, ME.

KITTKRY TO

One

lll|
3p

w

raa

AVrtla adlW

WOOD & BISHOP COMPANY,
Established I8.J9.

of the

It will

$50,000.

present

It will occupy the site
church, which will be torn

down.

By

the

explosion of

in the tire

main

a

steampipe

of the Penobscot Chemi-

room

Co.’s pulp mill at Great Works,
Friday night, a fireman, Fred Ouillette,
of Bradley, aged twenty-four years, was
Hon. F. E. Tiraberlake, State bank exkilled. Another fireman, Walter Pomroy,
aminer, says the condition of the savings of
Bradley, was also injured, and is in a
banks of the State will show a
cal Fibre

sixtieth year of his age.

ifying

increase this year

Edward J.

Hodg’us,

over

very
1900.

grat-

drowned.
The

of

large building

the

Milliken

Co., wholesale grocers on Commercial street, Portland, was burned last
week. Willard & Kelley’s lumber sheds

Tomlinson

on

the water front also

loss

were

burned.

The

aggregates f250,000.

The

body

of Florence

Violet, aged

for-

ty-four, gate tender at the canal of the
Kumtord Falls power company, was discovered in the mud below the canal Monday, where he had been killed by a log
falling on him Sunday while draining the
canal alone.

Old Gentleman (to beggar)—I gave you
10 cents only fifteen minutes ago. Why
do you come and bother me again?
Beggar—Oh, sir, good people are scarce,
and when we find them we make it a
point to call on them several times a day.
—New York Times.

ternational Wood

veneer

Co.,

nlant of the In-

Lakewood, on
burned Saturday

at

railroad, was
Loss, £50,000; insurance, $28,000.
The mill was in the hands of a receiver,
and had not been running for several
weeks. It will not be rebuilt.
the B. & A.

night.

critical condition.

_

of

Bangor, aged
thirty-seven, fell from the M. C. R. R.
bridge over the Kenduskeag stream at
was
Bangor Sunday evening, and

The hardwood

Ignorance.

BEST

It contains every improvement
that modern ingenuity can devise—
little conveniences that insure good
cooking and economize fuel. Other
ranges do not contain these im-

j

||J|

AMERICAS

RANGE.

Too Thankful.

Willie—Pa, who was Shylock?
The Father—Goodness, boy! You attend church and Sunday school every
week and don’t know who Shylock was!
You ought to be ashamed of yourself.—
London Fun.

H
M
H

America’s best Is generally the
world’s best. The best range in all
the world is the

Brakes

failed

to

work

heavy
freight train, drawn by two engine*, as it
was coming into Foxcroft last Thursday
night. The train left the main line and
took the switch leading to the roundhouse, where it crashed into another enErnest French, of North Newgine.
port, a fireman on.one of the freight engines, was killed. Three engines were
badly damaged.
on

a

Another fatal shooting accident occurred
woods, near Moosebead
lake, last Friday. W. C. Tukey, of Colinin the Maine

wood, O., was shot
by J. C. Uostauter,
were

who

instantly killed
Toledo, O. They

and
of

in a large party of Ohio sportsmen,
visit the Maine woods each season. A

coroner’s

jury

exonerated Mr. ilostauter

a deer.
The bullet
passed through the deer, killing it, and
struck a tree beyond, from which it
glanced and struck Mr. Tukey, who was
not known to be in the vicinity.

from blame.

He shot

“Oh, Padishaw,”

cried

the

frightene

1

before the
The contract for the construction of the slave, prostrating himself
new Central
Congregational church at mighty Abdul, “your youngest son has
Bangor has been awarded to W. N. Saw- brought a live mouse into the seraglio,
yer, the Bangor builder. The church will and the odalisques are leaping into the
The Sulton
be built of red granite, with trimmings of fountain in their terror.”
“I
limestone. It will have massive portals smiled amiably.
fear,” said he,
and oaken doors and granite columns; it “that the lad is destined to be a harem*
will have stained glass windows, Gothic ecarem fellow!’’

Ux'aI.

A

by

eioortliAmerican.

Chtw

county, who are
ested.
We suggest that each grange and
agricultural society in the county, at
its next meeting, pass a formal vote
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K
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all
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Few if any

j

forty-six

Henry
has
keeps a trap set in the fall for foxes,
succeeded in catching two thus far. He
was very much surprised to find a Urge
handsome eagle in bis trap Saturday. It
measured 8 feet 1 inch from tip to tip, and

weighed

pounds.

twelve

North Penobscot
concerning the
prosperous grsnge organized a year ago
at that place, has something to say about
granges generally which deserves a wider
reading than might be accorded it in the
J. M.

Hutchins,
in

correspondent,

than the Hancock county farmers.

For

items.

news

lively contest for the position of
register of deeds for Washington
A

our

item

sn

that

we

reason

filched that portion of the item for
He writes:
column.

STATE OF MAINE.

The convention
is now on.
mint
The grange Is in
rasped# the best
which will select the candidate meets order ever Instituted for a farming community.
Men? the ladles hare equal rights with the men,
next June, and while the present in
3:23
as well as
am.
who was ('and aid very materially In business,
H. K. Taylor,
cumbent,
social and literary matter*. The order alms at
9:11 !
unfill
the
to
Hill
Gov.
by
the highest and broadest development of the
p. m. appointed
expired term, is likely to a be candi- agriculturist. It Is educating farmer* to re1901. date, there are several others in the spect that calling and give to it their enlightIt intensifies their love for the
field. The most recent announcement ened thought.
,
beautiful in art and nature, stimulates and
j is that of Harry E. Vose. Paul D. Sarelevate# their cit-

| county

|

gent,

|

of

widens their social relations,
izenship to its proper recognition in the government of the country by keeping an eye on their
public interest# and demanding their just
rights in legislation. It teaches faith in and a
closer touch and reliance upon the Supreme
Ruler of the Universe. Let rural comm unities
drink in the spirit of this movement, the granges
live un to the standards set forth In their
declaration of purposes, and most beautifully
and forcefully breathed In their ritual service,
and the results will be everywhere visible in
farms beautiful and Improved, In communities
united, mutually, charitable and helpful, In
homes more refined, harmonious and happier,
in an improved civilization every where for the
million homes in the country that are educating,
moulding and refining a higher type of manhood and womanhood with which to supply the
world's demand, for the be#t equipped toiler in
every honorable department of human In-

Calais, formerly or macmas,
of the Vniveraity of

graduate

and a

j Maine, announced his candidacy

sev-

eral weeks ago.
_

Hung Chang, the “Bismarck of
East’’, died at Peking, China, last
j Thursday. Wily, crafty, and expert
in Chinese diplomacy with all that it
implies, he yet was a man of remark! able ability as a statesman, the only
By the Governor.
Chinaman capable of dealing intelliA
gently with foreign Dations in the
difficult problems of his country and
j
For a Day of Public Thanksgiving
the misfortune brought upon it by unand Prayer.
principled and inefficient rulers- He
Following the custom Inaugurated by our
has been called the only great Chinaforefather* and cherished by pious observance
Li

i the

PROCLAMATION.

through many gene radons, in conformity with
the- proclamation of our President, I, John F.
Hill, Governor of the State of Maine, with the
advice and consent of the Executive Council.
hereby appoint
Thursday, the Twenty-eighth Day of November

man

;

Current.

day of public thanksgiving to God for ills
■nnlfocd biesslogs and of remembrance of Hts
loving ki dsve*s.
Cpoa that day let labor be suspends*!, and
gathering in your accustomed place* of wot
ship, let all join in making it a time of grateful
and genuine thanksgiving.
as a

JOHN

F

HILL

t

Investlgatioa

hat

i*»

•

ome

worth.

fire on School street, resulted in an
investigation by the State insurance
commissioner.
Just what the outcome will be is still in doubt.
The theory on which Deputy-Com-

of

25

j

he

same

tiored

n

Mood

as

in

t

be

Dodge

is

Woodruff/*

S.

la

a

two

i-dreseed

we

prosperous looking
to be agents for a New

from

a

day

w

ill

V V.

spend tbe

a

ber

ih«

attended

Hancock

pomoDi

grange, Orrington, added to the interest
of the exercises and the pleasures of the

Leach,

Augusta Leach

M. Leach attended
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Caerie* T. Perkins of Penobscot Saturday,
L.
Nov. 11.
and Mr. and Mrs. C.
the

guilty ones
have received a warning that will
deter them in future from the danger- 1
ous practice of secting fires for fun.

number of

so-called

frequently really
of

Children.
mother"

“good
a

bad

is

Joy

that

tbe

selfishness.
ends her voluntary slavery to

and

never

them.

So far

concerned, as a mother
; finds her chief joy in being a constant
| stave to her boys and girls, no one need
as

she is

Wooster,

Point,

We trust Mr. Wooster’s invitation to the society will be reinforced

it isn’t the
cheerfulness
the feast.

quality

of the

meat but the

of the guests, that makes

one

and

in

the

party

politically

when there

than

ho baa served

no man w

Tbe schooner

1 icam* and
In

»

be

won.

Ellsworth in public
fully that, having

more

highly

was

never

was

misplaced.

serious matters to

were

bad

they

his earnest,

It

euro#

diseases

remote

from

the

Mr.

He

was

wes

nor

narcotic*.

for SI.OOwith

undivided

our

elected alderman

in

1900,

re-elected

thU year.
He has also
served during the past two years as city
treasurer, and this year as a number of
toe scuool board.
Mr. Higgins was never
defeated
He

in an

election

for

city

a

SI.OO.

office.

forty-

esteem

in which he

held in bia native town.
dence in Trenton

be

During

ELLSWORTH

WALL PAPERS

was

We offer the balance of our

his resi-

stock of wall papers at

held the offices of

selectman and

each
next

E

GREATLY

Mr

thau

REDUCED
PRICES.

*AOfl ll.
1m

iiiucfai

ki

tbe t>ou«e at 2

)t»tuu.)

mt .ciuuou

w.iuto.

iut

o’clock

as«

lai^nty
re^icBcuiat;ve men of

the

church, the Masons look charge of it e
service, P. M. John B. Kedmau officiating,
Rev.

J. P. Simoutou

delegation

as

A

chapiain.
the body

of Masons escorted

to the grave.
worth acted a«

These

at-

Four ex-mayors of Ells-

are

all this

year's stock,

the latest

!

must be

■

new

styles, and a bargain. They
disposed of to make room for

invoice.

WHITING BROTHERS.

BOUNTY
of #100 is due the heirs of soldiers who died
in the army during the Civil War.

C.

B.
WADLEIGH,
518 Fifth 5lreet,
Washington, |). C.

pail-nearer*—Cape. Joseph

Higgins, F. K. Aiken, Kuscoe Holmes,
Henry E. D*vls. Mr. Redman, who
conducted the service, la aiso an exM.

vicinity

JFor Sale.
band saw machine 1 burs planer |
/ surface planer, lar|fe and small wood
turning lathe. 1 ripping saw machine, 1 Mw
bench (all Iron). 1 swing saw. 7** H. P .gasoAll in gbod working order. Also
line engine.
hangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hone.,
aina, Kllswortb, Me.

(vNK

lUfl.ll 3AU(«.
To >11

pf r»ni

lo

hcloofur oomed.

tow.

At a
for

lol.re.tA

eiltor of th<

...

probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
the coanty of Hancock, on the fifth

day of November,

a.

d.

1MI.

matters having been
rpHK following
pr*.
X seated for the action thereupon herein-

after indicated, it is hereby ordered that »©.
lice thereof he given to ail persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be put>lished three week* successively in the EHaworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said coanty, that they may appear at a probate coart to he held at Bucksport, in said coanty, on the third day
of December, a, d. IWl, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and he heard thereon if they
see cause.

James Collar, 1st* of Plantation No. a, ia
•aid county, deceased. A certain Instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together wtth petition for
probste thereof and for appointment of administrator with the will annexed 'said deceased having omitted to appoint an executor
in bis will), presented by Aimed* L.
Witlismv, legatee unde* said will.
John K. Btarr. late of Orlaad. In said councertain
instrument purportty, deceased. A
ing to be the last wiil and trvtameot of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presumed by Matilda W. Btarr. tbr
executrix therein named.
Matilda J. hpringcr, late of Franklin, ia
said county, decease*:. A certain instrument
purpotiing to be the last will and testament
of said deceased together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Ambrose
Hprmer, a devisee under »sid will.
Nicholas F. t urrsn. late of Eden. In said
countv. deceased.
Petition that Frank K
Slier matt or some- other suitable person
may
be appointed administrator of aald dccr»*fvd.
by Mary H Curran, widow of said
rcvased.
Jane McCarthy, late of Burk sport, in said
county, deceased. Petition hied by W illiam
Bear ley. administrator oi tbe estate of said
deceased, lor license to sail at public or private sale, tbe real estate of said deceased, u
described in said petition.
Cornelius Maye*. late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Margaret
H. Hayes, administrates of the estate of said
deceased, for license to sell tbe whole of the
real estate of said deceased, as described is
said petition.
Earl A. Gordon. Merton L. Gordon and Forrest L. Gordon, minor heirs of Charles K. Gordon, late of Franklin, in said county, deceased
Petition filed by Kllrabeth Gordon,
guardian of sstd minors, for license to sell st
private sale tbe reai estate of said minors, u
described in said petition.
Harriet ion Mooney, s person of unsound
mind, of Buckspo't. «n said county. Petition
filed by Charles J. Cobb, guardian of said
ward, for license to sell at public or private
sale, the r«at estate of said ward as described
in said prilltou.
David W Benson, late of Trrmunt, in said
county, deceased. First account of Lixrie E.
Roberts (formerly Lintie K. Benson; executrix. fl ed for settlement; and also private ac-

Sresented

Wesley T. Bate*, an insane person, of
Brooksville. In said county. Third account
C. Bates, guardian, filed for set-

of Wbeeluck
tlement

John Paul Oordon. late of Franklin, in said
First account «f Arno W.
coubty. deceased
King and Frank E Btaisdcli. administrators,
9 ed for settleiuentO. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy. Attest.—Uui. P. Doaa. Register.
oi

H\IM

It a kcock

an.—At a probate court held st
iu and for vsldmaaiy of Hancock,
ou tbe filth day of November, in tbe year of
• xr Loid one thousand nine hundred and one.
u> be
CERTAIN instrument
a
will and testacopy of the la*t
ment of Al.ce !*a»grant, late of Boston, in the
county cf huRulc, mud Com mi.nweallb of
UsMscbuMtlt, Otctami, aid of the probate
ommonweaiib of Massscbutaeiewf lb sa.d
»ett*. duly authenticated,
bsvirg been presented to the Judge ol (*fsksit for our said
county ol Uancoca for tne nwrpose of being
allowed, filed ana recorded in tbe probate
comt of our sai
conuty of Hancoca
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to

Ellsworth,

purporting

for

all persona iuicreitcu therein, by publishing
a c.’py of this order thr*e week* successively
in me F 11awortn American, a newspaper
printed st Ellsworth, m Mud county of Hanlin k, prior lo the third day of December, a. d.
ltoi. ihat they may apfwar at a probate
court then to be he.d at Bucfcsport, in and for
said county of Hancock, at *e». o'clock in tbe
loifuwu, and show cause. If any they have,
agsiuai tne same.
O. P. CINM Mill AM. Judge of ProbstsA true copy. Attest:—Cass. P. Doaa.Reg:*ter.
subscriber
'[HIE
1 she ha» i*reii

hereby give*
duiv

notice

ibat

af-;•»*.tiled eaecutri*

will and testament of Benjamin G.
Hubour, late of Deer l»le, in thu county of
Hancock, deceased, no t»-.nd» veiug required
b> the terms of sail will AH persons
estate
tbe
demands
bating
against
o
said deceased are desired to present
the la me for settlement.
and ail indebted
thereto are requested to mane payment iu»Srsans*
Baaaot'aluetiUieiy.
Xovemuer i, ifidl

oi

lb*

last

_

PHE subscriber hereby gives

she haa been
A
of the last will and

notice that
etecuiri*

duly appointed
testament

of Charles D-

Wiibur, laie of Eaatuxook, in the county of
Haoc. ck. deceased. and given bonds as lb*
law dir**cta.
AH persona having demands

against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
•ii Indebted thereto are requested lomske
Laos a E. Wilsce.
pay me- t immediately.
November &, 19ui

rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL
he baa been dulj appointed adminis-

czna.

of the estate of Arthur L. Hsl*.
late of Flllsworth. in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.
Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and
all indtbu-d
thereto are requested to make payment imtrator

aud

Bankrupts’ petition

on

UKIfT in Ellsworth or
to*«n
For term* apply to
our teas, coffee, etc.
Urakd Union Taa Co., lit Main 8t., Bangor
Maine

V

eight voles cast in tbe nominally republican town of Trenton, which is siiffi lent
indication of tbe

»*T..

!

nominated several times

59K be received all hut five of the

standing

repreaentstlees calling

STATE

C. H. GRINDAL,

by the
democratic county convention for sheriff,
and always ran ahead of bia ticket.
In
was

high
of

physicians. Oor eighty men bow average $40
weekly. F.xclaslve territory. Hteady employment. Bo* U Station O. New York City.

count.

every pound of
50c. TKA.

28 lbs. English*
cured Pollock for

elected alderman from ward 1.

again

jgL

20 lbs. SUGAR

be consid-

Higgins was elected mayor of Ells1833, and re-eltcted in 1894.
In

1896 be

Discharge.

In the matter of
)
Daniel M. Grindle and
John 8. Doiliver. copart-,;* Bankruptcy
ners as Grindle and DolFowl Burned at Surry.
(
liver,
Surry, Nov. 11
(special)—Fire ue To the Hon.Bankrupts,
November 5, !*CI.
Nathan Webb, Judge of the District court of the United States for the Disnight last week destroy Ml a hen-house
rilHB
subscriber hereby give* notice ih*t
trict
of Maine.
owned by Robert Wilhatn on the East |
he has been duly appointed adminis! X
M. GRINDLE. of
Trenton, and
Biuebiil road. About sixty choice fowl
John 8. Doiliver, of Trenton, in the trator of the estate of Martha E. 8eavef,
late of Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock,
county of Hancock, and State of Maiue
were burned.
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
m said district,
respectfully represent, that i All person*
Tbe family had retired for the night on the 6th
having demands against thee*'
of
last past, they tate
of said
to present
were duly adjudged
bankrupt*, under the ! the same fordeceased are desired
when tbe fire was discovered by neighAct* of Congress relating to
settlement, and all iudebtea
that
bankruptcy:
imbors who gave the alarm in time to save
they have duly surrendered ali their property j thereto are requested to make payment
Wiouv H. UtuvfT.
and right* of
have fully compiled mediately.
the boose and stable.
property.and of
November S, !»!.
with all the requirements
said act* and of
the orders of court touching their
bankruptcy rPHK subscriber
Wherefore they pray that they
hereby gives notice th*t
be decBomisnantts.
X
she has been
creed by the court to have a full may
appointed ad ministr»discharge 'ri* of the estateduly
from all debt* provable against their
of Cornelius Hayes.
estate
under said
act*, except such debt* of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
bankrupt
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*
** »r* excepted by law from such
discharge.
All persons having demands against the esDated this second day of November, a. d l»l
tate of said deceased are desired to present
Danibl M. Grindlb,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
John 8. Doluvir,
thereto are requested to make payment im"•Uklupu.
Have jast returned from BosIIakuaskt H- Hay**.
mediately.
Order of Notion, Thereon.
November &, 1W1.
ton. and am fully prepared to
Distmct ok Mania sa.
do all kinds of :::::::::: :
subscriber hereby give* nonce th*t
<i»y of Noyember.n. d.JJ01,on
°®.thi®
he has beeu duly appointed admin*4'
rending the foregoing petition, it la—
t tutor of the estate of William S Sewmsn.
Ordered by the court, that n
hearing be had .ate of Trexnont. in the
“»>' on the firth
county of Hancock,
day of November,
directsV, *■ !**■ before said court at ftmlaud. in said deceased, and given bonds as the law
d'*‘r*c‘-1« o’clock in the forenoon: and that All persons having demands against the **'
tate of said deceased are desired to
notice thereof be published in the
PJ e*f
the same for teuleraenl, and all indebted
AVI>
American, a newspaper printed in said
thereto are guested to make payment imtrict, and that all known creditors, and oth
r
A*rue a 8. N*w***
persona m Interest may appear
the ,a,d mediately.
time and place, and show cause, if
November X tm.
any they
end petitioner, ihouli
subscriber hereby g;ves notice that
he has been duly appointed administrsAnd it is further ordered by the court that
tor of the estate of
is
newest
end
the clerk aludl send by mail to
up-to-d»te a
fclcy 8. Turner. 1*»«
Isle an Haul, in the
of mid petition and this order
county of Hancock,
Cali
styles. Price, reeeoneble.
U>'“ “ tfcelr P1*0” «*
and given bonds as the law direct*.
deceased,
residence All
sod be
persons hsving demands against the ******
of *aid deceased are desired to
present ib*
•ame for settlement, and all indebted thereto
>r* requested to make
immediately°D the M
payment
d*J of
October IP. 1901.
Wm. P. Tr*s»-_
[b* 8-1
A. H. Dirts Clerk
A true copy of petition and erdar
i
thereon
Ellsworth
12
Attest:—A. H. Dana, Clerk!
Block,
mayor.

_

j

__

OANIEL

day

styles:

tons,

Bar
ago,
been

pri-

July

styles:
g
I

I

Bos-

_

|

LADIES

TAILORING

THE

9l,h

“P?0,‘be

Ellsworth
dis“

-•

DRESSMAKING

I

I
convinced.|

MABEL N.

stomach

’*

alcohol

$4.50

When

superintendent of schools.
Higgns married Misa Marion Macons ber, daughter of tbe late Charles Macon-her. of Franklin, who survives him.
H
leaves *• i*o an rg«d ro wb»r, r «<> son*.
M «r»d Henry II Hig*it«N, and a
C *r
di c»M»r. Mi « Cu«rlut?e
all of

through the ftossadhia which they originated-Gokfc* Medical Discovery contain* neither

WARRANTED

worth in

Vessel Sold.

vate terms.

FLOUR

democrats.

board of aldermen be

Uie

ROLLER

PATENT

attention.

covered.

1S9

aSbtrtiscmmls.

He was the
by bia associates.
wit of tbe toard, and bis spaikling sallies
of wit have done much to brighten tbe
But
monotooy of tbe bostuess routine.

furniture

of Daer Isle, which struck on Dog
breakwater, Gloucester, two weeks
and sustained acme damage, baa
purchased by Thomas W. Bropby, of
ton, from Capt. Ralph A. Gray, on

DO

Fn*

(•teemed

people have

Henry Wfaitney,

Oct_30. 1*H_

SPECIAL NOTICE.
f
not trespass In Cuniculocus Park,
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United State* of America.
Mvar C. Farrx Acstim.

been elected, be was tbe servant not of bis
parly, but of tbe city. This idea bas governed his public acts throughout; bis first
thought was for tbe good of tbe city, and
when matters of importance were to be
decided, be consumed alike with rejub-

—

partially

NT)TU‘E

Higgins.

Mr.

political fight to

was a

office bas realised

V

Deer laic

is hereby given that the membership of BenJ B. Whitcomb with the
firm of Whitcomb. Haynes A Co., is discon
tinued from this date, the said firm remaining
the same in all other respect*. The said Mr.
Whitcomb will act for said firm a* their agent
or attorney as heretofore in any matter* enB*?rj B. Whitcomb.
trusted to him.
Whitcomb. Hath** A Co.
Ellsworth, Me

party. There
in Ellsworth

■HR*'-'*"*

according to
receipt taken,

many

__

NOTICE.

later, be assumed

of the leaders in his

stronger

’Hancock County Fruit-Growers.
selfish
Tbe prof* of a geld mite depends. not oa tie
The State pomological society has I complain. They grow up into
women, amount of rock crushed under the stamps hut
ill-bred, dictatorial men and
been invited to hold its next annual |
upon the & mount of gold which cans be extracted
of
without
self-control or
discipline
from the rock. In a similar way tbe value of
meeting in Ellsworth. In the interest : mind or body, and utterly ignorant of the food which U eaten does not
depend on the
of Hancock county, but especially of that flower of
quantity which U taken Into the stomach but
each
human
which
courtesy
upon the amount of nourishment extracted
the farmers. The American heartily i being should war forever, fresh and from U by the organs of nturUioa and dtges
When these organ# are diseased they fall
endorses the invitation, and hopes fadeless, making the wearisome places of tSon.
to extract the BoarUhmeai La suSctest qsactitles to supply She needs of the several organs
human life endurable by its charm.
that it wilt be accepted.
and these organs cannot wort
of the
The most beautiful girl in the world, if withoutbody,
Elsewhere in this issue we print an
Tbe result is heart
nourishmentliver
-trouble**, and many another
and
shows
it
!
of
herself
“iroabie",
she
thinks
alone,
article about the society in which is
ailment. Dr- Pierce’s Golden Medical Wscov
bad
merits
manners,
only contempt.
err, acting os every organ of the digestive ami
incorporated a letter from E. W. by
nutritive system, restores it to health and vigor.
■.—a memof Hancock
ber.

few months

a

was no man

is away and it is not known
building is insured, bat tbe

was

too

her children monsters of

and

16.000,

Mr.

|

She makes

one.

place*

DR.

the time of hie death.

duped.

stock
Ruin of
The

a

__

CARO.
GEORGE A. PHILLIPS will be at
Bar Harbor all of the time except 8*turdavs and Mondays of each week, until
further notice. He will have ao office day of
each Saturday in Ellsworth.

business, which he continued sp to

the

Tbe entire stock of good*, valued
as well as their household goods
tad wardrobe, was destroyed.
Noyes <1
Ray iersed tbe store last spring of A. R.
Joy, and they were aoing a good basinesa.
at

Mrs.

his father

A8UU1.

I

At tbe death of

business with bis father.

room.

day.

j

memorandum and

new

xpriuu

AA^VA^A'V''-'V'^A/YN'' ‘/VAAA/VA-'
CARD OF THANKS.
WISH to thus publicly express my thanks
to friends snd neighbors, snd especially
to members of Nokomls Kebekah lodge for
kindne** and sympathy during the Illness and
KDoaa HOOti.
death of my wife.
Ellsworth, Nov. 11, HOI.

In 1893, when his fattier, who since tbe
burning of tbe City hotel iu 1S85 had been
in tbe granite and marble business with
H. W. Dunn, dissolved partnership with
Mr. Dunn, Mr Higgins entered into tbe

at Prospect Harbor.
Harbor, Nov. 11 (apecia'
The dry good*
of
etore
Noyes &
Ray wa» entirely destroyed by fire
M-. Noyes* family,
Sanflty morning.
w bo lived « u tbe **cond
floor, bar*>y escaped in tbe r night c‘o» beaMr Noyes had got e out to fe^d
Ids
hor*e iu a #bed adj-tln’ng, leaving
hia
T**« wind
(amp on & U-x by tbs door.
blew over the U.X. costing fire to the

fun, however, and it is well that which met with Floral gramge North
on Thors lev.
November 9.
steps have been taken to put a stop Backaport,
There were about seventy-five present.
to it.
from
A Urge delegation
Enterprise
There is not the

Mrs. J. W.

of

Prospect

ous

slightest

more

for

At Sullivan

A

Mabyib, Wholesale

Druggists,
Hall’s latarrh Cure Is taken Internally, act
sur
log directly uj«>n the blood and mucous
TestlmonUl# sent free.
face* of the srstem
1st*.
all
drug;
Price 75c. per »>ottle. Sold by
Hall’s family Tills arc the host.

brother resides.

actually worth

will much

Kibnas
1*’Waldiii®,Toledo,
O.

and
years be was bookkeeper
manager tor tbe Stinson Granite Co.,then

agrees to
to bring

Fire

wit-

in B-«lon.

grange

keeper for various firms.

_

several

with

J. W. Bowden aud w:fe. E C. Bowden.
wife, L. M. L*ac« and wife, William
Dunbar aud Mary Devereux from Castine

Itisdaager-

is

Dec-

Trenton

men

been

Ue.»ce and

price

it

born in

i'uers au a i«r*;c
agreeing to coaie hack directly City ua>K pn»cut.
for the "antique” stuff and pay the price* detcgai.Mi* of L.^uuU luo^e, F. aud A.
M U £ M lilCU l!l« vlcCCAHll aim « cuukisl*
ag-c«d
But they never corre h*ck
The v efro cut UicinLcr. During iu« Lour of service
is out perhaps £25 wort it of furniture for ou-ints* i Ucc* mrvoguout the city, and
£2 or so. and ha* no me ms of ce'ting the public schools, strt il.srd. &cnvo:
flags were at half mast.
satUfac; ion; for if the
s winders
are
After a brief service conducted by Kev.
caught they have but to p-oJocs the receipted bill. The scbe n«» vr»* vro-ked in J. M. Adams, of me Congregational
the

ton tor tbe winter.

ter

than

stuff is

a

the

trip to

WeacoU has closed

more

usually

team appears and the
is loaded on, the price paid

Geor*e H. Emerson, accompanied
by ber daugb r Helen, has gone to Boa-

summer re*

much

owner

the old

as

piece is carefully made out, and the

Mra.

Martin

price*

repay the cost of the new.
A memorandum wun price*

tbe Grand Hank*.

Miss

rummage the attics and
for woru-oul furniture,

The "shrewd”

him

be
24, 1S49. As a young man
taugbt school a number of years in Treuton and other towns of Hancock county.
He moved to Ellsworth while bis father,
the late Nehemiab H. Higgins, was running the City bote!, afterward burned.
For a time be assisted his father at the
hotel. Later be was employed as book-

and

by

esteemed

l.^IRM Of
corps
JC

verdict

llow'e Thle?
for
We offer One Hundred 1 Hiller. Reward
caea of CeUrrh that rannot be cured by
I,an-. Catarrh
A (;0 Totfd 0.
f. JWe, the undersigned. hare ^uoirn
bellerc•Mm
Cheney for the last 15 twit*, amttransactions,
perfectly honorable In all business
ami financially able 10 carry out any obligations
made by their firm.
Wmt A Thi ax, Wholesale Druggist*. To

ember

valuable chair.

a

that the total

I wo

1/
attending tbe Shaw

home

at

They

for

ceuie

so

be found in Ells-

ay

college at Btngor.
Wallace Conoer, of the scrooner

and

believe the

many comthe local au-

as

these

business

and

we

in

and
to

waa

HLintcD.
riAPAStK WOMAN lo do kitchen work
Vy Wage* $3 per week. Apply at the Amb«.
ICAJT BOVM, Ellsworth, Me.

enr

friend.

a

Higgins

Mr.

to this

big price*
£20 for an old couch not worth fl.
fo for a chair perhaps worth 25 cents; |15
fora broken spinning wheel, and so on
until perhaps foO worth is picked out.
As they are about to leave they look
over the good furniture in the p ace and
j
offer perhaps 50 ceut* for a flO lounge or

E. H.

Mias Viva

thoughtlessly, and with the desire
only of beating the other company,

further,

at

offer

such

both tie items is tbe Net
t

North Castlne.

missioner Fletcher, who conducted the
investigation here, is at work, is that
the fire on School street, and perhaps
others of like nature before it. grew
out of the intense rivalry between the
Ellsworth hose companies to get "first
water" at fires.
It is not believed here that the fire
was started with malicious intent, bat

no

calling

for stock.

Greely ba* a black yearling
Vera Cape I
whose dam i.- by Autograph.
i* a ba.f sister of Mcqoette 2 10Kthesire
of another of Mr. Greely V siring, Leant t.

The paragraph in The American
last week regarding the incendiary

doubt that
many of the members of the company
are entirely innocent of any participation in or knowledge of the incendiaryfixes, and these naturally fee! keenly
the odium that attaches to the entire
company because of the suspicion
directed against a few of the members.
Even if the investigation of the fires
by the insurance commissioner goes

new

thorities.

<

"Ute.

"fun".

surrounding towns,
plaints have been made
the

men

wort a horsemen:
Tbe get of Autograph show remarkable endurance. Authentic by him. won an eight-heat
rare at Saarua, Mas*
Oct- 10. and Authored*,
another of hi* get. won an eight-heat race at the
late West is hi meeting.
U now the property of
Vera U e»,
(ton J W. K*i e«,«*f Texas, and wil! probably
She ought to prove a
be used a- a bro.»*t marc
SWOON* l» tba capacity, for she was by that
f «pee»i. Wilton (3.19^), ami
successful sire
her dans. Cricket, al.*»» produced the trotter Jim
Cricket was oy Mambrino AhYoung (iWS
iallah an i out cf Daisy, by Mambrino Pan-hen
The jwii't of ti.threat to
E Is worth
hor.-eroe

aome

game

following items from tbe American place and claiming
Hone Breeder ere of interest to Ells- : York dealer in antique furniture lookup

roraea met

having

a

part of the country, upon the people

Tbe

By the Governor.

hire

at least

and

as a roan

Their Search for Antique FurnitureA pair of sharpers have been working a
or

than

litical friend and foe alike

ered,

game,

in Ellsworth
Mr. Hig-

have died

mourned

est of many political battles, his personality swept aside party prejudice, and po-

there

new

Theriault <iuIlly.
of guilty of murder In the
afterflret degree wee returned yeeterdey
Theriault,
Alexander
noon
egainet
charged with murdering Mathlee Pare
In the wooda near Aequlth laet March.
A

gins. Though a strong partisan in politics, and one who bad been in the thick-

his humor

Bangor

Around

People

men

generally

more

In

Work

The choice of J. A. Cunningham for
city treasurer to fill the vacancy
caused by the death
of
H.
N.
Higgins, will give general satisfaction.
Mr. Cunningham has the
confidence of the people, and should
prove an efficient officer.

The trick is worked

twenty-sixth

Sec TV

SLICK SHARPKUS

Of Interest to Horsemen.

The present year has been one of abundant
prosperity u* our State, the rewards of honest
Industry and well directed effort have never
been greater, and as we rejoice over bountiful
fronts and the success which ha*crowned our
efforts Id ev-. ry field of endeavor, let us remember the poor and unfortunate; let our gratitude
for health and plenty be expressed not alone tn
words, bat in deeds of charity and oenevoieacc,
that all may have cause for thankfulness.
Given at the Executive Chamber, at Augusta,
this fourth day of Noremlwr. in the year o?
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
one, aud of the Independence of the United
State* of America t!;c one hundred and

bl'KON 1>*JTD,

dustry.

since Confucius.

illness of

severe

doing a large business. He also was employed at different times in the tannery
have at Beddington, and for Campbell & Mathis comber, at Hall Quarry. He spent two
years in Minneapolis, Mino., where bis

|

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 13,

a

In his debilitated condition.

we

society would doubtless accept their
invitation, and the meeting would be
a
success.
No one would receive
greater benefit from such a result

16

MOON S PHASES.
Third

V

Saunders, of Sunset, raised the
prize carrot of Deer Isle, if not of thf

with Mr. Wooster,
learn what is necessary to be done,
and then make arrangements for doing it.
If the farmers of Hancock county
act promptly and unitedly, the State

Fr. Sa.

/

_

suffered

rapture, which resulted in bis
death, was probably due to over-exertiou

State.
length
Inches,
fourteen
suggest inches, circumference
three pounds seven ounces.
that the granges and (agricultural so- weight
cieties should take the initiative, and
Butler, of Franklin Road, who

meeting, but here again

1901

rt

Penobscot.

weeks.

intestinal

A. B.

We do not know what must be done
in the way of arrangements for such a

24 25 26 27 28 29130
jr

Hancock county couples celebrated
their golden weddings lest week—Mr.
end Mrs. Freemen K. McIntyre, et Bluehill, and Mr. end Mrs. Charles T. Perking

society.

jT T
i

Is

Two

at

Saturday

died

illness of severat

an

Higgins
typhoid fever last winter. Though be recovered sufficiently to be about and attend to bis regular business as usual, he
An
never fully regained his strength.
Mr.

e

then those et Stonington
two ego. And now Bucksport
ot s night wetcbmen.

or

telking

by corresponding

NOVEMBER

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th.

17

week

Hancock
grange to E. W .Wooster,
Point, who doubtless will see that it
reaches the proper ones in the State

Business communications should be addressed
B>, and all money orders made payable to. The
Iunxxs Court* Publishibo Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

1901

bnel-

more

were

nes*-llke

at

•absrr I’tiiin Price—§3.00 a year; §1.00 for
glx months. SO cents for three months; If
paid strictly in advance, §1 JO, 75 and 38 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
toe rate of 1 t*cr year.
Advert;-. u»i Kates—Are reasonable, and ’▼111
be made known on application

evening after

The eteamer "Prank
the
from
withdrawn

HOWARD HIGGINS.

NF.HKMIAH

Ex-Mayor N. II. Higgins

__

Bucksport’e burglere

of invitation to the State pomologieal
society to hold its next meeting in
Ellsworth. The action of the grange
and a copy of the vote should then be
forwarded by the secretary of the

MAINE,

M.LSWORTH,

Ripe respberrie# end buttercup bloepicked et Weet Frenklin leet

soms were

week.

"Krank .lonee".
Jonea" will be
and
Portland
of 1WH,
Macblaeport route for the eeaeon
making her laet trip eaetwerd, leaving
Portland Prldey, Nov. 2», and weetward,
i*ac. *.
leaving Macblaeport Mondey,
tranefer
.topping it Kockland, where
will be made to Maine Centra! rallroed.
Steamer

OBITUARY.

COI NTV GOSSIP.

of Hancock
the ones most inter-

fruit-growers

the

j

Maucing

JOY,

_____

h.re..hyU..py«rof

THE

aflS^T*

&«“&r

'I'hk Abckrican:

•

I

MAIN*: FRUIT GROWERS.

COUNTY NEWS.

CALLED ON 1118 NURSE.
--

Pornoli
Has Ileen
Invited to Kl Is worth.
The State pomo!ogical society has been
invited to hold its next annual
meeting
in November next year, in Ella worth. Such
a meeting would be not
only of great
Interest to the people generally, but of

State

special

A Little Story of President Roosevelt
Which Is Characteristic.
“Mrs. Flynn, Is Aunt Mary here?”
had
President Theodore
Roosevelt
stopped off on election day on his way
back to Washington from Oyster Bay,
where he had voted, and climbed a dark
stairway to the second floor of the house
150 Fast 48th street, New York, to call
upon the old nurse, Mrs. Mary Ledwith,
who had nursed not only Mrs. Roosevelt
herself when she wan a baby, but all of

and

great value to fruit-growers
of Hancock county, who have never been
represented as they should be at the
meetings of the society.
E. W. Wooster, of Hancock Point, who
is an enthusiastic member of the
society,
and who has

the children ot

just

been re-elected a memof the executive
committee, write* to

ber
The American

rs

BUCKsrour

“Yes, she
see

|

who you

$75

The safe In the Maine Central station
Bucksport was blown open by burglars
Friday night, and something like |75 in
cash stolen.

burglary took place Just after midnight. Several people residing iu the
vicinity heard the explosion.
The thieve*; first visited the shop of
Joseph Powers, a wheelwright, where
they procured two chisels and a hammer.
Equipped with these they forced an entrance to the depot, breaking first into
tbe main waiting room, and then into
the station agent’s office.
They knocked off the combination knob
of the safe and poured into the opening
The explosion
some sort of explosive.
The

shattered the front of the safe.
The burglars secured about |75.

There

the sale than

usual.

leas

money

iu

Tbe burglars made their escn^ie by an
open window, leaving their Loots on the
floor. The burglary was not discovered
until 6 o’clock Saturday morning when
Ass’t Station Agent Hai^jh Marks came to
open the door.
There is no duo

suspicious looking

to

Three

the thieves.

men were

seen

loiter-

ing about the hank building during the
evening.

she had known the

Roosevelts for many years, was not unnat*
urally a bit “flustered” by the honor of a
visit from the President of the United
Slates, with his secretary and valet and
detectives waiting outside.
She ushered
him into her little sitting-room and then
went

accquainted

and

seated in

the

old

invalid’s chair

an

nurse,
another

In

room.

and he has

come

up to

you,”

said Mrs.

United

States!”

see

“The President of the

Mary

mind.
I’ll

the President!

be bound

bit, as
and, adjusting

will, old or yonng,
her glasses, announced that the President
women

could be shown in.

uo

came

UIU

smiling,

iu

iiuinu

"MU

and

Then

he drew

down beside her.

and Mrs. Roosevelt

came

iu and

the other side of the

seat on

took

a

President’s party came out
sidewalk was lined with children,

When the
the

who set up a cheer. Some of them called
The
President passed
for a speech.
through the crowd, patting their heads
and

laughing

as

he went.

Frank

In the meantime the old
was

nurse,

iu

her

smiling happily and

bit
and over, “He ain't a
He might be ten
chauged, not a bit.
tirnea the President, and still be just Mr.
Roosevelt, always thoughtful and kind.”
over

So ith PfliiobMfot.
Miss Maude Thompson

home

from
,/

Capt. John F. Peterson and crew are at
home from the banks; also Capt. Solon H.
Peterson.

Perkins, of Waterville, is
stopping at Mitchell's hotel for a short
Mrs. Horace

time.

Wescott,
recently
had a slight stroke of paralysis, is able to
sit up a little each day.
who

Mrs. Hester A.

Bralnard Condon
h ve gone on a hunting trip to Ingalls
Siding, Aroostook county.
Art hur Guilford and

Eugene Leach and family, of Bluehill,
been spending a few days with his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Calvin Leach.

STORE—Rooms—first

Climax.

Ilow Are Your Kidneys V
Dr. Hobbs'Spani^iis Pillseuroall kidney Ills. 8am«
W* free Add sterliiur Ki-rued c Co.. Cbicotro or N. V

©♦OtO40*O*O*v«':

♦0t0#0#0*04djj

W. R. PARKER^.

as

known all

the best

on

she

re-

hospital

general

Maine

W. H. Powlesland

conducted

a

gospel temperance meeting at the Methodist church Sunday evening. Mrs. H. C.

special musical

heard in

was

num-

Nov. 11.

Ellsworth.
successful.

been very

Milton Haslem and Howard
in

Both have

Friday.

Bangor

Jordan

business.

on

are

the country

4
4

have them in Russian Lamb,
Siberian Calf and Raccoon.

Jordan has moved his family into

|

|

|
|
|
J5
4

NORTH. STAR FUR COAT

likes to buy the best garment
If
be had for the money.
are thinking of buying a
you
Sheepskin lined coat you are
sure of the best that money
can buy when you purchase
the

\

ROYAL

Crimmin

are

Mrs. E. L.

visiting

visiting friends in Eden.
Kingman, of Ellsworth,

V

We

§

are sole agents in this
for the above lines.

Elwood Archer and wife have gone
the woods to work for William Ritchie.

making repairs

O. R. Burnham is
he

purchased

I—----

fW.

j

.

Hi,i-n

on

the

Jordan, who has been absent
past year, is visiting his parents. Increase Jordan and wife.
H.
Nov. 11.
William

I>«M*rt Terry.

“May Queen” sailed for Bosmorning.

Schooner

gone to Wayne to
work with t he steel crew of the constructhas

ing train.
Miss Beulah True returned from New
She will remain at home
v

Friday, after

a

week’s vacation last

pleasant term taught by

a

Miss Bertha Cline.

R. PARKER

A large number of C. E’s attended the
A
local union at Hancock last Friday.
pleasant and instructive day is reported.

Portland,

of

Maggie Eldredge,

Mrs.

who has been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. Colby, returned home last
week.

Coombs has tendered his house to
village improvement society, and they
will hold their weekly meetings there
luring the winter.
he

primary

The

Friday.

school closed

Miss

Lucy Bunker, of South Gouldsboro,
proved such an efficient teacher that she
s engaged for the winter term.
We have shared the

delightful

autumn

reported in other sections.

On

Miss Alice Cole

soon

thejjhall

Friday night.

next

visited

guest of Herbert Harriman.
Mrs.

Georgie

Davis and

Guy

son

are

visiting at East Bucksport.
Homer Marks, of Portland, is visiting
his

grandfather,

on

Friday. It was taught by
Cushman, of Steuben.
L. Guptill is at home after a visit to

ceutly

the schooner

on

a

deer.

Bluehil! Sunday.

Nellie Shelton, teachers for the past two
the
credit for
terms, deserve great
held

entertainment

in

tl

e

enumerator

as census

Inez Stevens

as

Miss Ada Mills

was

The

songs,

dia-

Wonders”

were

excellent.

Tomson.
Thursday for Boston.

Hiram Howard returned home
Powers and

H.

Saturday.
home

wife arrived

Saturday.
Dudley Boyce arrived home from BosSaturday.

ton

home Satur-

Edward Powers returned

day.

Boyce

returned to Boston

Monday.
Boston

Saturday.
H. H. Pressey and daughter Linnie left
for Boston Thursday.

Capt. Ralph Gray
Boston

arrived

home

from

Thursday.
S*

Lamoine.
A social dance will be

given

at

grange

hill next Thursday evening, Nov. 14.

day.
M.

Nov. 11.

CHURCH NOTKS.
UNITARIAN.

moved his family into the

Harry Rodick and

Holden to live this winter.

Silsby and wife
Wednesday.

F. O.
last

Sunday,
10 30.

Nov.

were

weie

Bangor

in

Henry Lawford, ol Bar Harbor,
week visiting friends.

was

in

town last

Vivian Kenniston, who has been
teaching at Penobscot, is at home for a
short vacation.

J. H. Patten and wife, who have
been visiting relatives at Newport, returned home last week.

hemlock

Subject:

“Mission

of

the Unita-

Church.” Sunday school at 11 45.
Tuesday evening, at 7.30, teachers1
meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin. Subject: “Temptation of Jesus.”
Wednesday evening, at 7 o’clock, parish
meeting.
CONGREGATIONAL.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Followed by business meeting of Epworth
Rev. J.

only couples

married

more

years.

received the

largest

popular
a

hand-

book at the close of one week's
entertainment of the medicine company.
some

Ch’e’er.

will be a social dance at town ball
Friday evening, Nov. 15.

There

A. M.

00,.

9 00
P.

11 00
M

M.

12 40
A.

M.
00

t
*
(

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
rains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa*
an and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South end Weet
•n sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.

■

■—

1

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
^ efore entering the train, and especially BUS*
form to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
1 IL. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

MARINE LIST.

BOSTON AND BANCOR
i

r. iinw'iriii

run.

ARRIVED

M AllllIKI).
BRAY—SMITH—At Deer Isle, Nov A, l»y Rev
M 8 Hartwell, Miss Ethel P Bray to Frederick
Smith, both of Deer lute.
DORAN—YOUNG—At Bar Harbor, Nov 7, by
Rev S L Hanscom, Miss Catherine Eva Doran
to Frank T Young, both of Bar Harbor.
EMERSON-GRAY—At Rluehill, Nov 6. bv Rev
Ebenezer Bean, Miss Rebecca J Emerson to
Harvey W Gray, both of Bluchill.
GRAHAM-GUPTILL-At Bar Harbor, Nov 6,
by Rev S L Hanscom, Miss Josle Graham to
William II Guptlll, botli of Eden.
IIARDEN—M*KENZIE—At Ellsworth. Nov 6.
by Rev J M Adams, Miss Carrie E Harden to
Colin C McKenzie, both of Ellsworth.
JORDAN—DA VIS—At Ellsworth, Nov 11, by
Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Mabel S Jordan, of
Ellsworth, to Charles S Davis, of Aurora
MARTIN— DOLLIVER-At West Gouldsboro,
Nov 1, by Rev J I. Pinkerton, Miss Goldie
Martin to Hiram D Doillver, both of Gouldsboro.
PHIPPEN—BUNKER —At Cranberry
Isles,
Nov 3, by Rev C N Davie, Miss Flora E
Phippen to Frank W Bunker, botli of CrauRAYE—WIGGIN—At E lsworth, Nov 9, by Rev
.1 1’ Slmonton, Min* E-telle Raye, of Ellsworth, to Fred Ernest Wlggin, of Eden.
RICH A RDSON—OBER—At Bar Harbor, Nov 9,
by Rev S L Hnnscom, Mrs Georgia S Richard
eon to Allen Everett Ober, both of Bar Harbor.
STEVENS—CONKLIN—At New London, Ct,
Oct 31, Miss Eva Clinton Stevens, formerly of
West Brooksvllle, to (trover Cook Conkllu.
SMALL— LUFK1N—At Deer Isle, Oct 28, by
Rev Minot S Hartwell, Miss Leua G Small to
Fred L Lufkin, both of Deer Isle
YOUNG—ROBERTSON—At B uehlU, Nov 2, by
Rev Ebenezer Bean, Miss Minnie Young to
Winfield E Robertson, both of Bluehlll.

RATES.

WINTER

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.
#8.00 Bar Harbor to Boston.
Reduced from
Fare between
lar Harbor & Boston,
$4 CO to $3 00
2 90
3 85
leal Harbor A Boston,
<urint'n'*v IlillilUI

15010.
BRIDGES—At Orland, Nov 7, to Mr and Mrs
Alvah B Bridges, a son.
BARTER—At Sunshine (Deer Isle), Nov 2, to
Mr and Mrs W G Barter, n son.
CONARY—At Mlnturn, Nov 10, to Mr and Mrs
Elmer E Conary, a daughter.
CONARY—At Sunshine (Deer Isle), Oct 27, to
Mr and Mrs William W Conary, a son.
ROSE BROOK—At Cranberry Isles, Nov 1, to
Mr aud Mrs Gilbert Rosebrook, a son
SEaVEY—At Tremont, Nov 3, to Mr and Mrs
James H Seavey, a son.

steamship Company.

1

«,

•!

Iiurvi/H,

W

RETURNING.
From Boston, Mondays and
»

Thursdays

at

m

p

From Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays at
from 5 to G a in. touching at Stonington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harjor.

E. S. J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Mgr.. Boston.

RocRlanfl, Blncil & Ellsworth steamft Co.

Commencing Saturday, Nov 2, 1901, steamer
“.Juliette” leaves Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Boston not before 5 a ni, Tuesdays, Thur-days and Saturdays as follows: For
Dark Harbor, ^Northwest Harbor, *Eggemoggln, tSouth Ilrook8vllle, Sargentvllle, North
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin, fVVest Tremont,
South Hluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry, Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
Leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), at. G a mt
Burry at 7 a in, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Rockland via landings as above noted,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
*
Will land going East Thursdays and Saturdays, going West Mondays and Fridays.
f Will land going East Tuesdays, and going
West Wednesdays

O.

A. CROCKETT,

Manager, Rockland, Me.
to take the boat will leave
str. ei, Ellsworth (telephone

Passengers wishing
word at

27 Hancock

connection).

atbbtrtiscmcnts.

MADE~NEW.

FURNITURE

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many styles of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.

DIED.
GRAY—At Stonlngton, Nov 8, Mrs Dorothy
F Grav. aged 52 years, 3 months, 28 days.
HODGKINS—At Lamoine, Nov 9, Edmund B
Hodgkins, aged 73 years, 5 months, 15 days.
IlIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Nov 9, Nehemiah
Howard Higgins, aged 51 years.
JOY—At North Hancock, Nov 12, Miss Harriet
B Joy, aged 22 years, 16 days.
THU RUHR—At Cleveland, O, Nov 11, Myra H
McFarland, wife of Frank L Thurber, aged
42 years, 3 months, 2 days.

HAIR MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W

JUKL»Al^f

No. 1 Franklin Street,

atfeti'armcnts.

OU

2 75
3 75
louthwest Hnrhor & Boston,
2 25
3 00
Itonlngton & Boston,
two
The price of room**, accommodating
peronn each, will he reduced from $2 00 and $1.50
o $1.E0 ami $1.00 each.
F L Winter“Mt Desert”, Capt
Steaim
>otham, leaves Bar Haroot Mondays, W'tdneslays and Saturdays at in a in, touching at Seal
darbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor
ind Stonington, and connecting at Rockland
with steamer for Boston.

Ellsworth.

CHAMBER SETS.

ASH—full suites for $19.00; hard to
beat this. We have them also In Oak,
Maple and Birch. Latest Styles.
Lowest Prices.

A LOT OF

INEXPENSIVE

COUCHES.

CHAIRS

A large line of new patterns.
Coverings In velour, tapestry, plush and
leather. This Is none too early to begin to think about Christmas.

and

ROCKERS

Straw Mattings &

Rugs

E. J. DAVIS,

has just been received.

No. 1 Franklin Street,

ton in exchange with the pastor. Sunday
school at 12 in. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
Evening praise and preaching service at
7.

Subject:

“Preaching and Hearing.”

All welcome.
Zinc and Grinding Make
Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

Devoe
as

Han cock.

M'.|

Ellsworth.

BAPTIST.

logs

living

now

number of votes as the most
Grand Army man and received

next

Mrs. Theodore Blondit

Bartlett, with his wife and
daughter Stellp, of Bartlett’s Island, wss
the guest of Mrs. Adelbert Garland last

league.
Sunday, Nov. 17—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
league, 3 p. in. Pastor’s service at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting.
Bayside—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;

Free music class at close of meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 17—Morning service at
Sermon by the Rev. J. P. Simon10.30.

Nov. 11.

Surry

Harbor,

7 25

5 57 ,

4 50
!A NGOR.
6 00 10
tangor, Ex. St. .! 6 05 10 05: 4 54
6 12 10 12
6 C'O
Irewer Junction
lolden.
f8 34 10 34: f5 20
.ake House. jo 41 10 42 f# 27
6 49
10 50 5 35
ireen Lake.
llcolln
f6 59 10 691 f5 45
7 13 1118! 5 68
Illsworth Falls.
7 18 11 18 6 03
ILLSWORTH.
7 SO 11 27 f6 13
Vash’gton Jc.
'ranklin Road.
f7 39 11 87 6 22
lancock. |7 49. 11 47 6 30
Vaukeag.S.Fy. 7 5< 11 52 6 34
8 00 11 59 6 40
It.Desert Ferry..
8 20j.
ulllvan.
8 fO..
..
1AR HARBOR.I 9 30| 12 45 7 27

E. Swett

of Bar

7
A.

has gone to
F.

..

service at 7.

Jacob Springer and wife, W. H. Card

fifty

is boarding with
for a while.

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 17—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.

wood until winter.

been

Benjamin Webber,

Rev.

cedar posts

He will cut

yarded.

and cord

the

] ’ortlanu

Mr. Simonton.

and bark

are

IP.

Joston.

KiVKIt.

E. Swett at East

Coar, pastor.
17—Morning service at

rian

wife, of Brewer,

O. H. Buzzell and
in town last week.

E.

Rev. A. H.

woods last week.
wife have gone to

THIS

Matthews

Mrs. W. L. Pratt and Mrs.

well acted. Mbs

“Ked-riding-hood”, and
as “Sleeping Beauty” in

Celebrated

the “Four

evening.

Nov. 11.

Mr. and Mrs. Blakesley,
boarding here for the past six months,
returned to their home in Hartford Tues-

OK

Maggie

|

5 36
9 06

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOB.

Sarsaparilla

MOUIH

M. A. M. A. M.
4 00
1 30

P.

’ortland.
Joeton.

Promises to cure and keeps the
promise. It is better not to put off
treatment—buv Hood’s today,

y'

Schools closed last Friday in No. 1 district. Miss Katherine Coombs and Mrs.

Mrs. Annie

Miss ElHe Grindle who has been working for Mrs. Harriet Mason, returned to

Amherst.
L. E. Crosby

always affects
deranges the
general health, and is likely to
develop into consumption.

Miss

M.

8 *5j.
4 00 ••••••
4 25..
iulllvan .'.
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 20 4 50! 9 10
SVaukeag, S. Fy .: 11 26 4 67 9 17
6 oo
9 20
Sancock.11129
11 37 ft 07j 9 80
Franklin Road
SVaeb'gton Jo.! 11 40 f5 18 9 50
11 56 5 26 ! 9 58
ELLSWORTH
5 81. 10 OS
Ellsworth Falls. fl2 On
5 48 10 17
s’lcolln
112 14
5 54 flO 27
4reen Lake.tl2 23
.ake House.112 31 f6 02
6 10 f 10 42
lolden
112 38
irewer June. 12 68 6 30- 11 02
tangor, Ex. St.j 1 05 6 37i 11 10
iANGOR, M.0. 1 10 6 40 11 15

lect it, because it
stomach and

Hood’s

m. p.

p.

Jorrento.....j.

cure

Many have be»n radically and permanently
cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla. It cleanses the
blood and has a peculiar alterative and tonic
effect. R. Long. California Junction, Iowa,
writes: "I had catarrh three years, lost my
appetite and could not sleep. My head pained
me and 1 felt bad all over. I took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and now have a good appetite,
sleep well, and have no symptoms of catarrh.”

|A. m
10 30

BAR HARBOR.

the

“Estelle”, for Cur-

cas, W.I.

Fred Eaton returned home from

home

to

week.

to-day,
/

Oct.
BAR HARBOR TO

Wednesday, Nov 6
Sch E A Whitmore. Closeon, Bar Harbor
Alex Weatberbee baa tbe sills laid for a
Sch Hlenzi, Closeon, Bar Harbor
□ew baru.
SAILED
O. C. Ward, of Cherryfleld, has a crew
Friday, Nov 8
Scb
lumber
Caressa,
Rockland, wood, Joseph
at
work
Harvey,
of men
building
camps,
Tinker
preparatory to stripping the George W.
Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray, Seal Harbor, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Whitaker lot.
Sch Forester, Farrell, Northeast Harbor, lumMr. Dunifer, of Lee, is in town visiting ber, Ellsworth Lumber Co
Hancock County Forts.
his brother, Y. S. Dunifer. The brothers
West Sullivan—Sid Nov 7. sch May Queen,
have not met for over thirty years.
Grant, curb from T Blal-dell, for Uoston
Jkn.
Nov. 11.
Sid Nov 8, sch Wester loo, Partridge, curb for
Bo-ton
WdNi ItrookHvlIlfe.
Sid Nov 9, sch Florence A Strout, staves from
Arthur Hawes sailed from Bangor re- ! Hastings for Boston

E. G. Marks.

George White, who is working at Bar

impossible

Frank

Ira Shaw, who went to Rockland
business, returned home last week.

H.

Arey, of Bucksport Center, is the

Frank

It is therefore

Mrs.

Guptill and Mrs. Ellle
Mrs.Guptlll’s parents In

Millie

Mrs.

Commencing

the disease by local applications.
It is positively dangerous to neg-

visited Mrs.
last week.

Russell, of Sullivan, preached
church Sunday afterand evening In exchange with Rev.
Methodist

Elhol Holden left
social dance at

mucous

it the

Raat Orlanel
a

exists in the blood, in
inflammation of the
membrane.

cause

causes

Northeast Harbor to work.

Ueur Isle-

_

There will be

what

3ou!<1»boro.
Rev. B. W.

Nov. 10

Yankapoo.

Nov. 11.

Samuel S. Clark

i"; |

year or more, has left and
with relatives in North Sullivan.
a

All
logues, tableaux and recitations.
parts by the ^pung ladies and gentlemen
Paul Tapley’s part
were well rendered.

than

CLOTHING CO.,

s

for

at South Hancock this winter.

in town that have

$

Ash, who has been at E. W.

Mrs. Julia

Jleaves,

lower schol-room Saturday
programmes consisted of

and wife

******

leveral weeks.

Harvard Carter and wife returned from
Trenton Saturday. Mr. Carter will teach

power.
E. G. Burnham has his

\

Melville Perry is home from
South
Gouldsboro, where he has been employed

old-time

water

<3>uaf&*tS

Iron Works.

iin

W.

of Miss Arvilla

this winter.

Katah-

School closed

the

York last week.

annual

of

Miss Olive

Kingman.

Thomas Kief

his

in

mother, Mrs. Eliza Jordan.

her

on

vicinity

in the

is

Sherman Scammon will put in steam
power at his mill in connection with

city

Joy is off this week

N. H. Sowle goes to Bar Harbor
where he will be employed.

West Franklin.

BRAND.

A. R.

gunning trip

township No. 8 last week.

Grace Kittridge, who has been
stopping the past few months with her
sister, Mrs. Haslem, went to Waltham
last week to spend the winter.
Nov. 12.

to

sister, Mrs. Ira Workman,
In Gouldsboro.
visit to her

»

Hastings, of Boston, is the guest
/
of his aunt, Mrs. Hannah Fox.
The Misses Sylvia Jordan and Hattie
Arthur

Dr.

j

William

Campbell

Miss

o

mother, Mrs.

the woods for the winter.

Miss

§

Sullivan,

I. L. Pinkerton.

J

who have been

the market. We

over

her

of West

7,
picked a large
30uquet of handsome chrysanthemums
from her garden.
Nov. 11.
C.

B.

Schools closed here

Havey,

y

Sov.

Waltham.

visit in

The

Moore.

weather

bers.

her home in North

CLOTHING CO. |
THE
l
NORTH STARj
FUR COATS I
are

that

Saturday improved iu health.
Kev.

Catarrh

friends in

visited

Perry

UailroabB anb StcambosK.

page*.

John

numerous

A. E. Marks returned Saturday from a
hunting trip of three weeks. He brousht

ftbbmietmcnta.

1

Mrs. Eliza-

know

to

glad

from

leave for

Blaisdell’s

School closed for

"/
is

Waterville.

Nov. 11.

♦petit 0

turned

ton this

said the President.

chair,

and

accompany them.

E.

Mrs. Frank

sign,”

floor and basementin Masonic block ou State street, until
recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publish ng Co. Inquire of John B. Rkdman,
agent, iu s inie building.

Tuesday,

beth Gordon will

Mount

invalid’s

family will close

Seal Harbor for the winter.

who escorted t he President to the carriage,
had on a Low button. “That’s the right,

aaying

and

Flynn,

have

Co Ect.

Stinson

buildings

nurse.

Health for 10 Cents.
Schooner “Mopang”, Capt. Frank PerA lively liver, pure blood, clean
kins, loaded with bricks at Leach Bros.’
skin, bright eyes, perfect health— ytrd this week.
Cathartic will ob-

Cascarets Candy
tain and secure them for you. GenuNever
ine tablets stamped C. C. C.
sold in bulk. All druggists, toe.

W ilHam Parslow, wife and son, of Portsmouth, are at the home of Mrs. Parsiows,
parents, C. T. Goodwill and wife.

DUUWB

up a chair and sat
He told her bow sorry
be wan that she wan ill.
Iu a few minutes the bell rang again
baud.

Madison.

noon.

are

other

see

Miss Bessie Williams has returned from

Methodist circle will meet with
Mrs. flattie H. Bragdon Tuesday after-

Arvill

you quite took my breath away.”
And then she fixed her hair a

Roosevelt

a seven-

will leave next
at

vsliting

Is

The

friends

John

Mrs. Harvard

the train to-

came on

week to

Alvin

Xerrn

Gouldsboro last week.

Joseph E. Dunn
join her husband

Mrs.

County

additional

Mra,

Rye-

the

day from an eastern trip.
Arthur Bunker is at home after
months’ stay in New Hampshire.

now

Why,

it’s nobody but Mr. Roosevelt.

UICI

teaching

in amazement.

“Certainly, and be says to tell you that
if you are not too 111 he wants to see you!”
A light dawned oil the old nurse’s
“O,

is

H. Damon

Mrs. A.

Flynn.
echoed Aunt

that

DeMeyer

John E.

SCtrfjcrtiermntts.

COUNTY NEWS.
XX

Prospect Harbor,

/

deid school.

Bunker

“It’s the President of the United States

Mr.

at

was

Flynn, though

Mrs.

County

other pages

see

franklin.

their home here

how she is

MCIII

and

are

“Just say it’s Mr. Roosevelt, and that
I want to see her, please. I came up to see

bukoijAky. ^

In Cash Stolen.

her*,” said Mrs. Flynn,
Man’s sister; “but I can’t

is

who is Aunt

Safe at Station Hlovvn Open

the

President.

follows:

The Slate pomologies!
society held Us annual
meeting in Dexter last Wednesday and Thurs
two
day. Only
persons from Hancock county
were In attendance; there should hare been 200.
The display of fruit, and the addresses by men
who knew what they were talking about,
taught
something much In need to be known and practiced more generally by the fruit growers of
oar-State, most especially by those of Hancock
and Washington counties.
Although this 1* a -Stale society, not In any
way Intended to bo loca', receiving Us largest
support, financially, from the State treasury, to
which every tax payer In the State contributes;
It has never, so far as I can learn, In the thirty
yeavs since Us organisation, hail an executive
officer or held a meet! n a east of the Penobscot.
In the production of the cultivate!* berry
fruits, Hancock county excels all others, and
most especially is this true in regard to quality,
while the very creditable display of apples,
pears and plum at Us annual agricultural fairs,
clearly shows that at least in parts of the county, there are greater possibilities In the successful culture of these fruits than what has yet
been brought out.
All agricultural societies of the county should
unite in extending an invitation to the officers
of that society to have Us next annual meeting
in November at Ellsworth. An Invitation has
already been given by a member of the society
—resident of the county—hut it needs to be reinforced.

Roosevelt and

Mrs.

For additional

IT WILL PAY YOU
to make your selections before the

C.

holiday

trade

begins.

long

Subscribe for The Amekicjah

EDWIN M. MOORE,

S

Fresh, salt, Smoked and Dry

l

FISH.

dealer In all kinds of

UNDERTAKER,
Telephone Connection.

32 Main Street.

^
*

1

i

Cod,
*
O

£

+

i
R. FOSTER, 1

FURNITURE DEALER and
as

5

Blueflsh,§
S

Haddock, B„..but,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clsms, Bcallops,
Lobsters and Finnan Baddies.

Q

O Campbell A True BUlg.. East End Bridge, 0
♦
t
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Ths

of

»§t-ofll< €8

the

all the
6»r*eu

reach

ican

county
many. The Amer-

so

only paper printed it*
unty. and has never claimed to
the

■»»

i*

Bancor*
be, but

erly

in

papers in

only paper

he

bt

>ed

that

prop-

can

COUNTY paper; all the

a

’■e/y local papers. The circulaKon of I
American, barring the Bar
cord's summer list, is larger
Barbor
Han that >f all the other papers printed
is Banco* *■ county.
test

are

*•

CO

NTi'EWS.

R* adon

Cbounty Xews

>io(

>«*.

other pages.

North Pe»i«*r»*cot.

4outh

P

Leach is

recovering

from

ty-

Howard Dorr has the mail service

Bucksport

route from
Samuel

over

to Castine.

Patten and wife will start

soon

for Lynn. >lass., to 9pend the winter with
their sou Loss.
Mrs. Garland

has gone to Deer Isle to

visit her sister, Mrs. Charles Webb. She
expects to be away several weeks.
Hiram Leach and wife have gone to Brockton, Ma s where they expect to spend the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. Grace
few young men
work abroad having called
Mre

W'ages ought

improve

to

left in town,
them

under

mand for labor.

Harriet Lowell, who recently died
in Or land, left a large legacy to Harvard
college. She was a native of this town inBtead of UrUnd. as reported. She taught
Bchool here when but fourteen years of
age with good success. She had been the
most of her life a resident of Boston,
aud left property
estimated
to
be
worth a quarter of
a
million dollars.
Several of the Lowell’s here are to receive
Miss

bequests
Hiram Leach
cal

the

victim of

an

opti-

and

On hts way to the
in the morning, he cast

quite early

atore

bis eye
It

was

joke last Monday.
over

saw

to

the Parson Garland house

the clothes

hanging on the line.
the morning that he

early
quite doubted his own senses.
premises he made a
in

was so

reached the

was, has

puzzled

Mr. Leach

ever

Proctor,
The many friends of Mary
formerly of this place but now of Roslinher In
with
dale, Mass., will sympathize
the death of her eldest daughter, Mary L.,
The
which occurred Sunday, Nov. 3.
interment was at Franklin, N. H.

Tuesday evening

followfng

the

officers of Leonard Wooster lodge, 1. O. G.
T., were installed: W. C. Crabtree, C. T.;
Rosa Foss, V. T.; Sarah Young, secretary;
Grace Kelley, assistant secretary; L. S.
Jordan, treasurer; Martha Walker, F. 8.;
Augusta Jordan, chaplain; Carl Wooster.
M.; Clara Foss, D. M.; Lottie Wooster,
guard; Millard Foss, sentinel; E. W.
Wooster, P. C. T.; Nettie Foss, S. J. T.
Nov.

11.__W.

Miss Blanche

of

Smythe

has

returned from
visiting.

where she has been

Fairfield,

Mrs. Laura Tracy and daughter Flossie,
Ellsworth, are guests at A. E. Tracy’s.
move

the Butler

into

house

the

for

her son,

visiting

She will

of Trenton.

George P. Butler,
leave for New Bedford. Monday.

Googins, who has been employed on the W. C. R. R. the paBt three
week
years, leaves for Miliinocket this
Malcolm

employed

where he will be

for the win-

ter.
School closed Nov.

5, after

a

suc-

very

cessful term.
The exhibition giveu on
Saturday evening following was very
pleasing in every respect. There was a
good attendance, and qnite a sum of
Much credit is

due

realized.
money
the teacher, Mrs. Herbert Salisbury, of
Ellsworth Falls, and to all who took part.
was

Mrs. Julia lracy, or Asbvilie, was
visiting relatives here during the

Been

past

Sumac.

Nov. 10.

Prospect
(J.

Hooper

T.

and

wife

spending a
few weeks in Boston aud vicinity.
The pumpirg station is to be greatly-fenlarged and another engine added.
are

Sehoodic Inn, the new hotel which was
recently opened in this village, is well

patronized.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new
Catholic church which is iu process of
erection at Grindstone Neck.
Mrs.

Mary Joy

and

daughter Beuiah
they

have gone to Prospect Harbor, where
will remain during the winter.

Cora

Mrs.

Guptill

and

Mrs.

Jennie

Childs, who have been visiting relatives
Lowell, Mass., returned Friday.
Miss Clara Jones entertained

a

in

party of

her young friends at the home of L>r.
Small Tuesday evening, her fourteenth

birthday.
George Blance

Margaret Thurston is improving
•lowly, but is still very feeble, one side
still

nearly helpless.

Mrs. P. G. Warren returned from Cam-

bridge, Mass., Wednesday. She was called
there by ibe illness of her daughter, Mrs.
Elvira Thurston, who is now much improved in health.
A letter from Allston, Mass., states that
Carl Robbins, who is employed there, has
been ill with a slight attack of bronchitis,
but is recovering and expects to resume
work in a day or two.
Mrs. Carrie Smith, of Lansingburg, N.
Y., made

a

short

visit to friends here this

She left

Mrs. L. J. W'arren returned from Vinalhaveu Monday. She was called there by
the death of her brother, Samuel Fifield,
who died very suddenly last week. Mr.
Fifleld was a native of that part of Deer
Isle which is now West Stooington, and
was well and favorably known here from
his boyhood. His sudden death is re-

Parker

the

over

new

ing

Higgins who has been clerkHolmes’, is taking a trip to

Massachusetts.

Capt.

Roland Lunt is at home for

v<

d

into

his

bouncing boy—George

a

Howard

John Stanley ia home for a few weeks, j
will leave soon for Boston where be ;

employed

be

the

on

yacht

steam

etc.

Fannie

who

Mrs.

C.

E. Jorda

Ellsworth th? pi

the

postmaster,

was

Gray,

been ill

has

Nov. 10.

of

Rockland,
Minturn.

Capt.

wife and

visiting

are

relatives

Staples,
Dudley”, has

in

at

who

has

been

the

months, is at home
visit to bis parents.

on a

over

L. E.

five

has finished

Joyce

wharf

and

tbereon

in

is

up
large

Mrs.

Lizzie Frost

Brown

at home for

Rev. J.
t be-Sea,

and

He

two

weeks

from

Haskell’, Capt. Richardson,

from

continually

buffeted

by

gales and rough seas.
The crew was
nearly exhausted when the vessel reached
New London.” The “Haskell” reached
Boston Saturday.
Went Tretnonr.

Gardiner Lawson is at home with his
family. He expects to remain all winter.
Rev. A. P. Thompson was called home
by the death of his father at Haverhill,
Mass.

fit of the

new

church.

Helen C. Clark, of Manset. and Beatrice
K. Lunt, of this place, went to Bangor
Friday to visit friends. Miss Lnnt will
visit her sister Zulma at Waterville, and
Miss Clark will visit her aunt at Orono before

returning.

Nov. 7.

Thelma.

has

was

Sorry repaired.

a

Howard Lord returns to his work at
Bar Harbor to-day. He was called home
by the death of his father, Simeon Lord.
S. J.

j

past

the

on

j

yacht

Hallo-

reached home this
quartermaster on the
steam yacht “Sapphire” the past summer.
Frank

week.

A.

Holden

J

He has been

Nov. 11.

in Ellsworth

man were

Help...

Stephen Goer,
nesday to cook

Babies and children need
proper food, rarely ever medicine.
If they do not thrive
on their food something is
wrong. They need a little

get their digestive
machinery working properly.
to

at

at

of

the

government

Alligator lake, shot

W. A. Collar

and

Brighton, Mass.,

deer

a

at the Amherst

Ellsworth

Collar

spending

of
the

men

in town this week

were

Hastings, 11. B.

Moor and Sewell Mitcbc II.
Nov. 7.

Flossie.

E inI LNiuoinf.

Smith has returned from
visit to Boston.

Mrs. H. L.

Snare
tbe

Trlest

«Jfc

a new

coaling

have

a

recently

purused at

steam launch to be

station.

Mrs. Maliuda W inter but ham
to New

j

Jersey

to

spend

has gone
winter with

the

her

daughter.
T. Smith has closed his summer home, tbe Dana cottage,
and returned to Newton, Mass.
Bloomfield

will

generally

correct

this

I difficulty.

Dr. Frederick Freeman and a friend
guests of E. J. Freeman at
Shore Acres for tbe past week.
have been the

Admiral Bradford

was

in

town

a

few

If you will put from onei
fourth to half a teaspoonful
in baby’s bottle three or four

days last week in the interest of the government. While be was here he was tbe
guest of Commander Logan.

day you will soon see
a marked improvement. For
larger children, from half to
a teaspoonful, according to

Benson, schooner “Rosella,”
arrived last week with f1,040 stock.

|
1

times

a

age, dissolved in their milk,
if you so desire, will very
soon

show its

nourish-

great

If the mother’s
power.
milk does not nourish the

ing

baby,

she needs the emul-

sion.

It will show

an

effect

both upon mother
and child.
at

once

50c. and $1-00, all druggist*.
SCOTT & BOWNF., Chemists. New York.
—

H.—If—

*

H-J

Nov.

H.

11._

V

Seawall.

Capt.

Peter

Gard. Carter and wife have

j home,

returned

being employed at Manset
since last spring.
Dudley Doliver, who has been freighting with his brother, Capt. John Doliver,
after

has returned home for the

wife,

who has been

at Oak

Point,

came

visiting

winter.
His
father’s

at ber

home with him.

Nov. 4.

Dolly.

East Orlaiui

George Snow

from Biuehili,
working.
Miss Effie Grindle, of North Biuehili, is
working for Mrs. Harriet Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Gorham, have
Is at home

where he has been

moved to the village to live with Mrs.
Gorham’s grandfather,
Andrew Dorr,
who is in poor health.

Nov. 4.

a

m.

Kr

KEEP YOUR BLOOD CLEAN

Dr. Emmons’
Monthly Regulator, ha* brought happlne** to
women. There I* PO*i»
lively no other remedy known to medtou eel*
ence that will ao quickly and wifely do the
ol-tmstc irregular.
work. I,onge*t and
Hie* fnun any ceuee tc 1 b*r e«t ntum*e. .Sueveae

hundred* of an turn*

guaranteed

nt anv «t...

danger,

\o

c

lta*e relieved
Interference with wo k
hundred* of rare* where other* hero failed.
The mo-tdlflV tilt r.t-e* aurre-eftttly treated
bv mall,and beneficial result* gum an teed In
every tnatance. Narl'k wluitwveeer. We treat
bumfreds»nf Indie* w hom wc never wo. Write
for valuable particular*a? ■! free co u fide***t»l
advice. AII letter* truth full*' answered. Rememlrer.ttdi rented v taniMolutchr aaf«* tinder
every
)HM**lble condi»i.>n ami po-Ulvely
1. ,01 « no after t»l effect un.. » the health,
A.
lie mail, ae.’tiro!' a»*n!c*t,
Allmuerjr
Im- re.d-tc*--*i
.'i
it.
eo,
J XV F\| *U»Vu ri« tfXTri'■*•.»HIM RotftOA.
or

CATARRH

Druggist

jgyeffitMBAVWw

10 cent
TRIAL SIZE.

an

H®WWC‘01D|

mamE^sJsJSI
|P|f*

aim Reiki at mcc.
It flrnnw#,
fUKOtie*
and heal-. the di cv-red
membrane.
It cure*
amt
drive*
catarrh
away col 1 In the bead

SMr

✓

BHpS

MpSajp

—--T

-orttel
MenU
ami Ij AU
£*%#£•!>
the
Mem
(•rot*Cta
brane. Restore* the Hen re* of Taste and Smell.
Full lite, .Klo ; Tii*>
the
at druggiata or
Warren st S. Y.
by mall. ELY RKOTfl p It*.

flMT lCVC.ll

several month*.

There will be a sale of
cooked food and other articles which the
public will bring or send iu.

Nov. 4.

C.

Sum.

J. E. Gott, who has been ill for several
weeks, is improving.

Harry

Wood and

typhoid

William

Robbins

sre

“something just as good."
moved

Albert, the oldest son off Edgar Withee,
with a bad cut on his knee.

is laid up

went

to

Bangor by

train for

taking

t he

lie

joined by

was

Flossie

at

Patten.

Mara

team
Hill

Monday,
Tuesday,

ILMUICo
AlllPt?

have Usad lhem
as th# B£ST
HI.TG’fl

Raooramend

lilt.

star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
dangar,no

Immfi.Cf

mllcf,

no
nan
tnaniaiv. A trial wi.
hi (im
b ^-a
All

V«r] for

KING

pua.

by leading *p«ciad«a.

mrcm-iue

f'x

n .<■*
>
r-»

you
d t:-<

o

t-Ysr,

tfuadrwdaof ban
ft heir lt>trin«te vaiwa
:• for napi and

o

angim*

MASS.

hi*

wife and daughter
Mrs. McGraw ami h r

daughter had been visiting during
previous wc»ek at Danfortb.

W idow’a
Mrs -Susan

Genuine stamped C C C Never told In bulk.
Beware of the dealer who tries to seil

fever.

D. J. Curtis has
into the Kuowles house.

the

(j,

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

A**0*l* o. A thrllJIliC Blo*.
luuter. Author. Sukltrr ,-*,n erio
an t IT. .i.tftnt.
rth.c«l.bi.t«t Ulltur. l-h.rl..
bank.
Ami.tr.,,ith rt> ti titr. l.f tlrn.Jo.
K'-M* ..
lid NTS WAS Tb. I». Send -JR null f..y
•.!,« of
be nandaonieat and rteheat
in**-* (~r«r Isaed. IMur'<t*-<l clrcul
a* dter">« on application
•h. 8.H..SCU.ANTWN < f» Hartford
ottu.

LlTXflfV'

!.tT-vVi'wV!:iV'L

Bruviuvrir.

Lfuwood

have been

J. O. Wbiluey, Henry

chased

{sociable at Rural ball
next Wednesday evening for the benefit
of Clifford Synclatr. wbo baa been ill for

Nuv. 11

dowu from Rice

week with relatives here.

short

ice-houses.

He

Lakeview, Alligator.
one

Tuesday.
Mr O’Toole, foreman
tannery, brought a deer
ville Wednesday.

j

ing

his

on

Nature

1 ms win suppona.
Several are build-

Rev. J. D. McGraw has been visiting
parents at Mars Hill the past week.

Tuesday.

Trenton, arrived Wed

of

Emery Frazier,
employees

a

Post master

Fund.

Augustus Stevens, of Brewer, is in town
for a few days’ hunting.
Mrs. Leonard Williams and J. R. Shu-

sUtorrUsmioits.

ice

an

long-felt need.

ply

ill with

E.

is

building a dam at the
brook above the bridge at Contention

1 here will be

J

season.

Treworgy

cove 10

jewelry

a

Hattie Herrick is in town for a
time. She is having her wharf at

Mrs.
short

Miss Flora Ellis has arrived home from
Boston, where she has been staying a few j
weeks w ith Mrs. Alice Paris.

R. Norwood, of St. Marys byNortheast Harbor, met with the

| help

open

few

EAT ’EM LIKE CANDY

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taete flewl. P*. Good,
Never Rlcken. Weaken, or Grip-. I®. S». an 1 M roots
and booklet on
Write for free sampb
box.
alth. Address
STKKUM KURST COirtST, dill aUO er *fW VOBg.

aunt hero.

here Satur-

was

soon

employed

been

“Lillias” the

Higgins

EdwBrd

Mr. Smith will

Uri*Mi

1
|

.Sedgwick,

of

C. C. Fullerton, of I^amolne, spent
days last we*»k with her uucle and

Mrs.

Theodore Scott arivved home this week,

M

goes to school in
She lives with her

served.

11._O.

store at Mt. Desert.

Wasgatt

M Mle

the

were

a

Hinckley,

entertainment, refreshment!
The proceeds, flO, go to the

After

relatives here.

F. A. Smith, of Manset,

day.

well, where t hey have been employed in
Lhe stone business the last six months.

in

Rosario and Buenos Ayres for Boston
with a cargo of wool and hides, arrived at
New London Thursday, after a rough
experience. She has been north of Hatteras for several weeks, and during that

visiting

was s

Rn*t SnriT.

Camden, is

of

Wednesday

interesting programme ol

Union scboolhouse fund.
Nov.

here Satur-

home this week.

8.

Warren

district No. 3 Friday
afternoon, Nov. 8. Tne school has been
taught by Miss Lura Dunham, of Amherst. The parents of the pupils met in

was

Eaton has gone to Boston.
^
Minnie Eaton arrived home re-

Whitmore,

An

music, recitations and tableaux was presented, all rendering their parts well,

Deer Vale.

Mark

CANDY
CATHARTIC

from North-

home

the school last

success.

Haskell, commander of
Capt. George
the steam yacht “White Heather”, arrived

Young district
grandmother, Mrs. George Newman.

r

M. F.

Ellis house Saturday.
guest
Sbermau Hutchinson arrived Saturday
on the way to his home at Little Deer Isle.

erecting a
building
keep his stock of

the

1
j

'S—. _ 1.

awaa

was

J5.£Kt,

Harbor.

months, accompanied her.
Nov. 1. Miss Sadie Mullan,
a resident teacher, has taught the Iasi two
terms. Miss Mullan has taught several j
schools in this vlcluity and is liked by
both pupils and parents. The exhibition

D.

Miss

tt;e

1

rn.

movement of **•
If you haven't * regular, healthy
will be. Keep your
bowela every dav. you’re 111 or
vtobowelv open. and’be welt. Force. In the »h»|.ecf
lent rhvste or pill |*ii*en, 1* dangerous. The smooth*
f.
m«**t
way of keeping Lbv bowels
clear and clean Is to take

the

School closed

at the

Mayo came from Watervtlle Saturday and preached at the Baptist
church Sunday morning.
He will slay
another Sunday.

st week.

ff

U._

Eben

which to

Sound.

for

for several

a

Torrey has returned home
the reason’s yachting.
Capt. Charles Gray and wife returned
this week from a trip to Boston.

Rev. Gideon

in

after

Madison

bis stone

Nov. 4

home

at

number of

a

John Lalley, of Belfast,
day on business.

lumber.

Kelliher,

she

Vlarlio

Miss

Jack-

on

Banks

lobster

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

Komi.

hand

cently.

three-master i

arrived at

a

xtfcforrtiscmrwtg.

week.

bis

from

Borns,

Willie

neighbors.

time

by

Lowest for same month for S3 year*.13*
Average of warmest day......63*
Average of coldest day.95*

Mrs. Ann DeBeck, of Clifton, visited
brother, Eben Tracy and family, last

Parker

and Ellis Sprague
again after being at sea some

Willard

M. 8.

Highest, Dot. 11.71*
Highest for same month for 83 years.Wl*
Lowest, Oct W...*....JO*

her

tour

North

Frank,

son

sonville, Fla.

Mary Smith, of Hancock, and Mrs.
of Ellsworth, wer» visiting their chitdbood home, fh Morrison
homestead, the last w»*'-k.
They were
welcomed by
their relatives and old

‘8. G.

east

Nov.

Bridges, Ralph

at home

“Maud H.

Mrs.

School closed

Rev. F. V. Stanley starts to-day for
Hampden to attend the Itinerants institute. He expects to be gone three or

Hot?*

w

Capt. Emery Gott,

past week.
Alice

Charlie Uoogins is
holidays.
Albert Tenney is at

Joyce. Chester Joyce, Ruth Staples, Marlon
Trask, Qoldie Staples, Hazel Stockbridgo. given by

School in this village closed Friday.
The school was taught by Austin Joyce.

bridge on t he er »*h road lead.rig to
Mark Frost’s is up for repairs.
Mrs. Susie Moore, of Ellsworth FallB,

visiting

Calvin Kent and Michael Stinson, who
away after herring, are at home
for the winter.

School has closed at Atlantic

Eugene.

Atlantic.

8.

Number of clear days........11
Number of fair day*.
Number of cloudy day*. .10
Total precipitation an water.4.12 Inches
Average for name month forSS ytu»ra. .4.07 inches
Tent per «ln re.
Average for the month ..•••••••••••47.04*
Average for same month for 31 years......40.00*

__________________

Franklin

days.
Capt. Horace Stanley had

the Massa-

Nov. 11.

profitable term of eight weeks. Austin
Joyce, of Atlantic, taught the school. The
following pupils were not absent one-balf

Sunday.

The

has been

will assist the pastor In

in health.

bitten

sometime with a cancer, died at the residence of her brother, S. W. Goss, on Friday. Services were held at Someavilie

bouse.

Tuesday after spending three
special relatives here before entering
chusetts general hospital.

Miss Fly, a CastIne graduate, made her
days ago, classmate, Mrs. Lena Stewart, a visit
and Is now suffering from blood
poisoning. recently.
He went to Rockland last Friday and word
Mrs. Julia Tracy visited her sister, Mrs.
came Saturday night that he Is
receiving Olive Marshall, last week. Her little niece,
help.
Bernice Marshall, who has been with her
j

“Dreamer” during the winter.
Steamer “Florence”, Capt. Lothrop, is
on the route between this place and Belfast, touching at Oceanville, Brooklin,

Sedgwick, Sargentviile,

Jessie Bunker will return to Boston
weeks with

Miss
be here next

have been

He

new

Sunday.

Mrs. Freeman Kent, who has been very
over a year, is now
greatly Improved

Mrs. Cynthia Benn tt. of B*ewer, i*> in
in

was

111 for

nitrtaville.

has

away all
home last Wed-

came

services.

Noyes.

town.

Miss Susie Over, of Prospect Harbor,
the guest of Miss Lucy Bunker over

who has been

nesday.
Presiding Elder Day will
week and

Mis:

Mrs. Hattie Sargent has a pink and
white chrysanthemum with 200 blossom*
on it.

improving.

now

yacht,

a

y'

E. C. 8argent and wife have moved from
Irou Bound Isle to their home here.

N

He is

ire

in

fine season's work.

a

I

Mrs. A. F. Hooper has been suffering
with a severe attack of neuralgia.

been in poof health

who has

time. Is

some

l.ynam Stanley,

Dr. B. L. Noyes and wife have a new
boarder at their house with a life lease.

few

a

days before taking charge of a two-masted
vessel bound to Norfolk, Ya. His brother, Edward Lunt, will sail the “Jonathan
Cone”.

John Pool

Rowe,

Mrs.

for

stable.

Brighton

in

Eldon Allen, wife and child returned tc
their home in Lubec this morning.

in Bangor last

was

Hollis Pettenglll has moved his family
into Benjamin Smith’s bouse.

Mrs. Carrie Smith, of Troy, was the
guest of Mrs. Hattie Hendrick, of South
Deer Isle, last week.
Almost all of the lobster fishermen met
severe losses by having checks protested
which they had received for lobsters last

Ira

on

The socials each week In Epworth ball
are well attended.
✓

furnished the ofdrug store and moved

a new

are

Bunker is visiting
Geneva Stevens in Birch Harbor.

in Bangor las$ week

was

Ferdlnando Morse
week on business.

have

pagei

Miss Grace

Calvin Gross

summer

are

after

b.

business.

employed.

other

nee

The sardine factory will close this week

Inland.

Swan’i

Mrs.

Saturday for Isle au Haut,
where she will spend a short time with
her cousin, Mrs. Fannie Turner, before
A box supper will be held at Mrs. Flora
leaving for hsr home.
Murphy’s ice cream parlor for the beneweek.

Nov. 4.

Bunker Is building

A. B.

C. T. Hooper and wife
Mass visiting relatives.

here.

church

in.

has

Mrs.

hill.

six months.

been appointed super- the afternoon to extend their thanks to
intendent of the Grindstone Neck corpo- the teacher for the great interest she has
ration in place of C. C. Hutching wbo manifested from the'flrst for the advancement of her pupils.
This is Miss Dunrecently resigned.
James R. Foster has been quite ill of ham’s third term here.
Nov. 9.
8.
typhoid fever, but is now slowly recovering. Charles Hopkins and wife, of Mil- ! l»«***r l*|*i.
bridge, are with bim during his illness.
The schooner‘*8. G. Haskell”, commandNov. 11.
E.
I ed by Capt. Ed. A. Richardson, of Deer
laic.
South
Isle, had a rough trip from Rosario, S. A.
Ralph Hatch, who has spent the summer A press despatch from New Londor,
with his grandparents, has arrived home. Conn., says: “The three-masted schooner

being

Ryan &

Hntlmr.

S«»utliw**Mi

closer in-

and wife have gone to
Harbor to reside.

the

on

a

Charles Thuriow is employed as foreman on the quarry of M. G. Ryan & Co.
J. C. Harmon has moved his family into
a part of John Gross’ house at Oceanville.

week.

at A. I.

Hutchings

Friday evening. They took about f6.
auxiliary society had a grab bag, and
f3 96. The ladies’ of the auxiliary
stable
society are working for the building of a

John L. Goas, who has been In New
York the past week, returned Saturday.

will

Mrs. M. R. Butler is

The g-ange is steadily increasing in
membership. It was o-ganized less than a
year ago with seventeen charter members,
Mrs. El’zibeth Benson has been in very
and now has forty members, representing
poor health for several weeks but is now
the substantial element of the community. much better.
She greatly appreciates
At an early stage the grange purchased the company of her sister and husband,
Rechab ball, which was built at consider- Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, who will spend the
able sacrifice and for many years occupied winter with her. Mr. Wilson has found
by the Good Templars, one of the strongest employment here as bouse carpenter.
and most flourishing organizations of its
Freeman J. Lurvey moved his family
kind in the State at the time. The grange
and household goods to New Hampshire
was fortunate in securing this hall at a
last week where he will reside for the
very low figure, which when thoroughly
present, though he is undecided as to
repaired aud fitted up as intended, will
permanent location. Alton Trundy will
make a very commodious and comfortable
purchase the vacated house and land.
borne for the grange.
Mrs. J.C. Johnson, of The Dalis,Oregon,
Nov. 3.
H.
arrived on Friday to make her sister, Mrs
W inter Harbor.
J. T. R. Freeman, an extended visit. She
The new vestry is nearly completed.
was met in Borland hy her niece Kathie
Mrs. Baker, of Steuben, is visiting rela- and her
51 rg
grand-niece, Anna Brown.
tives in tow n.
Johnson reports h ti ie trip from the PaCapt C. H. Davis is building an addition cific coast, with excellent weather.
Nov. 7.
to his boat-house.
fc?PRAY.
C. C

residence

where she is to be

urday

family intend

Monroe McFarland and
to

building

Russ is

W.

County Setr$

South Ooahlahnro.

netted

week.

W«**t HhiicocK.

the schoolhouse

in Boston

fices

For additional

entertainment

an

*
The WmUmt of November.
Following in an abstract of meteorological obaorvntiona at the Maine agricultural experiment station at Orono, daring the month of November:

COUNTY NEWS.

last

Florence Noyes arrived at Dr. Noyes’Sat-

L.

Miss Maud

since.

days

few

a

E. L. Waite and daughter Mabel
visiting relatives.
Benjamin Hatch and wife arrived on
steamer “Mt. Desert’’ Saturday.
are

here Saturday afternoon and staked
build an Episcopal church.

The school league gave
and served Ice cream In

Mrs.

Mrs.

When he

spection, but the clothes had vanished.
The cause of this mysterious manifestation of seeing something where nothing

other pa get.

U. E. Foss and two sons moved to
Saturday where her husband is
employed. Mr. Foss’ mother, Mrs. Maria
Foss, will make her home with her son,
Capt. George A. Foss.

his

near

men

out the lot to

The

Charles

Madison

winter.

The chicken pox has prevailed among
the children, but they have paid little
attention to it. In so light a form has it
appeared bat neighbors forgot to mention
it to one auother.

home

was

tee

week.

away.

the de-

Stoninsrton.
Wr. A. Fifleld

s

G. P. Haven has erected a building 16x20
feet which be intends using as a henhouse
and workshop combined.

Harriman

There

County Xer

Hancock.

Last

r

additional

ry*

Ego.

Nov. 9.

Mr?. Charles Coffin is quite ill.

George
phoid few

COUNTY NEWS.

gretted by all. He was ill less than two
sons.
Hancock county; days. He leaves a widow and two
The funeral took place Sunday.
comthe
V*x

Acs subscribers at

ican

pension has been granted to
E. Hillings.

aoumiflcnuntfl.

__albbrttiBrmrntB.
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is the brightest,
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8I.00 per year
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up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
published. It is read with eagerness by the lather, the mother, the older sons and
daughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a wealth of material interesting to all ages and classes. It already reaches nearly 100.000 homes—over
It is bright, cheerful and optimistic.
1.500.000 readers.
Inspiration and life are in
page. In a thousand different ways, direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
every
the foundation of true success iu life—how to climb the ladder of achievement.
Its contributors include the best known names in politics, religion, science, art,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standing—

who will write for no other
willing to give to readers of
Success the benefit of their wide and valuable experience. A series of articles upon
“Careers” will form a special feature of Success for 1902. The illustrations in
Success are by the best artists in the country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success readers through their investment of one
dollar,—its
men

|

••

most

LifprAttivtx
^“craiure

periodical,—are

—

make to your

friends

no more

valuable Christmas

present

tnan a

subscription

to one or more

MAINE’S WAK BILL.
State Wins Its Claim Against Unlte<l
States.
the
report from Washington that
the sum
State ot Maine had been awarded
of fl34,5Sl in settlement of claiuiB against
out of the Spanthe
nature of
ish war, was erroneous as to the
a docisiou has
the claim. It is true that
the State of
been rendered favorable to
it is for
Maine in this large sum* but
out of the Civil war, and
The

government,growing

claims arising
covers a

period of

over

forty years in its

history.
its litigaThe story of this claim and
and is
tion is of more than ububI interest
Maine lawthus related by a prominent
concerned In
yer who has been intimately

up to the
out of the eulistpreeeut. This suit grew
in the
«.ni
«nd enrollment of soldiers
the

case

from tbe

The

inception

general government,

u

Civil war.
the various
will be recalled, called upon
to furnish troops,
states ot the North
the states for the
agreeing to reimburse

expense incurred.
tor the governIt is the ordinary rule
interest on what
ment not to pay any
proit owes unless the contract specially
such as when it
vides for the same,
and agrees to pay interest
borrows money
where,
tor the same; but
in the
there is mere delay

for instance,
of a

payment

never pays
debt the general government
is recoverable
interest and no Interest
Maine was called
When the State ot

except

expense could be provided for
by borrowing the money. A

special

session

which the

of

the

was

1861, and the issue
was authorized.

called in the

of

of

bonds

spring
fl.000,000 of State

legislature

sold and the State has
paid the interest on the same from time
These

bonds

to time

as

were

it has accrued.

general government

took up
the matter of reimbursing the state, the
United States treasury department held
that all sums which in any way represented interest money could not be reWhen the

covered irom me

general guverniueui. in
the rule above referred

with
This rule of the department waa
acquiesced in by nearly all of the stateB
having claims of this sort. The state of
New York, however, declined to settle on
that basis, and the matter was kept open
in the treasury department for some years,
and finally when the department ruled
accordance
to.

the state of New York, a suit was
brought in the court of claims, which
went on appeal to the United States

against

supreme court.
The claims of the states had always been
that money which they actually aud necessarily expended for iuterest to obtain
the funds required to enroll and equip
soldiers was an expenditure in behalf
the government just as truly as was

the
of

delay

in the

of the

magx*

payment of

sums

iue to the

state, and hence that these expenditures for interest did not come
under the general rule, but should have
been allowed by the treasury department
as proper items of expenditure for which
the State was entitled for reimbursement.
The

interpretation

of the law

as

claimed

by the states was sustained by the United
states supreme court. After this decision
was

announced the State of Maine and

having

similar claims took
payment of their various claims by commencing proceedings
sther states

iteps to
in

t.hp

Hie

secure

pnnrt

cases

of

the

nf

rlninm

in

WftMhintrtnn

Maine, Pennsylvania, Rhode

[stand and New

Hampshire

were

heard

;he court of claims last December and
:ourt has
>f

now

wife,

Charles Nich-

and

family,

family, Mrs.

family,

Mrs.

Emma

Mrs. Charles Ward-

well and

family, James Perkins and wife,
Charles Hutchins and wife, Mrs. Joseph
Perry, Miss Estelle Perry, Mrs. Nelson
Littlefield, Hattie Littlefield, Mrs. HorMrs. William Wardwell,
ace Hutchins,
Dr. M. A. Wardwell, Ruth Smith, Miss
Belva L. Sellers, Miss Amber Parkins,
Mrs. Calvin Davis, Mrs. Henry Davis,
Mrs. Octava Billings, Mrs. Mary Leach,
Hosea B. Wardwell, Mrs. Alfred Perkins, Mrs. Augusta Leach, Mrs. Frank
Dunbar and family, Mrs. Roscoe Wardwell.
Nov. 11.

Suba
__

ADVENTURE WITH

A

MOOSE.

fc'lis B1k Animal Displayed Beth CunOne day when Ilenry h^l gone on a
solitary cruise to look out a new trail
somewhere Albert, the cook, went with
We floated quietly along,
mo canoeing.
and presently I heard the splashing of
some
animal
slowly
walking
large
through the slush close to the shore, says
Frederic Irland in Scribner’s Magazine.
Watching an opening in the evergreen
growth, 1 saw the shape of a largo bull
moose, with his new antlers already

awarded to Maine the

loot or more,

a

saw

head of

a

ue

wouiu

little bogan

possible to the
point, and, jumping on the ice, I

the money expended for uniforms or arms,
and was not a claim for interest on account of

Wardwell

We paddled

Ellsworth, Maine.

upon to furnish troops in 1861, it had no
The enrolling
money in the treasury.
and equipping of the ten regiments of
troops under this arrangement cost more
There was no way in
than f1,000,000.

and

by
the

sum

|134,584.

“How is your husband, Mrs. Mahoney?”
‘Well, eor, it’s uncertain. The doctor
lays if he lives till morning, faith, he’ll
lave some hopes of him; but if he doesn’t,
lure he's afraid he’ll have to give him up.’

far

as

nearest
went ashore with the ever present camera.
In front of me was a little hillock
From
covered with scattering spruces.
the top of this the ground fell to an open
barren, but along the water’s edge the
growth was thick. The moose was not
in sight, and I stood a couple of minutes
watching for him to cross the open in
front, hoping to make u picture.
The snow on the land side of the hill-

ock was drifted very deep. The footing
seemed fairly secure, and I walked along
the edge of the drift toward the bushes,
where I knew the moose must be. Without preliminaries the snow gave way, and
1 was floundering in the soft mass. Then
it was that, looking over my right shoulder, I beheld at my side the great, motionless moose, with ears thrown forward, nostrils distended and eyes solemnly bulging, a black statue of dignified

curiosity.

Even in my momentary panic I could
not help noticing how cunningly he kept
This
a bush between himself and me.
habit of the moose is one thing which
makes him so hard to photograph. But
I Was chiefly concerned then to get out
of that soft snow.
Had the moose
known it he had a fine chance to avenge
some of his brothers whom I had slain
in former years. Two jumps would have
put him on me. But he only pulled his

muzzle back into the bushes, faced
about aud stole away without making

gray

sound.
I took

a

the camera to the canoe and
shook the snow’ out of the bellows. Then
Albert and I went to look at the tracks,
and we saw that the moose had not
run, but carefully placed each foot where
the walking was best and so takeu himself away without turmoil.
•‘One of them miners

get
Recovered Speech and Hearing.
Ml.iMBh. ELY Bros.
I commenced using
our Cream Baim about two years ago for caarrh. My voice was somewhat thick and my
tearing was dull. My hearing has been fully
■estored and my speech has become quite clear.
[ am a teacher In our town.
L. G. Brown, Granger, O.
No comment Is needed. Trial size 10eta. Full
ilze 50c. Ask your druggist. VVe mall It.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., New York.

as

as

big

as a

potato,”

brought in
exclaimed

a

nugBron-

Bob.
“Yea, sir!” chimed in Three
Finger Sam; “an’ almost as valuable.”
There were a number of heroes among
the Bibical characters, but Daniel was

only

one

Cough and Works off the Cold*
Bromo-Qulnlne Tablets cure a cold
day. No Cure, uo Fay. Frlce 25 cents

Stops the
Laxative
lu one

lionized.

Doan’s

They

were well patronized.
The teachers, Miss
Nettie Douglass and Miss Julia Saunders, had taken much pains in preparing

at

Odd

from

comes

the

cure.

ln-dde, from

Pills

inside.

kidneys.

sick

Ellsworth proof that this is

Birch Ave., says:

‘‘I have been

the back that it
times it

At

get

John Chapman, of Spring St.,

Mr.

misery,

was

and at

was
so

night

lame in

hard to get around.

painful
1

ho

so:
near

was

that

I

was

sleeping well.

from

fiftieth anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. F. K. McIntyre was

of

account of

the

My wifo

Doan's Kidney Pills in

Bangor

mo

I spent dollar upon

dollar trying to be cured.
an

in

annoyed with

urinary weakness which prevented

a

GOLDEN WEDDING.
The

^f'kache.

cur«

x

Kidney

cure

Here is

them

Fellows

won’t

kidneys.

the

The village
and
grammar
primary
schools gave tine entertainments Friday
afternoon and Saturday evening which

the programmes and the result did
and their pupils much credit.

the back

Backache

school, Castine

winter.

this

papers

saw
one

whlcL

happily celebrated at their home Friday her so that she went to Wiggin’s drag
evening, November 8.
store, got a box and insisted on me using
The spacious rooms were comfortably
filled with a company numbering about them. They did me a wonderful amount
100. This included the relatives of the of
good, more than anything 1 ever used.”
family, the near neighbors, the members
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents.
of the G. A. R. and W. R. C., with some of
their families, and four couples who have Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., solo
been life

long friends and acquaintances

of Mr. and
and Mrs.

Mrs. McIntyre, namely, Mr.
Augustus Osgood, whose golden

The years have been coming and going
Till they number fifty at last;
And joys have succeeded sorrows
As the days went swlfty past.
While looking back o’er the fifty years
There Is much that comforts, and much that
•
cheers.

To-night we would help you remember
The pleasures and joys you have known,
And recall from the past the memories
Of the kindness to us you have shown ;
The gems encircling memory’s mine,
Are the generous deeds which forever shine.
Your children are glad to aid you
In welcoming here your friends;
And their presence at this festival
An added pleasure lends;
To you they’re the ftirls of long ago.
Not the wives and mothers whom we all know.
But when the grandchildren gather
Then it is that you understand
11

It'

The
The
As

lii, nhaiuvlnrr

names
names

making

roa .u

round,

liaira lint Inn.aooail

of the household band—
which your hearts will still repeat
the circle of home complete.

A

golden wedding should always be
Observed in a special way,
For few are the partners who reach In life
8uch an anniversary day;
So, here’s to the health of tide wedded pair,
Whose hospitality we now share.
These gifts are the kindly tokens
Of neighbors, and comrades, and friends;
As you think of the givers, remember
How widely this friendship extends;
And keep in your memories fresh and bright
The joys of this anniversary night.
Ice cream and cake were served.
The
“best man” at the wedding of fifty years
Moses
ago,
Lufkin, of Bangor, was
present with bis daughter. A letter was
received

from tlie original bridesmaid,
Mrs. J. M. Snow, of Sedgwick, who
was not well enough to come to the anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Lufkin,
of Ellsworth, were
also
present and
James Byard and family, of Sargentville.
now

Nov. 11.

M.

Miss Lelia Richardson has gone to
employed for the w inter.

Bos-

ton to be

Miss Susie Austin
to attend

the

has gone to Bangor
college to learn

business

type-writing.
Mrs.

Alfred

Smith,

of Bar Harbor, a
town, is spending
the winter in Washington, D. C., with
former resident of this
her

son

Horace,

who

has

a

position

at

teacher there.
Nov. 9.
_________

Y.

To make good tea and coffee the watei
should be taken at the first bubble.
Remember, continued boiling causes tin
water to part with its gases and become
fiat. This is the cause of much bad tee
and coffee.— Ladies' Home Journal.

agents for the U. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

other.

Hcgal Xoticw.
STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable the Justices of the
Judicial Court, next to be ho]',"~
cock,

on

the

Second

Tuesday

of

Supreme
October,

1901.
E. BARTER, recently of Isle ftu
Haut, in the County of Hancock, respectfully represents, that be has the record title
of a certain parcel of real estate si mated In
said Isle au Haut, it being part of Jot No.
Seven, and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at the north corner by the
road or highway, running north s;xty-seveu
and a half degrees east eight rods; thence
south twenty-three degrees, east twelve rode
to stake and stone; thence sixty-seven and
one-half degrees west eight rods to stake and
stone; thence north twenty-three degrees east
twelve rods to the said road and first-mentioned bounds. Said lot containing ninetosix rods, intending also to convey the dwelland all other buildings thereon,
ing-house
being the same premises which were conveyed to him by Hannah Kempton. on the
seventeenth day of June. A. D. 1875, by her
deed of warranty of that date, recorded in
the Hancock County Registry of Deeds, in
Book 150, Page5f>8; that his said record title
of said real estate is incumbered by an undischarged mortgage given by your petitioner
to said Hannah Kempton, of even date with
said deed of warranty, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 152, Page 171.
That your petitioner has been in uninterrupted possession of said real estate for
twenty years after the expiration of the time
limited in said mortgage for the full oerformance of the conditions thereof; that according to his best knowledge and belief, said
mortgagee has been dead for over twenty
since the expiration of said time, that
years
her estate has never been administered upon;
that said mortgage has been fully paid, and
that the persons claiming under said mortgagee are unknown.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that after
such notice as the court may direct, said
court, upon hearing, may enter a decree seating forth the facts in this case, «nd bs findings in relation thereto, according to the provisions of Chapter Eighty of the Public Acta
of the State of Maine, for the year i8u5.
Dated this first day of September. A. D. 1901.
John E. Barter.
Joseph Williamson, attorney for plaintiff.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
Supreme Judicial Court.
October Term A. D. 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition ordered: TluMt
the petitioner cause an attested copy thereof
and of this order thereon to be published in
the Ellsworth American, a public newspaper
published at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock and State of Maine, three weeks succeasively, the last publication to be thirty daya
at least before the term of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for said Court on the Third Tuesday of January A. D. 1902, that all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition may then and there appear before our
said Court and be beard thereon.
A. P. WI SWELL,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the petition and order of
Court thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A. D.

JOHN

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Daniel M. Dow, of the town of
Tremont. county of Hancock, and State
of Maipe, by his mortgage deed dated September 11, a.‘d 1899, ahd recorded in the registry of deeds for said county or Hancock, m
book 341, page 194, conveyed to me. the undersigned, one half part undivided, of a certain
lot or parcel of laud situated in the said town
of Tremont, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
A part of lot No. 3 on plan of Mount Desert,
made by Salem Town. Jr Esq., a. d. 1808, and
beginning at a stake in the swamp northwest
of the site of the dwelling 1 ouse lately burned
on said lot, and running s< uth 68° east forty
rods to a stake; thence south 22° west thirtytwo rods to the north line of Andrew Lopaue’
home lot; thence following said north line
north 68* west forty rods to a stake and stone*-,
thence north 22* east thirty-two rods to
first-mentioned bound, and containing fcevefl
(7) acres more or less, and being the same
conveyed to the said Darnel M. Dow
premises
t>y deed from Hannah W. Gilley dated November 5, a. d. 1894, which said deed is of
record in the aforesaid Hancock registry of
And whereas the condition of said
deeds.
mortgage has been broken, now. therefore, by
reason of the breach of condition thereof, 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
Melville L. Allen.
Dated at Mt. Desert this 2Uh day of October, a. d. 1931.

WHEREAS

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TIT HE REAS. Martha E. McGinnis, of Or▼ V
land, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
the twenty-seventh day of September, a. d.
1899, and recorded in Hancock registry oi
deeds, book 342, page 44, conveyed to John K
Soper, jr., of said Orland, a certain parcel of
real

estate,

situate

in

vrianu,

in

me

county

Hancock, and described as follows, to wit:
Being the same premises conveyed t6 rM#
Martha E. McGinnis, by Mehit&ble Pickering,
administratrix of the estate of Joseph
Grind!*,
late of said Orland, and being said Martha
E.
of

ILfgal Noticra.

McGinnis* homestead lot on which she lived
the time of the giving of said mortgage
deed, and whereas, the said John R. Soper
has granted and assigned to me, the uudersigned, the said mortgage and the debt thereby secured and all his right by virtue of said
mortgage to the premises thereby convevea
by deed of assignment dated October 17, a. d.
1901, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 3t»7, page 505. And whereas' the
condition of said mortgage has been
broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the bieach of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
““
Desms R. Boper.
Dated October 22, a. d. 1901.

subscriber hereby gives notice tha
he has been duly appointed adminis
trator of the estate of Jane McCarthy, lat»
of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, de
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to presen
the same for settlement, and all indebtec
thereto are requested to make pavment im
Wm. Bkazley.
mediately.
September 3,1901.

ri^UE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of
the estate of John Hardison,
late of Franklin, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
John U. Habdison.
October 1, 19ti.

You needn’t

keep on feeling distressed aftei
belching, nor experiencing naueei
between meals. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures dys
pepsla— It strengthens the stomach and othei
digestive organs for the proper performance o:

eating,

nor

their functions.

co

the

mow.

A liniment may relieve, but

who will continue

at the normal

Mrs. Burton Wardwell and

J

Address a!l orders to

AMERICAN,

Hinckley,

course

Afar in the past now receding,
“In the light of other days,”
You see a wedding party
And list while the preacher prays.
And hear, “I pronounce you man and wife,
Blessings be yours, through all your life.”

out at the
not far away.

*

THE

their

And comrades trusted and true.
We bring you greetings warm, sincere,
And friendship proved by many a year.

____

88 o«

Dodge

wife, A. E. Varnum and wife,
Frank Wardwell and wife, Leroy Wardwell and family, Lewis Hutchins and
wife, Joseph Perkins and wife, F. L. Littlefield and wife, Cyrus Leach and wife,

come

TO OUR READERS

can

and Emma

ols and

grown

-"xr.zrvr.r

_-TTT-

The above exceptional offers are extended to our readers by arrangement with the magazine. Success, which has made exclusive clubbing contracts
with allot the above periodicals at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarantees. We assure our readers that these peri
wheals cannot lx- obtained in any other way at so small a cost. Subscriptions will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply copies
otherwise with the issue of the month following that in which the subscriptions are received Send m your orders early, with names of the magazines,
the address or addresses to which they are to be sent, and the club price.
▲ »li(if«ESTION-10«
tines described above.

the

Rubbing

district
No. 6, filling the places of Misses Angie

of

ninir and Carefulness.

r—-.-.ri
7
7=-~|
current

yearly subscription price.

John

in Ells-

s

worth will Show You

Hamilton, of Brooklin
the winter term of school it
No. 4, and Miss Jessie Long ic

they now reside for fortyisov. Z7,
1900:
weaaing was ooserveci
Five children have been [
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Holt, who celebrated
couple: Mrs. Emma Ward- a like
anniversary Oct. 14,1901; Mr. aud
well, Mrs. Ruth Smith, Mrs. Ida Ward- Mrs. 8. K.
Hinckley, who have been marwell, Hattie Perkins, and Capt. C. M. ried
forty-seven years, and Mr. and Mrs.
Perkins.
There are twenty-five grandR. P. Stover, forty-four years.
children and fifteen great grandchildren
The two surviving daughters, Mrs.
and nearly all attended the celebration toCarrie Byard, of Sargentville, and Mrs.
day.
Lena Qrindle, assisted in receiving the
After the wedding ceremony, Mrs. A.
guests. Rev. E. Bean made some approE. Varnum rendered a solo “Side by
Mrs.
priate remarks and offered prayer.
Side”. Mrs. Abbie Nichols read the poem
Byard read a congratulatory letter from
Then followed
“Fifty Years Ago”.
Capt. R G. F. Candage. Mr. McIntyre exhearty congratulations from all present,
pressed his pleasure in meeting so many
with a round of hand-shaking. Refreshfriends and comrades, and bis appreciaments were then served.
Many loving tion and gratitude for their
gifts. The
gifts were presented to the universally following poem was read:
respected couple during the day.
Accepting your kind Invitation
Among those present were Rev. and
To spend this evening with you,
Mrs. Norman LaMarsb, Charles Gott and
Your neighbors and friends have gathered

wife,

You Friends and Neighbo

/

years.
born to the

Wardwell and

—-

renewal,

received intc
first Sunday it

the

Miss Emma

luia

event.

j
I

A «» sulr^rilition to Review t R?- j,, ri n ■■ su'v i-.-ion to Current Literature, and a new or renewal
tion to New England Maguzinr. n:av in* -i.ostitutfd ere 1 :<>r t:
other. Any of the dollar magazines above
the other, except success. A subscription to bUti-Ls.., either new or
must be included in
order.

I

happy

Ida

tothe r*?v- -v/
ws Current Lfterature.andthe North American Review.
t tne-:*t!ir
a., /iriw m-iv tenew the:r subscriptions bv adding %tfio,for cath
fio;.« o:.-: i.icu v. <. the family to anotaer ure not accepted a* new subscriptions
•

rv nut IS
AV»FRI^SAtDStHLY

ui

rorftiiiH,

pleasantly observed at their
Saturday betweeu the hours of 2

»

TE3LSE*8 WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America,
It biings into tlie home circle each week, photographic reproductions of
the stirring, history-making events all over the world, often secured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
1 hose who have hitherto
deni»*d themselves the pleasure ot a subscription to this great illustrated
c uiof it
ln.-h pri
wi’l nd <- ir offers, including Leslie’s
\.
.: «,
-genuine bonanzas.” li avfr/r, f .00 per annum,

*•

v

H^k

'■

S'li')

.1

Price

3rv&G
CIJJSQ

\N eeldy may be substituted.
1J!*
*» -I» l*!ly r.rr mwi,-n«!»il t-, mlnUlrr,. Iprrrtiopq. lnwjore.pr.il
Mr^TTd •
tnl
*'•
rr»,5'*,1f ,**r*r »'«->/Ui-», Ih.-v nil! |>r k .J,, In
1 N
I L_h
Wirld ot Urei^l OH all lur l/iir*l»£
oT th <!:./.

P*r yew

may be substituted

Regular

(miaw) 3*03

■

renewal

|

Crew)

THE NORTH AMIFillI^AN REVIEW presents In vh i-sue, th*
in l in ny
tnc'-st brilliant galaxy « t
upon world-pro ‘it fi.s to be
rttj.esfc.ach
is written hv the one per• >n in ths
periodical, at home or abroad.
I oreigipyworld mo-»t competent to write upon that p.irticu'.ii subject
'■
has guided public opinion in ih»s
in Ami ki<
1 hi N
Seven years
a! in
-l the present editorial management is the most u
country.
j the history of this famous Review. Monthly. $;.oo per annum

CPpriAl0

$1.0®
f

the dollar magazines descrihed may be substituted.

Ko. American Review
Iaeslie

wedding anniversary
x.

fflrtn'tal.

page*.

eight

|_ESi IES; V/ECKLY

2.00

other

were

church

November.

per will be served at 5 30
hall.

bouse where

S1.1ZO

—

SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new). Current Literal.:, e (.-.ew)
a :d New lr.jl.md Magazine,
.....

....

will

Mr. and Mtb. Perkins have lived in

_,

Weekly,.T.Zy
00 ».r

town

5.
Just fifty years ago Charles Tilden Perkins and Lydia Ann Bolton were married
by Jeremiah Wardwell, J. P., father of
the late Rev. V. P. Wardwell.
To-day
they were remarried by Rev. Norman
LaMarsb, of Castine, in the presence of
seventy-five friends who had been invited
to unite with the family in celebrating

WJf"7

Attractive Offers
on*

teacher.

as

in

and

FRANK I.E81ICS poPtlt a r* f«n>—,..
now
in its hfty-second volume
>
"'
•’
great n.od.-rn
n Amor
ft, le.r.lrr.hipin maea/incm .Vii
|-.. 1 t.lr,.I.
gram for th
coming year embraces
interest to no
tions w.lUontinu* to he the high* t
expressions of
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SUCCESS, and any

Jaques

as

district

was

home

CllRIir^T LITF.RATliRn Is the leading literai
monthly of America. It gives its readers the
,l’ **““ thing, published.
It, review, n(
<•"*♦ krep one po,ted a, to what i, newe.t an I
can In ik‘- •* mistake in depending
upon
OTJc
HINT
I.«t.
Cl
ratirk for his knowledge of the
lltcrary aLhu-‘VcmenL
Monthly. ij.oo per

LOther

Sperry

L.

Herrick

schools

mm. vuhiicb
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H
HE
ffl

Manye

Mary

Miss

town,

E=“Ji

in

members

new

Baptist

gee

Monday, Nov. 18, with the
following teachers:
Bay, Vivian I.
James A. Garfield post, No. 46, will celKenniston; Cove, Lillian Brewster; Leach, ebrate its twentieth anniversary on SatFausta Grindle; Wilson, Estelle Perry;
urday afternoon and evening, Nov. 23.
North Penuobscot, Emma Austin; Charles The department commander
expects to be
Perkins, Belva L. Hellers;
Dunbar, here. It is hoped all comrades, with
Dora Leach;
Maud
Devereux,
Leach; their wives, the woman’s relief corps and
Mark’s Corner, Lucy Patten.
all soldiers will be present. A picnic sup-

TVUrin

T.OO For

>^»Kner.

.er ,e.e

THP

woe

s
Populnr Monthly. The Household,
rbe 1
or < Jond 11<>usi
keeping,
F
may be .Tub.tltuted (or I he Cosmopolitan.

r~:

• 1.00
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and

Six

Nnra

has taken

begin
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Uforfh

nfj

with

teacher,
The

CFFE'X

O

home

begins to-day in the Farnham

district
with
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DESIRED

I 2. QO
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Mabel Hellers has returned
Boston.

son.

...

Review of Reviews

the

and

far One Year

are

Blu «t lit 11

Congratulations are being sent to*Mr.
Mrs. Kay L. Wardwell, Augusta,
formerly of this town, on the birth of a

°* THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.
irrro

tbdditionnt Count p

Mrs. William Hutchins is at home.
Perclval Leach shot a fine deer Friday
afternoon.

Miss Bernice Wardwell closed a successful term of school Friday. Closing
exercises were observed by the children.

SUCCESS, we are
(exclusively in this section)

COUNTY NEWS.
ft*

Penobscot.

from

contract with the magazine
enabled to extend to our readers

*

other page*.

a<.?

Miss

\Spend It

to

additional County News

THE

Take Hood’s.—Advt.

at

.m«r‘Ka([e.

the
was at
ters, and tor several years
wheel of the larger tow boats owned by
was called
Hugh Ross, and in after yeare
were dewhen hazardous

airiwrtiannnua.

Women

Well

as

as

Men
|

passages
honest, Industrious generous man, he fully sustained the family
*
all classTrouble.
name, being justly popular with
a
citizen.
es and greatly respected as
he lived and died
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, dis- Having never married,
his childhood, surrounded
courages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor I in the borne of
and cheerfulness soon j by his brothers aud sisters who lovingly
disappear wher the kid- ministered to every need. The surviving
neys are out of order : brothers and sisters are Lapt. E. J-,George
or diseased.
W., Alvab, Mrs. M. G. Dow, and the
Kidney trouble has Misses Mary, Myra and Fannie.
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
SEMINARY NOTES.
afflicted with weak kidThe Y. M. C. A. meeting held Sunday,
neys. If the child urinMr. Leathers, showed a
and dead hy
ates too often, if the
in the number present
the flesh or if, when the child decided increase
and interest manifested.
an a^e when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
Rev. W. R. Howard began his course of
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of lectures Thurtday by giving bis inspiring
is
th difficulty
kidney trouble, and the first address, “Thoughts on Life Building,’’
step should be towards the treatment of which was well attended.
these
This

Are Made Miserable

by

upon

j

As

mended.

an

Kidney

important

organs.
unpleasant
a diseased condition of the
bladder and not to a habit as

Wilson, formerly preceptress at the seminary, will give a lecture in
Franklin street church, Thursday evening, Nov. 14; subject, President McKinley
Mies Amanda

trouble is due to

kidneys and
most people suppose.

Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect ol
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
by druggists, in fiftydollar
cent and one
sizes. You may have a
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tell- Home of swamp Root,
ing all about it, including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmei
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure anc
mention this paper.

OOTJNTY

and

tee

other

charge of the programme. The
“Resolved that
immigration
should be restricted” will be debated.
MaryS. Dorr, affirmative, Ralph H. ElMusic and recitations
well, negative.
will have

question

will complete the programme.
The meeting of the Christonathean

Miss

|

after

Parker,
long
illness, died Wednesday
Capt.
afternoon, aged sixty-five years.
Parker was the oldest member of the
the
late
W.
of
Parker,a
George
large family
H.

Capt.
painful

Charles

a

and

prominent

citizen ana

remarkable

snipounaer,

wuobc

of

one

marine
mens

finest

the

architects of his time.

of his

skill

as

Two

also

one

of the best

pilots

in

eastern

Buhiopt

8.

President

n'flR

ful

lawyer requires

than to be

a

a

broader education

successful

minister.”

The

leaders were, for the affirmative, A. L.
Harris; negative, E. A. Bolt. In the general discussion which followed the openprestheir

called

on

wife

friends here

Keller, class of 1901.
of Miss Polleys last week.

Harry C. Alley

going

“Northern

|

was

to New

at

Foster as coachman for Senator Hale,
tered npon his duties on Tuesday last.

the gneet

IlnH

^alk upon

this

country is better able to
subject than Mr. Brooks, and the stuthe privilege of
dents all appreciated
listening to such a speaker. Mr. Brooks

Richardson,
Mr. Hodgkins

the

|j
!j
il
|j

Mrs.

him,

Funeral

Rev.

2 p. m.,

On the whole

two
and

services

Tuesday at
A. H. Coar, of Ellsworth,
on

officiating.
Nov. 11.

Y.

SomeiYtUe.
Schooner “Kate L. Pray” baa gone to
Portland for freight.
Rev. S. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor
Methodist church, preached here yester-

day.
goals. Referee,

Ed. Conner kicked six
Parsons; umpire, Smith. The next game
will be with Hampden at Castlne.

The

library society

week for
Eleven members

met

time this fall.

the first

last

present.
There will be a sale of cooked food at
the library next Saturday afternoon.
Proceeds for the church aid society.

j!

Skirts, New Storm Skirts,

jj

II

(•
0

[

Following is the pro
The
gramme: Solo, Miss Ladd; recitation,
Mrs. Carpenter; Gray,
Miss Houston; solo,

event of the term.

Their costumes

the schooner

were

the school colors.

mere

Light”.

unusually good, and the music
the best

ever

few years ago. The
interment took place in Brookside cemeHer husband died

of

!

The

by Mrs. Carpenter and Dr. Philbrook merits special praise. Over fl5 was

duet

a

the finest that has been

j

for

fl25.

Foxes

are

A red

black fox

aDbmifttmmts.

It

time.

some

plenty
by

Mount Desert

on

shot

one was

was seen

around here

seen

is said to be worth

one

lately, and

a

hunter.

H.

Nov. 11.
_

v

Hrooltltn.

Eva Carter, of

BEHEST IF ILL

ing
Capt. George

Hall Quarry,

is

visit-

^

friends iu town.

has sold his

is

Herrick

at borne.

He

vessel “Pocl.asset”.

Daniel Herrick

is

working

in

a

large

grocery store in Portlaud.

i

J

uoats

<>

The colors—
in 2” and 42 inch lengths and some full lengths.
Prices from $5 to $20.
blue, black, mode, tan and brown.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

11

!j

11
{I
(I

j;

(J!,

High-class Furs.

|!

We can furnish any kind of bigb-class furs at short notice, and at a
saving of at least one-third.
We offer for a short time to early buyers

j^

Nearseal Jackets

jj

I•

at

•!

asks for them.

$25. $50 and $55,

or

(I
<I

one-third less than any other house

(>

([

j|

Novelties in Waists

j!
J

ready-made

in either

jI

$5,

to

The ready-made range from $1

materials.

or

The materials from 50c. to

!»

$

yard.

1.25 per

Bargains in Petticoats.
We have closed out manufacturers’

II
(1

than half

samples of Petticoats

j,
“

•’

100

just one-half of
from $5 to $IO.

••

the usual

These are

$

General and

{>

(•

$1.50
.Silk Petticoats

jj

selling price.

Dress Goods News.

Special

]|

(I
(*

department complete in every line. Plain
weaves are very popular.
Coverts, Hroadcloths,iVenetians, Serges,
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
Our Dress Hoods

is

elegance hard to resist.

I

•

Come and-see them.

and best assortment in the city.
We have*added
lo our line a full line of Panne Velvets in all colors.
Do you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city ? A full line of yarns, hosiery, under-

largest

and gloves.

wear

J

J|

(i

If you want reliable goods, you cannot make a
with

by trading

mistake

(I

iI

j

M. GALLERT.

,

[

j;'!

Silks and Velvets.
The

[

*.

100 black and colored Petticoats at 08c.

(i

*

1

j!
at less

price.

<[

I

A

CLOTHING SALES

party of young folks went to Swan’*
a few days last week.
George Eaton la haviug the grounds
in front of his bouse graded.

the

are

Quarry,

Hall

of

silver gray fox In a trap, and
carried him home alive. Experts say it is

island.

l^aker^or^dmission^^^

Merchant,

Llewellyn

captured

the

j)
,1
(I

],

Ladies

tery.

were

some

heard in Normal hall.

a

(

^

_

Dorothy 5
place at the (1

here yesterday afternoon. Rev.
Norwood, of Northeast Harbor, officiated. Mra. Gray leaves four children.

lj
J|

cost of the cloth.

Mrs.

took

J. R.

yellow,

black and

The recitations

Stonlngton,

church

drill; recitation, Mr. Conner; duet, Mrs.
Carpenter, Dr. Philbrook; recitation. Miss
Young; solo, Mr. Walker; recitation. Miss
Way; solo, Dr. Philbrook. The dumb
bell drill given by twenty-five young
ladies was the feature of the evening.

home last week.

service* of

funeral
of

jj

Waists.

productions of New York manufacturers. We have them at
extremely low prices from #2.50 to $Ot or practically at

I
1,
O

were

An entertainment was given in Normal
hall Friday evening for the benefit of the
athletic association It proved to be the

jj

A magnificent display, every one beautiful, attractive, new and
fashionable, workmanship equal to that of made-to-order garments.
Our prices are the lowest possible, consistent with the quality, style
Our Dress
We have Suits from JS to $2B.
and workmanship.
and Walking Skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays are the latest

11

j

New Cloaks, New Raglans, New TaiIor=made Suits, New Dress
New

J,

*

j

GALLERT’S.

M.

}

will be held at the church

rerains, s ; Benjamin rvener,
2; Gus Perkins, 1; Ed. Conner,

2.

living.
of

member

a

Walter, of Hancock.

Merman

1; Ridley,

wss

are

Sophia Alley, of Bar Harbor, and
brothers, Jefferson, of Chicago,

they played high and loosely. The normals played football.
They worked together and showd a great improvement in
their interference, which was not easily
broken. The game was witnessed by a
large number. Touchdowns were made
Dy

whom

One sister survives

dren.

school

hard and low.

|j.

h

!

I.ygonis lodge of Mesons
During bis illness be was
most tenderly cared for by his devoted * f
wife. Mr. Hodgkins was a kind, genial *.
neighbor, and will be missed In the com- !
|
munity. He wss a devoted husband and
father to both children and grandchil-

football
team defeated the Shaw business college
of Bangor, Saturday by a score of 56-0.
For the Shaw boys, the work of Frank
Smith was fine, especially his tackles,
were

Vnpl

In

grange, also of
st Ellsworth.

bistory or the introduction
of slavery in this country
and showed that it alone was at the bottom of the Civil war, all other events being
incident to its struggle for supremacy.
Mr. Brooks has the thanks of the school.

which

knma

both of

gave a short
and growth

The Castine normal

nM

He bee since lived an uneventful
life, following 1 be occupation of a farmer
Two
wltb a good degree of succeae.
children were born to them—one eon,
Kufus, and one daughter, Mra. A. A.

On the afternoon
Tuesday last,
Noah Brooks gave a talk before the students on “Causes of the Civil War'*. It is
safe to say that no one in the

probably

ko.

]|

Ellsworth’s Leading Dry Goods Store is

j

en-

luoiue.

of

daughter

J. H. Galley lias gene to Bangor to stop
through the winter with his daughter,
Mrs. George B. Dyer.
Plutarch.
Nov. 12.

is

Davlna Williams.

111.

on

Sophia Alley, of Bar Harbor, was
here on Saturday by the death of
her brother, E. B. Hodgkins. She returns
on Tuesday.
y
Hervey Salisbury, who succeeded W. M.

On Saturday evening, Nov. 19, Edmund
B. Hodgkins passed away after more
Edith Lufkin, of Btooklin, has left to
than three months’ suffering. Mr. Hodgteach in New Sweden, Aroostook county.
kins was born in what was tbtn East
Benjamin J. Kellsr, of the class of 1901, Trenton, now Lamoine, on May 24, 1828.
has completed his fall term of school In In bia
youth he followed the fishing busiPansadumkeag and Is visiting here before ness until the mining craze started in
returning to his home In Appleton.
California. In 1850 or *61 he took passage
During the past week, Isabelle Coombs, on a sailing vessel going round the horn,
a
visit
of
of Islesboro, had the pleasure
and after many months arrived safely in
from her mother, Mrs. E. G. Coombs, and the gold regiou where be remained two
W.
Albert
Mrs.
Hall, $ ears roughing It as a miner.
also from her sister,
He took
Another Islesboro
of Tenant’s Harbor.
passage ou a steamer and returned home
been
has
student, Agnes Williams,
In 1863
via the isthmus of Panama.
visited recently by her mother, Mrs. he was married to Kacbel Young and

recently.

York

was

other payee.

tee

Mrs.

visiting the school.
Av*

County Newt,

l.nmoiiif.

called

towns.

NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
Francis Harvey, of Kenduskcag,

v

He is

North

*

seventy-live

E. A. C.

and

other page*

number of pupil* attending the normal school this term is 137, representing

Point.

Bartlett,

for Additional

The

Roosevelt.

The feature of the evening was the debate, “Resolved that to become a success-

Francis

and

wa-

narH'u

Mrs. Ella Condon is very

abil-

signal
draughtsman,
ity, the“Jenuette”and “Fannie Hayden”
still visit the harborB of the ccaft where
they are recognized as masterpieces ol
marine architecture.
Capt. Parker wet

by C.

Preble and N. C. Maynard showed careful preparation and were listened to with
Mr. Preble spoke on
close attention.
Mr. May“Freaks in Natural History”.

Oak

speci-

constructor

which showed

read

papers

best

the

mo

Cantina.

—

*

and

mechanics

The

this term.

was

decision in the affirmative.

close touch with the country’s ship building interests, and who, like his father,
was

society last Friday evening

ingot the question every member
ent participated. The judges gave

j

him in

workmanship brought

11,a

On Friday evening, Nov. 15, a joint
meeting of all the societies of the school
will be held in the Franklin street church.
The Calerhetorian and Eulalian societies

Augusta M. McAlister, of this town, and
Owen P. Williams, of Bangor.
Mrs. Reuben Smith, after a long illness,
died Thursday night, at the age of fortylive years. Mrs. Smith was of a sweet but
retiring disposition, happy in her home,
but ready to visit others in times of sickBesides the husband,
ness and trouble.
two sons, Fred W. and Guy, are left; alsc
one sister, Mrs. Lizzie Condon, of Boston,
i
and a brother, James Jones, of Walpole,
Mass.

at

u

82, Camden 0.

C. 8.

pageu

Iftiekaport.
The engagement is announced of

..f

Camden high school, but evidently foot*
ball isn’t their best bold. After playing
thirty-live minutes with the E. M. C. 8.
team at Bucksport, the score stood E. M.

NEWST

additional County

j

Victoria.

Queen

T.___

For additional County Seuri

SbbfTti*tmcnU.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Island for

Mrs.
the

on

We are liappy to announce to the public tliat we have purchased, at our own
the leading clothing house of this country, an immense stock of

price,
/

from

L. P. Cole and daughter Mary left
“Frank Jones” for Boston, Thurs-

day.

Lights” society held a
chapel Wednesday evenlargely attended.

The “Farther
sociable in the

READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING
for our different stores isee letter below which explains itself). Every garment in this lot is entirely new and up-toIt consists of single and doubledate in every respect and was bought at about two-thirds of its actual value.
breasted suits in all the latest patterns. Overcoats in all grades at very low figures, although we did not get as big a
cut on overcoats as on suits.
THERE

AB. K1RSCHBAUM

ARE
Tailors

SUITS at
single and double breasted, nobby
patterns, latest cut.
Worth $8 to $10.

ARf^

SUITS at

$7.50 and $8.
Nobby, guaranteed in every
Good enough for anyone.

and manufacturers of Famous
"Vitals” Brand Clothing.
726-728-730 Market St.

$5 and $6,

THERE

A CO.

way.

Worth from $10 to $12.

Philadelphia, Oct.

25, 1901.

THERE ARE

New York.
received
Dear Sir— We have
your offer
through our New York office to close out a large
lot of our fall patterns, to be shipped to the Reliable Clothing Co., Ellsworth, Me., Mills
Clothing Co., Newport, Me., and others of your
retail stores. The prices you offer are so far
under the actual cost of the goods that we have
hesitated considerably in accepting it, but as it
fall
to c can
out our entire
is our aim
stock and as we are now in the midst of manu
facturing our spring goods, we have decided to
accept your offer. We are very sure the bargains you have purchased will help you build up
retail stores, as on
a large trade in your several
many lines you can retail considerably lees than
the wholesale price and still make a fair profit.
Yours very truly,
ab. Kibschbai'm A Co.

EXTRA
with

lished

LONG;

yoke, some without,
considering their

very cheap,
value.

also
real

THERE ARE

A FEW ULSTERS
AND

REEFERS;
ter and we will save you money

Bong
facturing.

This sale at this season of the year, when every clothier is asking regular prices,
should attract universal attention, and it will pay anyone who wants to buy ten or
fifteen dollars worth of clothing to come fifty miles to attend this sale. Sale will comuntil goods are sold.
Early buyers will have
mence Thursday, Nov. 7, and continue
Goods sent C. O. D. to any address with privilege of examination.
best bargains.

CLOTHIERS.

II

,!

Fire

Stonlngton

and Belfast,
convenient to all

Une Femme.

'.
l

::

Capt. Charles Robbins and John Knowlton, of schooner “Northern Light”, were
here for a short stay recently.
A very enjoyable dance
under
the
auspices of some of the young men was
held in Union hail Wednesday evening.
Birthday parties are the fad among the
young people. Misses Bessie Eaton and
Harriette Richardson were among the
last to entertain.
Nov. 12.

DAVID FRIEND,

Manager.
Bank Building,
Ellsworth.

Anon.

Letter to Dr. Cleo. A.
Ellsworth.
Dear Sir
For yourhouse.no
a

Shavings,

“OTTO” Coke for Domestic I

Street,

se.

Rockland, name.

-

a

Phillips,

"e ,iave facilities for

coaling

New

,

England Telephone xqs.ll.

’♦***♦■!'♦ I

I ♦ t

Ea.tern

I ♦!•!♦!• I ••

NORTH ELUSWORTH.
Miss Margaret Patten
with friends In Schoodlc.

spent

Sunday

Eugene Leland, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with relatives here.
Rebecca Austin bas had another
Sbe is now unable to
speak.
Alexander Starkey, of Ellsworth
Falls,
is stopping with his son, Fred
Slarkey.
Mrs. Jenness McUown bas moved to
Ellsworth for the winter.
Mrs.

shock.

Mrs. Augusta King, who bas been visitbas returned to Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Melver Frost and daughter
Wilis,
from the city, and her aunt, Mrs. Anna

for?

oivids!n.buTyment

Frost, from Bradley, visited relatives here
Saturday and Sunday.
He
It
wherever
he
occasionally.
buys
likes—It
is generally in the best paint store In town.
Wellington Moore baa moved his family
You know what the color and dryer are for; to Otia this winter, to the house
formerly
do you know what the lead and zinc and oil are peopled by Frank Wilbur.
Mr. Moore
not

choose

;
\

near Lindenhurst
farm, had his buildings,
with all thsir contents entirely consumed
by Are, Thursday afternoon. He lost flO
In money, and two good watches.
Mr.
Garland was at work In the lower part of
bis field »ome distance from the bouse,
when it took fire. He tblnke It caught
around the funnel. Part of bis goods

stored In the stable were saved. The loss
fal’s heavily on Mr.
Garland, and be ba«
the sympathy of the entire

community.

Educate Your lloweta With

Caeca ret*.

Candy Cathartic,

IOq.SSc

cure conaMp&tion forever.
UCC C fall, druri? 1st*refund money

ilourrttsrairnt*.

LAKEWOOD.

prescription:

Lead and zinc and oil combine to form a rubbery, waterproof coat to keep out dampness.
That's the whole business.
The oil would do It alone, lead and oil won
do It, without the zinc; zinc and oil without n <*
lead; but the three together are best, becauf
they wear best.
We eay to you, "get a painter." as we’d
say to
him "get a doctor"—every man to bis trade.
Can't all be painters and doctors; don’t want to
You will be more successful In a prosperous
looking bouse; and he in good health. Take
good care of one another.
Yours truly,
A 15
F. W. Devoe A Co.

JI
;;

Telephone 1803.

» 1» 1 »,!■» | » ;|»|

ing here,

matter what’s
human you know—

Not being a painter, you may
know; but we'll tell you.

steam vessels at any stage of

the tide.

■

Devoe lead and zinc. Apply with a brush,
from one to three coats—get a painter to do it.
Your State chemist knows all about Devoe
has analyzed It; reports It pure; will analyze It

to

!!
!!
!!
!!
J!
11

Kerosene Oil,

Charcoal and Baled

S Park

Friday after a profitable
of eight weeks.
H. P. Richardson, of Mt. Desert Rock
light station, ia here for a few days.

with It—it isn't

!!
!!

o

School closed

matter

Clay,

j

JJ

every garment

we bought a lot of sample garments
which
in New York.
quantity of Boys’ three-piece knee pants suits at *2.50 and
is at considerable less than the wholesale price. Also a very large assortment of Boys’
Pants Suits, 15 to 20 years, that will be sold at less than the cost of manu-

CASH

11

Mrs. Olive Farrell la visiting at Mrs.
Koowlton’s.

on

SREAR,

Coal, Wood, Hay,
Sand, Hair, Itosendule
Straw, Lime, Hrick,
Cement, American and
Ini|K>rted Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain Pi|ie,
F‘re Brick,
Fire Clay Cliimney

o

been estab-

John

just the thing for the coming win-

A

SPOT

;;

Pipe,

line has

term

Besides the goods referred to in the above lettej

RELIABLE
CLOTHING
COMPANY.

between

R.

WHOLESALE AND BETA IL,

Saturday.

steamboat

which will prove very
the coast towns.

the

ONE PRICE,

new

FRED

::

AND IN

some

A

McKinley.

Regular Lengths,

Staples,
Broadway Central Hotel,

arrived home

Nov. 11.

OVERCOATS in

Mb. H. O.

ing. It was
G. R. Allen, who has been in the hospital at Portland for the past four weeks,

ii

'be

ACIockThati

mUj

G. Finn, who has been
keeping bouse for Adalbert Jordan in
Eddington, with her little daughter KuJalle
visited her father, Jeremiah Moore
SatMrs. Alice

urday returning Sunday.
Hartley Boynton, who bas been a resident of Ellsworth for
sixty-four years
•as been living with hie
daughter, Effie
Jackson,in Montville the past threeyeare
J
lie wife died
sixteen

Boynton

is

hJ* *Re'

yeare.ld*
L. L

in

V°

Gsrlaud,

years ago.
Mr
the
ninetv-fourtb

1,6 enjoys
rouud
who

out

good' health
*
hundred

lives In asms!! house

can

only

bo

clockmaker,

repaired by

but

tem that has run

repaired by
will

its

use

a

human sysdown can be

a

owner

if he

tho True

“IF." ATWOOD’S

BITTERS,

\

